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Catalogue of Ruckers Instruments 

Introduction 

The instruments listed in the catalogue below have 

been authenticated according to the principles outlined in 

Chapter 9, and have not been included here unless I was con- 

fident that they were genuine. Counterfeit instruments dis- 

honestly attributed to Ruckers by their makers, instruments 

altered after being made and given fake inscriptions, roses, 

etc. t and instruments referred to in the literature but 

otherwise lost sight of have not been included. 

The virginals and single-manual harpsichords may be 

assumed originally to have had the compass C/E to c3, four 

octaves, unless otherwise specified. If no alteration is 

noted this is also the present compass. The double-manual 

harpsichords originally had their keyboards playing at 

pitches a fourth apart.. Unless otherwise specified these 

instruments had an upper manual compass of C/E to c3 (with 

a block of wood filling up the space of 3 naturals in the 

bass) and a lower-manual compass of C/E to f3. These com- 

passes refer in all cases to the apparent note played, 

and not to the note sounded. Unless otherwise noted the 

disposition of the single-manual harpsichords was origin- 

ally: 

E41 

> 8' 

and the original dis- 

position of the double-mar. 'al harpsichords was: 
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F41 

81 

4, 

> 81 

The paper types refer to those listed in the catalogue 

of the Ruckers block-printed paper patterns listed in Chap- 

ter 7. 

Literature references are not given in full, but the 

full reference may be found in the bibliography. 

Hans Ruckers 

1581 HR 

Hans Ruckers, 1581, double muselar mother and child virginal. 

Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, No. 29.90. 

Rose diameter: mother - 84 mm, 64 mm 

child - 53 mm , 

Case dimensions: 

Length: mother - 

Width: ýý - 

Height: ýý - 

Keywell: 'ý - 

Scalings: mother-C/E _ 

child-C/E _ 

Ruckers Mottoes: front 

1786 mm child - 800 mm 

492 mm 372 mm 

236 mm ýý - 126 mm 

650 mm - 648 mm 

1533mm, c2 = 368 mm, c3 = 188 mm 

718.5 mm, c2 = 193 mm, c3 = 99 mm 

flap of mother - MVSICA DVLCE 

LABORVM LEVAMEN 

General description: 

This is the earliest extant Ruckers instrument. It 

is thought to have been a gift of Philip II of Spain to 
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the Marquis de Oropeza of Cuzco, Peru, who was a descendant 

of the ancient Incas. It retains most of its original 

parts and decoration. The lid of the main instrument has 

an original 16th century Flemish painting showing a rural 

scene with a castle and elegantly dressed courtiers engaged 

in boating, dancing, music-making and feasting. The sound- 

well, keywell, front flap, etc. instead-of being decorated 

with printed paper patterns as is usual in the later Ruckers 

instruments, are here delicately painted, ani give the instru- 

ment a rich, lavish appearance. Above the keyboard 'of the 

mother instrument are two relief medallions of Philip II 

of Spain and his fourth wife Anne of Austria. The soundboard 

painting is in the usual Hans Ruckers style and is very 

well preserved in both instruments, but especially in the 

child which was protected inside the mother instrument. 

Neither instrument bears the usual HR rose with an 

angel playing a harp, but instead both instruments have 

original roses of pierced parchment cut in geometrical 

patterns. The child has only the usual one rose, but the 

mother has two roses, one in the usual position above 

the keyboard, and the second in the middle of the sound- 

board area to the right of the bass jackrail support. The 

mother's jackrail is not original, but the child's jackrail 

is signed HANS RVEKERS ME FECIT, and the initials HR are 

painted on the top of the toolbox on the left-hand side of 

the mother. 

Most of the keys retain their original arcades. The 

parchment backing of the arcades, which was originally 
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dyed red, has now faded and Hebrew writing is visible on 

it on many of the keys. The bone naturals have the usual 

scribed lines and nicks decorating them and, like many 

early Flemish and other Ruckers instrument, the sharps 

are also decorated with similar niclI and scribed lines. 

The outside of the mother instrument is painted 

black, but underneath this there are clear traces of the 

original green and off-white imitation porphyry marble 

decoration. 

Like the later Ruckers double virginals, the mother 

and child can be coupled by placing the child above the 

jacks of the mother instrument. The main instrument has a 

harpichordium stop, not only on the straight bass-section 

of the right bridge, but also on the curved descant part. 

The two sections are split between e1 and f1, and can 

operate separately or together on the treble and bass 

strings. 

Literature: 

Boalch #2; p. 204+-205 Hirt (1955); p. 51, Curtis 

(1960/61); Plate 210, Buchner (1956); p. 43 Besseler, 
No. 26, p. 9, Winternitz (1966); 

(1959); Plate 6, Winternitz, (1961); /p. 169, The Connoi- 

sseur (1916); p. 137,138,14+3,145, van der Meer (1971c); 

p. 149, Russell (1959); p. 269 Lambrechts-Douillez (1977); 

p. 78, Koster (1977); p. 52, Koster (1980); p. 65, Germann 

(1978). 

Former owners: Marquis of Oropeza, Cuzco, Peru; B. H. Homan 

who gave it in 1929 to the Metropolitan Museum. 
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Hans Ruckers, 1583,4-voet spinett virginal at R+5. 

Location: Francois Meyer, Paris 

Rose diameter: 64 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1143 mm 

Width: 431 mm 

Height: 178 mm without baseboard 

Width of keywell: 598 mm 

Present original compass: C/E to a2 

Scalings: C/E = 946 mm, c2 = 238 mm, a2 = 134 mm. 
General description: 

This is the second oldest Ruckers instrument and the 

only Hans Ruckers clavecimbel at quint pitch. It has many 

features of other early Flemish virginals: its compass 

goes only to a2 in the treble, the jackrail, soundwell, 

keywell, lid and flap decorations are painted rather than 

being covered by block-printed papers, the natural touch- 

plates are of wood (box? ) rather than bone, the sharps as 

well as the naturals have decorative nicks and scribed 

lines, and the case mouldings are painted with alternate 

stripes of black and varnished wood like the two Karest 

virginals. The nameboard is decorated with medallions 

representing Catherine de Medici and Diane de Poitier, 

and the lid painting represents a Flemish hunting scene. 

The keys have many of their original arcades, the parch- 

ment backing of which is inscribed with Hebrew writing. 

Literature: I 

Boalch #2a; p. 145, Plate 32, Thibault (1961); p. 117, 

Plate 287, Bridgeman and Lesure (1961); p. 1319 143, plate 

10, van der Meer (1971c); p. 43, O'Brien (1977a). 
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Former owners: formerly in the Strauss Collection, Paris 

1591a ißt 

Hans Ruckers, 1591,6-voet polygonal spinett virginal. 

Location: Gruuthuuse Museum, Bruges, No. 2296 

Ruckers number: ? /30. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1711 mm 

Width: 467 mm 

Height: 224 mm without, 236 mm with 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 647 mm 

The scalings are not original as the right bridge is a 

replacement. 

Ruckers papers: Lid - type 1 (early, type 8, border 

Keywell and faceboard - type 3 (early) 

Ruckers mottoes: (in lid) -SCIENTIA NON HABET INIMICVM 

NISI INGNORANTEM(Sic) 

General description: 

This is the only Ruckers virginal which is polygonal 

in shape. It is otherwise identical to the usual 6-voet 

spinett virginals except that the inactive areas of sound- 

toard at the rear corners have been eliminated. The front 

flap and its decoration are not original. But the outer 

decoration of the rest of the case and of the lid is ori- 

ginal and shows the usual green and off-white imitation 

porphyry marble. The lid in two hinged sections is original, 

and the papered interior is original and shows traces of the 

original ochre wood graining, although most of this has now 

dissappeared except near the letters 'IN' of INGNORANTEM. 
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The rose has been re-gilded and the flowers painted around 

it are not original, ' although the 'pearls' in the rose 

wreath are similar to those found on other earlier Hans 

Ruckers instruments. 

The right-hand bridge, and therefore the present 

scalings, are not original. Most of the keyboard action, 

including many 'of the jacks, are original. 

The instrument has been signed 'Restaur6 en 1959 par 

Henri Maillofer 4 Renens (Suisse)'. 

Literature: 

Boalch #5; Plate 24, Russell (1959); p. 140,145, van 

der Meer (1971c); p. 77, Henkel (1979a); p. 77,87, O'Brien 

(1974a); p. 456,458, O'Brien (1979)" 

Former owners: Theodore Joseph Cannel (a painter and former - 

director of the Acad'mi e Royale, Ghent) . 

(1591)b HR 

Hans Ruckers, 1591?, muselar mother and child virginals. 

Location: Yale University, New Haven, Conn., No. 242. 

Ruckers number: M/24. Rose diameter: mother - 67 mm 

child - 60 mm 

Case dimensions: 

Length: mother - 1707 mm child - 820 mm 

Width: 495 mm it 420 including 

keyboard 

Height: 254 without, 266 with baseboard 

child - 133 mm with baseboard. 

Width of keywell: 648 mm in both instruments 

Present compass: C to c3 
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Present scalings: mother -C= 1448 mm, c2 = 312 mm, c3 

= 185 mm; child -C= 692 mm, c2 = 16,5 mm, 

c3 = 88 mm 

Original scalings: mother - c2 = about 360 mm 

General description: 

The dating of this instrument is based only on the 

inscription "1591/A" which appears on the trunk of a tree 

in the left-hand side of the lid painting. Although it 

appears to have been decorated by Hans' usual soundboard 

decorator, it has many affinities with the (c1600) HR 

spinett double virginal in Milan. Like the Milan instru- 

ment it has HR roses of differing diameters in the two 

parts, and the top double mouldings on the nameboard and 

faceboard of both instruments have a curved rather than 

flat lower surfaces. 

The conversion of the bass short-octave to a chro- 

matic bass octave was achieved by making new keyboards with 

a narrower octave span, new slides with a correspondingly 

narrow spacing, and by repinning both bridges. The jacks 

and tuning pins have also been replaced. The present 

straight bass-section of the right-hand bridge, the mother's 

removeable na. meboard and the mother's front flap are all 

replacements. 

The lid painting depicts the contest between Apollo 

and Marsyas and the faceboard of the mother is painted 

with figures dancing and making music, and the whole of 

the outside of the case of the child virginal is painted 

with figures of children at play. 
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The stand is old and may be original. 

Literature: 

Boalch #6; p. 6, No. 129 Steinert (1892-3); P. 32f, Plate 

12, Skinner (1933); p. 47/48, Plate XX, Hipkins (1888) - 

the stand is upside downl; No. 4, Marcuse (1960); p. 149, 

Russell (1959); p. 28, No. 242, Rephann (1968); p. 137,145, 

van der Meer (1971c); p. 81f, Koster (1977). 

Former owners: Messrs. Chappell, London; George Donaldson, 

London; Morris Steinert, New Haven, Conn.; Belle Skinner. 

1594 HR 

Hans Ruckers, 1594, single-manual harpsichord/octave vir- 

ginal combination. 

Location: Schloss Kdpenich, East Berlin 

Rose diameter: 66 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1804 mm 

Width: 709 mm 

Height: 224 mm without baseboard 

Width of keywell: 683 mm - harpsichord 

596 mm - virginal 

Present harpsichord compass: C to c3 

Original virginal compass (present compass): C/E to 9 
2, 

a2 

Ruckers papers: there are traces of type 1 (early) papers 

on the inside of the harpsichord treble cheek, and this 

pattern must originally have decorated the whole of the 

keywell and faceboard. 

General description: 

All evidence of the original outer decoration is hid- 

den under the present gesso and black lacquer. The inner 
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lid painting by Hieronymous Jannsens of a similar instrument 

with courtiers is not original. The original soundboard 

decoration has entirely disappeared, and the present dec- 

oration is of a later date. Much of the interior mouldings, 

and surfaces have been repainted a number of times. 

The keys, keyframe and slides of the harpsichord 

part are not original. The instrument is of particular 

interest because the plan of much of the instrument's 

construction is scribed onto the baseboard. Three trans- 

verse lines at the gap in the harpsichord indicate that it 

had the usual two registers and a disposition of 1x 81, 

1x 41. The length and position of each 81 and 41 string 

for each c and f are also indicated as well as many of the 

structural parts of the instrument. 

The harpsichord part has the usual HR rose, but the 

virginal has a geometrical rose composed of several layers 

of pierced parchment and beech veneer. 

This is the only surviving harpsichord by Hans Ruckers. 

Literature: 

Boalch #7; p. 125-126, Krebs (1892); p. 149, Russell, (1959); 

p. 128, van der Meer (1971c); p. 60-67, Schmidt (1978). 

Former owners: The Kings of Prussia. 

Ioannes Ruckers (with HR roses) 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1595, child virginal. 

1595 HR 

Location: Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Present compass: C to d3 
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Case dimensions: Length: 813 mm 

Width: 318 mm 

Height: 140 mm including the baseboard 

General description: 

This is an example of a much-altered child virginal. 

The sides of the case were cut down to a level flush with 

the soundboard and then a new case has been added. The lid, 

keyblocks and jackrail are also all not original. The ori- 

ginal keys from (C/)E to c3 are original, and the extra 

keys for C, C#, D, E, c#3 and d3 have been added to the 

sides of the original keyboard. 

The instrument is signed IOHANNES RVQVERS ME FECIT 

0 A 1595, and although not original it seems to follow the 

paint of an earlier signature. If this is indeed an instru- 

ment by Ioannes it means that he was only 17 years old when 

he built it (and presumably the mother as well) i The rose 

is the type used by Ioannes Ruckers in his early instruments, 

and not that used by Hans. Unfortunately the original 

soundboard painting has disappeared and been replaced by a 

new painting so this gives no clue to help identify con- 

clusively the true builder. 

Literature: 

Boalch #(7a). 

Former owners: William Howard Doane. 

I 1598 HR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1598,6-voet spinett virginal. 

Location: Paris Conservatoi:. "9, No. E. 979.2.6 

Ruckers number: 6/61. Rose diameter: 63 mm - rose of papier 

mache 
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Case dimensions: Length: 1660 mm 

Width: 479 mm 
Height: 234 without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 651 mm 

Present compass: G1/B1 to c3 

Present scalings: G1/B1 = 1392 mm, c2 = 310 mm, c3 = 158 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = 1391 mm, c2 = 361 mm, c3 = 179 mm 

Ruckers papers: Lid - type 1 (early) and type 8 (border) 

Soundwell - type 17 (spine and sides), type 11 

(behind faceboard and keywell 

Keywell - type 3 (early) 

Flap - type 15 and type 29 (border) 

Lid motto: DVLCISONVM REFICIT TRISTIA CORDA MELOS 1598 

General description: 

Since this virginal was built in the year that Hans 

Ruckers died it could be by either Hans or Ioannes Ruckers. 

However, it is signed IOHANNES RVCKERS FECIT ANTVERPIAE, 

And also has a papier mache rose of the type used by loannes 

Ruckers in some of his later instruments (eg. 1604 HR and 

1614 HR). Both of these point 'to Ioannes as the author of 

this virginal. Also this is the first instrument with a 

soundboard painted by the painter who worked on the other 

early clavecimbels of Ioannes Ruckers. 

In the keywell is written '`rancois Chapelle a refait 

c ett e Spinette e luy a donne de l' armoni e 1739', and this 

probably refers to the alteration of the compass and scal- 

ings. The keyboard was re-made without widening the key- 

frame or the keywell and with a very narrow 3-octave span 
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(only 455 mm) to extend the compass downwards. The original 

keyframe and balance rail were re-used and these show from 

the original balance pin holes that the compass was origin- 

ally C/E to c3. New jackslots were cut in the soundboard, 

new lower guides made and the bridges re-pinned to match 

the new closer spacing of the keys. The resulting scalings 

are therefore not accurately Pythagorean and correspond to 

a pitch about a tone higher than originally. 

The lid, flap and sides have a very old vine-work 

decoration. The spine is plain, but underneath the present 

decoration of this and the front flap one sees traces of 

the original grew porphyry marble which must once have 

decorated the whole of the outside of the instrument. 

Literature: 

Boalch #8; p. 47 and Plates 25 & 27 & 69, Russell (1959); 

p. 36, Juramie (1948); P. 146, Plate 43, Thibault (1961); 

No. 5879 Catalogue (8) (1962) ; p. 80-81, Thibault (1971) ; 

P" 130,135,142,145, van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Jeanne Lyon, Paris; Marcel Salomon, Paris; 

Mme. G. Thibault-de Chambure, Paris. Restored in 1932 by 

Marcel Asseman and in 1969 by Hubert Bedard. 

1599 HR 

Ioannes Ruckers 1599, originally a transposing harpsichord, 

now a raval6 aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Handelhaus, Halle 

Rose diameter: 66 mm 

Case dimensions: 
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Length: 2244 mm 

Width: now 927 mm, originally about 742 mm 

Height: 251 mm without, 262 mm with baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 901 mm, originally about 716 mm 

Present compass: F1 to f3 - 

Original compass: upper manual - C/E to a2 

lower manual - C/E to d3 

Disposition: 

8: original order of these 

4 two is not clear 

81 dogleg 

Present scalings: 8t - F1 = 1672 mm, c2 = 270 mm, f3 = 129 mm 

4t - F1 = 1028 mm, c2 = 123 mm, f3 = 52 mm 

Ruckers papers: Keywell - type 12 

soundwell - type 13 

Ruckers mottoes: lid flap (not original) - MVSICA MAGNORVM 

SOLAMEN DVLCE LABORVM (probably copied from 

the original lid). 

General description: 

This is the earliest surviving Ruckers double-manual 

harpsichord. The plugged doubled pinholes for eb/g# in the 

bridges and 41 hitchpin rail prove that this was originally 

a transposing harpsichord, and the number of plugged pins 

below the bottom set of eb/g# pins prove that the bottom 

note of the lower manual was the usual short-octave C/E. 

But the original width of the instrument (716 mm) indicates 

that it must originally have reached only to a2 on the 

upper manual (or to d3 on the lower). The non-original 
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jackrail ascribes the instrument to Hans Ruckers, but Hans 

was already dead in 1599, and the rose type and soundboard 

painting style are both characteristic of those found on 

the early instruments of Ioannes. Thus there is no double- 

manual harpsichord that can be ascribed to Hans. 

The ravalement was carried out by fitting in the 

extra bass notes without widening the bass side of the 

case or decreasing the octave span. Thus the treble keys 

were moved to the right, effectively shortening the scalings 

to the point where brass would be the appropriate stringing 

material, rather than iron. 

Unfortunately the cheeks have been cut away in the 

style of the 18th century German and Viennese fort epiano s, 

and the case and stand encrusted with gilded neo-baroque 

stucco work, probably of the late 19th century or early 

20th century. 

Literature: 

Boalch#93 No. 559 ihrer (1938); p. 248-249, Hirt (1955); 

p. 91 & Plate, Sasse (1958); P. 36/37 & Plate, Sasse (1966); 

p. 126,127,142, van der Meer (1971c); p. 42, O'Brien 

(1977a); p. 74, Henkel (1979a). 

Former owners: formerly part of the Neupart Collection, 

Nur emb erg . 

" (c 1600) HR 

Ioannes Ruckers, c. 1600, double spinett mother and child 

virginals. 

Location: Castello Sforzesco, Milan, No. 59, 
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Ruckers number: M/15 and k/15. Rose diameter: mother - 

65 mm; child - 58 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: mother - 1708 mm child - 820 mm 

Width: 11 - 493 mm - 324 mm 

Height: it - 266 mm it - 159 mm, both measured 

without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 643 mm in both instruments. 

Scalings: 

Note 

Mother 

String Plucking 
length point 

child 

String Plucking 
length point 

c3 183 mm 63 mm 89 mm 45 mm 

f2 269 58 136 44 

c2 367 71 178 53 

f1 527 69 261 47 

c1 708 86 354 53 

f 936 95 465 47 

c 1131 116 562 57 

F 1366 129 673 55 

C/E 1397 146 689 51 

Ruckers papers: 

Mother: type 4- faceboard child: type 13 - soundwell 

type 2- front flap type 5- case sides 

& toolbox lid 

type 18 - soundwell behind faceboard I 

type 23 - rear and sides of soundwell 
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General description: 

This instrument is among those few in almost its 

original state (see Photo 3-26). It has lost its exterior 

decoration everywhere except on the spine which is the 

usual imitation green porphyry marble. The rest of the 

decoration is original and in good condition. The lid 

painting is particularly fine. The so ritboard painting 

(like the 1612a HR) is very sparse in comparison with later 

soundboard paintings on Ioannes Ruckers instruments. 

This is the only spinett double virginal, and is the 

only 6-voet spinett virginal with unaltered scalings. 

Literature: 

Boalch #70a; p. 241, Gallini (1963); p. 136,143, van der 

Meer (1971c) 

1604 HR 

Ioannes and Andreas Ruckers, 1604,5-voet muselar virginal 

at a pitch R+1. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2927 

Ruckers number: 5/34. Rose diameter: 62 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1424 mm 

Width: 479 mm 

Height: 215 mm without baseboard. 

Ruckers papers: the keywell, faceboard and soundwell have 

their original papers, but are covered with a coat of paint. 

Keywell and faceboard: type 22 

Soundwell: type 17 
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General description: 

Although much of the interior and exterior decoration 

have been covered with a green 18th century decoration, this 

is a good example of a mostly unaltered 5-voet muselar vir- 

ginal. The jackrail, which is undoubtably original, is 

signed IOANNES ET ANDREAS RVCKERS FECERVNT. Also original 

is the HR rose, of the type used by loannes Ruckers before 

1616, which is of papier mäch6 instead of lead. It is 

slightly smaller than the usual HR roses, probably because 

of the shrinkage of the papa er mäch6 in drying. 

The rack has its original cloths, 3 layers above and 

2 layers below the tails of the keys. Thus this is one of 

the few instruments to retain its original depth of touch. 

This is found to be 9 mm in the bass and 8 mm in the treble, 

measured at the front of the natural keys. 

Although the instrument sounds it cannot be considered 

in musical playing order since many of the soundbars are 

not original and not positioned as they were originally. 

More important there are a number of non-original 'stifle' 

bars underneath the left-hand bridge. 

The harp ichordium is a copy of the original which is 
v 

preserved separately in the museum. About 90% of the jacks 

are original. 

Literature: 

Boalch X11; No. 2927, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1922); Plate 

26, Russell (1959); p. 14+2 & Plate IV-19, Bragard and de 

Hen (1967); p. 157 & Plate IV-20, Bragard and de Hen (1968); 

p. 26-28 (No. 8) de Maeyer (1969); p. 111-17 (No. 4), de 
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Maeyer (1972); p. 104,134,135,145, van der Meer (1971c); 

p. 78,81, O'Brien (1974a); p. 455,459, O'Brien (1979)" 

Former owners: Abel Regibo; Caesar Snoeck. 

1610 BR 

loannes Ruckers, 1610, double muselar mother and child 

virginals. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 275 

Ruckers number: M/23 and k/23. Rose diameters: 62 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Mother: Length: 1709 mm (not original) 

Width: 481 mm (not original) 

Height: 269 mm (including the baseboard) 

Child: Length: 809 mm 

Width: 307 mm without, 414 mm with keyboard 

Height: 138 mm (including the baseboard) 

Width of keywell: originally about 647 mm in both instruments. 

Present compass of both 'instruments: C to f3 

Present scalings: mother -C= 1526 mm, c2 = 366 mm, f3 = 135 mm 

child -C= 703 mm, c2 = 180 mm, f3 = 56 mm 

Original scalings: 

mother - C/E = 1465 mm, c2 = 366 mm, c3 = 180 mm 

child - C/E = 686 mm, c2 = 180 mm, c3 = 89 mm 

Ruckers papers: mother: type 26 - soundwell 

type 4- keywell 

child: type 26 - soundwell 

type 24 and 28 combined - around 

outside of case 
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General description: 

IF 

This is a much altered mother and child virginal. 

The space beside the keyboard of the mother has been filled 

in, so that the child can only be placed above the keyboard 

of the mother. The outer case and keywell of both instru- 

ments have been painted in a reddish-brown wood-graining. 

But traces of the original faux marbre green porphyry marble 

have been uncovered on the outer case of the mother virginal. 

Above the original paint there are no less than 6 layers (7 

including a layer of gesso) of more recent paint on the out- 

side of the mother. The child has a different sequence 

and number of layers of paint, making the history of the 

two difficult to tie together. The compass has been exten- 

ded by adding new keys to the original keys on either side 

and by extending the registers and bridges to accomodate 

the extra notes. 

The balance rail cloth on both instruments is ori- 

ginal. Original pieces of folded playing cards (was Ioannes 

Ruckers a gambler? ) were used to raise the sharps. The 

three layers of black cloth above the keys in the keyboard 

rack of the mother are original, as are the cloths glued 

to the tails of the keys. 

Literature: 

Boalch #12; No. 275, Mahillon, Vol. 1. (1893-1922); p. 337, 

van der Straeten (1875); p. 204-205, Hirt (1955); p. 99 

Harich-Schneider (1958); p. 149 & Plates 29 and 30, Russell 

(1959); P" 137, van der Meer, (1971c); p. 18-21 (No. 5), 

de Maeyer (1972); p. 79,81, O'Brien (1974a) 

Former owners: F. J. Fetis, Brussels. 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1611 , 
6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Vl eeshui s Museum, Antwerp, No. VH2112. 

Ruckers number: 6/16. Rose hole diameter: 63 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1712 mm 

Width: 493 mm 

Height: 241 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 652 mm 

Scalings: C/E = 1475 mm, c2 = 367 mm, c3 = 183 mm. 

Ruckers papers: type 3 (early) - keywell and faceboard 

type 23 - soundwell on spine and sides 

type 19 - soundwell behind name-and fac eboard 

type 12 - toolbox lid 

General description: 

The jackrail of the instrument is signed IOANNES 

RVCKERS FECIT ANTVERPIAE. The rose in the instrument is a 

genuine Andreas Ruckers rose, and is the type normally 

found in Andreas Ruckers instruments from 1605 to 1634. 

However, although the Andreas rose fits the rose hole 

fairly well (the ißt rose used by loannes at this period 

and the present AR rose have the same diameters) the hole 

is slightly too big, and the way the rose is glued in 

position is not original. But most important of all the 

traces of soundboard painting are in the usual style of 

loannes and not of Andreas instruments of this period. 

Both the arabesques and the remaining flower groups are 

very like the (c1600) HR and the 1604 HR virginals. It is 

thus clear that the rose now in the instrumeniPoänar ai al 

this virginal must be ascribed to Ioannes. 
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The scalings and most of the musical parts of this instru- 

ment are original. There are some non-original soundbars, 

and a small section of the rJght-hand bridge is not ori- 

ginal. The harp ichordium is missing, but there are traces 

of glue marks from the blocks which held the harpichordium 

against the right-hand bridge, and also holes for the wire 

pins which held it down against the soundboeard (one pin 

still remains). 

Underneath the keyboard in the treble corner of the 

keywell is written "'nieuw Aecken gemaeckt von P. L. Cl. 

1769 meert" (new 'hooks' made by P. L. Cl. in March 1769), 

and this probably refers to the jacks which, although made 

in the style of Ruckers, are made of plank sawn and not 

quartered beech, the tongues have a circular quill hole and 

lack the usual leather pad at their base, and the jacks 

themselves are not tapered in the Ruckers fashion. 

The instrument retains its original keyboard cloths. 

There are three layers of cloth in the top of the rack, 

and 2 original layers at the bottom (plus some non-original 

cloth). The non-original cloth at the bottom of the rack 

can be pulled back at either end to allow the original depth 

of touch to be measured. This is found to be 8mm in the 

bass and 7 mm in the treble. Also the tails of the key- 

levers have their original cloths on which the jacks rested. 

These are glued lightly at both ends to the keylevers, and 

are of the usual cloth about twice the thickness of that in 

the rack. 

The front flap is not original, but is marbled 
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like the rest of the instrument in red-and-brown. This red 

marbling is thus not original. There is no trace of the 

original green porphyry decoration. 

The lid which is usually exhibited with the instrument 

is too small and does not belong to this virginal. The 

stand, however, seems original and is an extremely fine 

example of typical turned and arcaded 17th century Flemish 

furniture. 

Literature: 

Boalch #75; P" 338, van der Straeten, Vol. 3 (1875); P. 79 

& Plate 2, Ggnard (1876); p. 47 & Plate 6, Lunsingh Scheurleer- 

(1939); Plate 16, Denuco (1941); Plate 28, Russell (1959); 

No. 32, Catalogus (11), (n. d. ); p. 128,130, Lambrechts- 

Douillez (1961); p. 238 & Plate 10, ibid, 1968; p. 14-16. & 

Photo, ibid(1970a); p. 148 & Plate 418, ibid (1981a); p. 133, 

141,143, van der Meer (1971c); p. 71, Germann (1978); p. 

462, O'Brien (1979)" 

Former owners: A. Jacob-Wens, Antwerp; Steen Museum. 

1612a HR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1612, now a ravale double-manual harpsichord, 

originally a double harpsichord with one manual a fifth be- 

low reference pitch. 

Location: Fenton House, Hampstead, London. 

Rose diameter: 63 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: 2296 mm 

Width: now 881 mm, originally about 735 mm 
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Height: 270 mm with, 251 without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 848 mm, originally about 702 mm 

Present compass: G1, A1 to f3 

Original compass: one manual had a compass of C/E to d3 and 

was at a pitch R-5. 

Disposition: 

. 41 

.81 dogleg 

>8 

Present scalings: 81: G1 = 1718 mm, c2 = 352 mm, f3 = 129 mm 

41: G1 = 1011 mm, c2 = 158 mm, f3 = 57 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 29 - soundwell (fragmentary) 

General description: 

The original width of the instrument suggests that 

the keyboard had 28 naturals. Using the 19-cm rule to lo- 

caste the original pitch c string and identifying the ori- 

ginal pinning of the bridge confirms the 28 natural note 

compass, and gives the sounded notes A1 and g2 as the com- 

pass extremes. This suggests that the orginal compass was 

C/E to d3 at a pitch a fifth below reference pitch. This 

is confirmed by the bridge locating pins which are placed 

near the played notes c and f The instrument originally 

(as now) had two manuals as indicated by the original key- 

well depth and case height. The pitch of the second manual 

does not appear to have been a fourth or a fifth away from 

the first manual since there are no transposing plates or 

traces of doubled eb/g# hitchpins. The most likely poss- 

ibility is that the instrument had 3 registers (which in 
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turn requires that some notes be re-tuned anyway, and that 

the second manual was a tone higher (at R- 4) than the 

first. 

The instrument is now a brilliantly lacquered instru- 

ment with an English ravalement which widened the case and 

compass to give, firstly a Gj, Aj to e3, and later a Gj, Aj 

to f3 compass. 

Literature: 

Boalch #16; exhibited at the Inventions Exhibition in London 

(1885) and at Vienna (1892); p. 7& Plate, Lees-Milne (1953); 

p. 12, Russell (1957); p. 11, Harsch-Schneider (1958); p. 

113,115, van der Meer (1971c); p. 41,43, O'Brien (1977a); 

p. 68, ibid, (1977b). 

Former owners: the property of H. M. Queen Elizabeth II9 on 

. 
loan to Fenton House. 

1612b HR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1612, aligned double-manual harpsichord, 

formerly a normal transposing double harpsichord. 

Location: Mus6e d'histoire locale, Ami ens. 

Ruckers number: St/34. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2232 mm 

Width: 789 mm 

Height: 259 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 762 mm 

Present compass: G1/B1 to d3 with a split B1 /Eb key. 

Disposition: 

4, 

.8 ---- manuals uncoupled 

Ort 41 

-ter 81 
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Ruckers papers: the presence of old papers is evident in 

the keywell and soundwell, but the design of the patterns 

is covered over with later paint. 

General description; 

This instrument typifies a very conservative align- 

ment of a normal Ruckers double-manual transposing harpsi- 

chord. The lower manual was aligned and the upper manual 

compass extended down to G1/B1. Two notes were added to 

the treble and one to the bass to extend the compass to 

d3 and to enable the B1/Eb key to be split, and therefore 

to play both notes. A third set of strings was not added 

so that there was no loud-soft contrast possible, but the 

difference in the plucking points would result in a tonal 

difference between the two manuals. 

The soundboard is in good decorative order, although 

the arabesques have been re-painted and a number of the 

flower groups heavily re-touched or entirely re-painted. 

The alignment is dated 1730, and the builder who 

carried it out also labelled the bridges with the 18th 

century French string gauges to be used to re-string the 

instrument. These seem to copy the original Ruckers 

stringing plan (see Table 4-5)- 

Literature: 

Boalch #17a = #30c; p. 78, Thibault-de Chambure (1971); 

p. 118, van der Meer (1971c); p. 115, B6dard (1977). 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1614?, 6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2930. 

Ruckers number: 6/20. Rose diameter: 62 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1668 mm 

Width: 491 mm 

Heights 239 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywells 651 mm 

Scalings: C/E = 1432 mm, c2 = 361 mm, c3 = 181 mm 

General description: 

The outer decoration now consists of a geometrical 

pattern of brown and yellow ochre, but faults in this reveal 

the original green/white porphyry marbled decoration under- 

neath. The lid interior, keywell and faceboard are all 

painted with figures of animals and humans engaged in 

various activities. The entire soundboard has been painted 

over with flowers, etc. in a very bad imitation Ruckers 

style. The date 1614 actually does not appear anywhere on 

the instrument. The rose, like a number of other Ioannes 

Ruckers HR roses from this period is made of papier m2ch6. 

Some soundbars are missing or replacements, and there 

are non-original wooden buttons with screws (piano style) 

and non-original bars under both bridges. This instrument 

is a good example of one which has been subject to over- 

restoration. 

Literature: 

Boalch #19 and #30a; No. 2930, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1920); 

p. 132, van der Meer (1971c); p. 25-26 (No- 7), de Maeyer 

(1969); P. 78, O'Brien (1974a) 

Former owners: C. Snoeck, Ghent. 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1616, aligned double-manual harpsichord, 

formerly a chromatic bass-octave 'French' double. 

Location: M. Nirouet, Paris. 

Ruckers number St/17. Rose diameter: 61i mm 

Case dimensions: Length; 2251 mm 

Width: 830 mm 

Height: 267 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 805 mm. 

Present compass G, to c3. 

Original compass: upper manual -F to f3 

lower manual - G1 to c3 

Disposition: it retains its original disposition. 

Scalings: 

Note 

c3 

f2 

2 
c 

fl 

1 
c 

f 

C 

F 

C 

G1 I 

General description: 

8' 

175 mm 

266 

356 

523 

672 

912 

1110 

1386 

1571 

1698 

4, 

82 mm 

125 

172 

258 

340 

479 

585 

739 

850 

964 

The panelled outer decoration is not original, and is 

probably 18th century French. The lid, which is in one 

piece without a flap, is not original. The interior of 
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the lid, keywell and front flap are painted in mythological 

scenes. The keys, which have hollowed out arcades with 

black naturals and white sharps, are in the style of many 

17th century French harpsichords and are not original. 

The upper manual keyframe is original however, and indicates 

that the original compass of the upper manual was F to f3 

(with a block 3 naturals in width in the bass). It still 

has only one set of 41 and one set of 81 strings and retains 

4 transposer plates and 4 sets of doubled strings for the 

e/g# notes of each choir. From the position of these 

plates and tuning pins, and from the width of the case, the 

original compass of the lower manual can be inferred as G1 

to c3 chromatic. 

The soundboard decoration, although varnished over 

and slightly retouched is in basically good order. The 

paper strip decorations above the soundboard have been 

replaced with a painted decoration in the style of the paper 

patterns. It retains its original oak turned and arcaded 

Flemish stand. 

Literature: 

Boalch #22; p. 45 & Plate 36, Russell (1959); p. 48, van 

der Meer (1971b); p. 118,141,145, ibid (1971c). 

Former owners: Edgar Castil, Paris; Casadesus family. 
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Ioann es Ruckers (with IR roses) 

Ioannes Ruckers, undated, combined single-manual harpsichord 

and octave virginal. 

Location: Berlin Musikinstrumentenmuseum, No. 2232. 

Case dimensions: Lengths 1818 mm 

Width: 707 mm 

Height: 229 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 687 mm (harpsichord part) 

Scalings (not original): 

Harpsichord: 81: C/E = 1400 mm, c2 = 362 mm, c3 = 185 mm 

41: C/E = 773 mm, c2 = 185 mm, c3 = 100 mm 

Virginal: C/E = 801 mm, c2 = 179, c3 = 82 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 4- keywell and faceboard (painted). 

The designs on the flaps and in the soundwell are also all 

painted in. 

Ruckers mottoes: main lid - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM 

lid flap - GLORIA DEO 

General description: 

Although the instrument has its original compass, 

only the keyframe of the virginal is original, the new key- 

boards having a 3-octave span of 483 mm (harpsichord) and 

475 (virginal). The bridges and thus the bridge pins and 

scalings are also all not original. The soundboard is 

original, but it has been doubled in thickness by adding a 

new second soundboard with new barring below the old one. 

The virginal's lower guide and the belly rail behind the 

nameboard and all of its tuning pins are not original. 
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Most of the rest of the instrument is original including 

the internal harpsichord bentside which shows signs of being 

scorched by a strong heat source during bending. The harp- 

sichord registers are original, and the wrestplank painting 

indicates that there was originally a buff stop. The harp- 

sichord jackrail has its original two layers of damping 

cloth tacked with pairs of tacks at the ends and - and I 

of the way along the rail. 

The lid painting, on canvas glued to the inside of 

the lid, shows the conversion of Saul/Paul. The' style of 

the soundboard painting suggests that the instrument was 

built about 1628, or the period just following. 

Literature: 

Boalch #70; No. 2232 & Plate, Sachs (1922); Plate 10, Sachs, 

(1923); p. 149, Russell (1959); p. 27 & Plate, p. 134 Otto 

(1965); p. 68, Plate X, Ernst (1967); p. 61-62, Plate, 

Berner (1971); p. 128,143, van der Meer (1971c); p. 273, 

Lambrechts-Douillez (1977); p. 60, Schmidt (1978). 

(1612) IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1612?, grand ravalement of a normal double- 

manual harpsichord. 

Location: Paris Conservatoire, No. El - C. 327. 

Rose diameter: 87 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: now 2401 mm, originally a bit more than 2201 mm 

Widths 906 mm (present) 

Height: 2ý6 mm with, 253 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 878 mm, originally about 755 mm. 
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Present compass: F1 to f3 

Present scalings: 

Note 81 41 

f3 133 mm 70 mm 

c3 175 84 

c2 352 169 

c1 702 340 

c 1253 619 

C 1719 935 

F1 1824 1126 

General description: 

This may be the earliest harpsichord to use the 

loannes Ruckers double-manual rose. The date is slightly 

uncertain, however, as it is written on a non-original 

part of the soundboard added in the 18th century ravale- 

ment. The soundboard painting style with its use of birds 

and very intricate and delicate arabesques is more in the 

style of the Ioannes soundboard paintings from 1616 to 

1624. This, plus the use of the IR double-manual rose 

which is otherwise not found until 1618, suggests to me 

that the date of this harpsichord is later than 1612. Per- 

haps 1617 was mis-read and copied as 1612, and this has 

been interpreted as 1612? 

The ravalement was carried out by widening the instru- 

ment on both the bass and treble sides. In the process 

dovetailed pieces were added to'the wrestplank, belly rail, 

and toolbox liners. Most of the internal framing was either 

replaced or supplemented with additional wood. The original 
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strapwork decoration (the only existing loannes strapwork 

case decoration) can be seen on the spine side, and the 

extension to the spine near the tail is also visible. The 

4+1 hitchpin rail was extended, new bridges and nuts were 

made and the entire action was replaced. The date was 

probably originally written on the wrestplank, and trans- 

ferred to the soundboard in the process of the grand ravale- 

ment. The painting of the pieces added to the soundboard 

has been done very carefully in the style of the original. 

The main lid shows the contest between Apollo and 

Marysas and was painted by Jan Breughel the Elder (The 

Velvet Breughel) and Hendrik van Balen. The front flap 

shows Orpheus taming the wild animals and is by Paul Bril. 

Literature: 

Boalch #31; No. 222, Chouquet (1875); p. 8-11, Hirt (1955); 

p. 78-80, Thibault-de Cha mbure (1971) ; p. 127,144, van der 

Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: 

Given by Maria do Medici to Elizabeth of France (wife 

of Philip IV of Spain). Placed in the -Escorial and became 

the property of Maria Theresa. Later given to Madame de 

Maintenon. Recently belonged to L. Clapisson, Paris. 

1617 In 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1617, English grand-ravalement of a nor- 

mal double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Dr. Robert Johnson, Los Angeles. 

Rose diameter: 65 mm. 
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Case dimensions: Length: 2235 mm 

Width: 917 mm (present) 

Height: 270 mm (not original) 

Width of keywell: now 842 mm 

Present compass: G1, A1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

ý- 81 these two registers 

41 may be reversed 

- 81 dogleg 

Present scalings: 8': G1 = 1678 mm, c2 = 337 mm, = 119 mm 

41: G1 Z 1010 mm, c2 = 149 mm, f'3 = 59 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 17 - soundwell 

General description: 

This is an English ravalement of a normal transposing 

double-manual harpsichord. It is brilliantly lacquered on 

the outside of the case in black, and in red inside the 

lid. The stand is a typical English carved trestle stand. 

Most unusually this harpsichord uses a virginal rose 

instead of a double-manual harpsichord rose. - However as 

it dates from the beginning of the period when loannes began 

to use the 3 different types of roses - according to the 

type of instrument - it seems likely that he had, in 1617, 

not yet firmly established the new rose system tradition. 

Although the case has been, widened the entire inside of 

the soundwell is decorated with old Flemish block-printed 

papers. Close examination of these papers and careful com- 

parison with similar papers from other instruments shows 

that these papers came from an instrument built after 1642. 
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Thus they must have been taken from another Flemish instru- 

went and glued into the soundwell at the time in which the 

ravalement occured. A string-band strip made for this 

instrument shows the presence originally of the usual eb/g# 

doubled strings and hitchpins in the usual positions. The 

soundboard painting and arabesques are typical of the other 

soundboard paintings of Ioannes Ruckers from the period 

around 1617- 

Literature: 

Boalch #33; P" 109, van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Morris St einert , Boston. 

1618a IR 

loannes Ruckers, 1618, child virginal at R+8. 

Location: Paris Conservatoire, No. E. 653. C. 317. 

Ruckers number: k/26. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 809 mm 

Width: 305 mm (plus the keyboard projects 

90 mm) 
Height: 134 mm without the baseboard 

Scalings: C/E = 685 mm, c2 = 182 mm, c3 = 89 mm. 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - case exterior 

type 9- soundwell 

General description: 

This is a fine example of an unaltered Ruckers child 

virginal. The soundboard painting is in reasonably good 

condition, and the papers are very well preserved. The 

'name'-batten above the keys is papered, and is held in 
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place with its original wooden beech pegs. The keys retain 

most of their Ioannes-style parchment and paper arcades. 

There is the usual slit in the baseboard to allow the keys 

to be operated by the jacks of the original mother, and 

even the cloth pads underneath the key levers appear to be 

original. 

This is the first extant loannes Ruckers virginal to 

use the IR virginal rose characteristic of all of the later 

Ioannes instruments of this type. 

Literature: 

Boalch #34; No. 317, Chouquet (1884); p. 81, Thibault-de 

Chambure (1971); P" 139, van der Meer (1971c); p. 81, 

O'Brien (1974a). 

Former owners: A. Colin, Paris. 

1618b IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1618, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Schloss Cappenberg, Westphalia, No. C. 3370. 

Ruckers number: St/12. Rose diameter: 88 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: 2210 mm 

Width: 784 mm 

Height: 254 mm without, 268 mm with the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 757 mm 

Present compass: G1/B1 to d3 

Present scalings: 

8?: G1/B1 = 164 mm, c2 = 343 mm, c3 = 167 mm 

41: G1/B1 = 961 mm, c2 = 170 mm, c3 = 86 mm 
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Estimated original scalings: 

88: G1/B1 = 1650 mm, c2 = 352 mm, c3 = 178 mm 

4': G1/B1 = 961 mm, c2 = 170 mm, c3 = 86 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 21 - keywell 

type 18 - soundwell and lower manual keyboard 

batten 

General description: 

This is a very interesting harpsichord with many 

original features, and later features of interest. Many 

of the jacks are original and some of them retain their 

original dampers. Most of the keyboard cloths and both 

balance rail cloths are original. The upper manual has 

two added treble keys marked St/57, probably from a late 

Andreas Ruckers single-manual harpsichord from the style 

of the writing of the number and the original balance 

point of the keylevers. The depth of touch of the upper 

manual can be measured and has been found to average 6.6 mm. 

The plan of the instrument is scribed on the base- 

board in the usual way. The outer case paint has been 

removed, and the outer case is varnished so that one can 

see the wooden pegs holding the case joins and framing in 

place, and also one sees the charring and blackening on 

the bentside caused by the heating used to effect the 

bending. 

The second 81 choir has been added to the left of 

the original thus effectively lengthening the scaling. To 

compensate for this the 81 nut has been moved toward the 

gap (about 10.5 mm in the treble and 4.5 mm in the bass). 
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The strings, although not original, seem to copy the ori- 

ginal sizes with those gauges available in the 18th or 

19th century (see Chapter L+). 

The soundboard painting is in reasonably good condi- 

tion, although only the 'ghosts' of most of the arabesques 

remain. 

Literature: 

Boalch #35; P. 49, van der Meer (1971b); p. 122,123, ibid, 

(1971c); P" 37, O'Brien (1977a); p. 62, ibid, (1977b). 

Former owners: Loeb Family, Haus Kaldenhoff, near Hamm in 

Westphalia. 

1618c IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1618, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Lund University, Kulturhistoriska Museet, Lund. 

Rose diameter: 85 mm. Present compass: C to d3. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2235 mm 

Width: 790 mm 

, 
Height: 260 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywoll: 760 mm 

The present disposition is uncertain. 

Present scalings: 

81: c= 1745 mm, c2 = 382 mm, c3 = 173 mm 
41: C= 1025 mm, c2 = 180 mm, c3 = 88 mm 

General description: 

This is a much altered double-manual harpsichord, 

most of which is work done by the Hamburg harpsichord 

builder Johan Christoph Fleischer in 1724. The soundboard, 

bridges, nuts, soundboard mouldings, barring, 41 hitchpin 
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rail, wrestplank veneer, tuning pins, registers, keys, 

keybeds, lid, stand and cheekpiece are all not original. 

The Fleischer compass was G1/B1 to c3, and this was changed 

later by adding one note and making new keylevers to give 

C to d3. 

The inside of the case is painted in vermillion, 

the outside in imitation tortoise shell. The soundboard 

painting is by Fleischer. The soundboard is signed near 

the gap: "Iohannes(sic) Ruckers me fecit Antwerpiae Anno 

1618" and "Iohan ChristophFleischer auxit et restituit 

Hamburgi(sic) Anno 1724". 

Literature: 

Boalch $35a 

Former owners: 

Queen Louisa Ulrica of Sweden (1720-82) daughter of King 

Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia. 

1619 IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1619, aligned double-manual harpsichord/ 

virginal combination. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2935" 

Ruckers number: St on harpsichord keys. 

Rose diameter: harpsichord - 85 mm, virginal - 65 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 2188 mm 

Width: 817 mm 

Height: 254 mm without baseboard 

Width of keywell: 750 mm 

Present compass: harpsichord - G1/B1 to c3 

virginal - C/E to c3 
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Present harpsichord disposition: 

-*- 41 

-io- 8 

81 dogleg 

-- 8 

*Note: there are no dampers on the near 81 row of jacks. 

This suggests that the present plucking direction of this 

row is not original. As it stands this row cannot be used 

for pitce croisde. If the plucking direction were reversed, 

and with the dogleg jack dampers cut long enough to damp 

the long strings even when the dogleg jacks are disengaged, 

1x 81 is available on each manual as well as 2x 81,1 x 41 

on the lower with 1x 8' on the upper for 'piano e forte'. 

Present scalings: 

81: G1/B1 = 1706 mm, c2 = 347 mm, c3 = 180 mm (all short 

81) 

4t: G1/B1 = 989 mm, c2 = 176 mm, c3 = 92 mm 

Virginal: C/E = 927 mm, c2 = 244 mm, c3 = 110 mm 

General. description: 

This instrument is an example of disastrous over- 

restoration. Most of the instrument and its decoration 

are not original. The original parts are: the roses, the 

'cheek' longside containing the virginal with its upper 

moulding, most of the keylevers, the keybeds, the sharps 

of the virginal and of the upper manual of the harpsichord, 

the harpsichord jackrail, the harpsichord registers and 3 

of their bone plates, the lower guides of the harpsichord 

and virginal, the right-hand support of the virginal jack- 
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rail and the virginal nameboard. The soux1board (which is 

not tapered in thickness) and the bridges are all replace- 

ments. The soundboard barring is not original and totally 

atypical of Ruckers usual practice. Most of the interior 

framing cannot be seen, but is probably also not original. 

The papers in the lid, soundwell, keywells and flaps are 

all modern museum papers by Closson. The painting inside 

the lid is modern. It represents Apollo and the nine muses 

and is in the style of a similar painting by Marten de Vos 

(1532-1603, Antwerp) in the Mus6e des Beaux Arts, Brussels. 

The soundboard painting is roughly in the style of the 

early loannes painter, and may be copied from the original 

soundboard. Although the scalings are modern, they are 

fairly close to the Ruckers normal practice and make clear 

the fact that the virginal was at quint pitch an octave 

above the original lower manual of the harpsichord. 

Literature: 

Boalch #36 and #37; No. 2935, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1922); 

p. 117 & Plate XXXVII, James (1930); p. 134+ &Fig. 85, Norlind 

(1939); Plate 10, Pols (1942); p. 16, Lyr (1952); p. 290/291, 

Hirt (1955); p. 45,149, Russell (1959); Plate 261, Collear 

and van der Linden (1961); Plate 115, Harrison and Rimmer 

(1964); p. 103,129, van der Meer (1971c); p. 49, ibid, 

(1971b); P" 79,87, O'Brien (1974a); p. 60, Schmidt (1978). 

Former owners: A. Regibo, C. Snoeck. 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1620,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Boston Museum of Fine Arts 

Ruckers number: 6/3?. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1707 mm 

Width: 495 mm 

Height: 243 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 776 mm, originally 652 mm 
Present compass: C to f3 

Present scalings: C= 1553 mm, c2 = 368 mm, f3 = 101 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = about 1460 mm, c2 = 368 mm, c3 = 

174 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 8- lid and front flap border, soundwell 

type 2- keywell/faceboard 

Both Ruckers papers not original. 

Ruckers motto: OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM - on non- 

original lid paper. 

General description: 

This is a much-altered 6-voet virginal. The keywell 

was widened on both sides to extend the compass, but the 

keyboard was not moved up or down and thus the scalings 

were not changed. A section was added to the bass of the 

left-hand bridge to carry the new extra notes. The sound- 

board painting is in reasonably good condition although it 

and the (non-original) papers have been heavily varnished 

over. 

The stand is probably 18th century, and is of the same 

style as the stand on the Dulcken harpsichord in the Smith- 

sonian Institution in Washington. 
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Literature: 

Boalch #39, p" 134, van der Me 
erl 7pý)78, 

Koster (1977 
. 

Former owners: 

Messrs. Chickering, Boston, Mass. 

1622 IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1622,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, No. 11.176.1 

Ruckers number: 6/38. 
" Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1706 mm 

Width: 488 mm 

Height: 228 mm without the baseboard 

Width of Keywell: 647 mm originally 

Present compass: C to f3. 

Ruckers papers: type 3 (early) - keywell and faceboard 

type 7- soundwell spine and sides 

type 6- soundwell behind faceboard 

type 1- lid and toolbox lid 

type 8- lid border 

type 2- front flap 

Ruckers motto: lid - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM 

General description: 

The outside of the case is now painted black, but 

underneath one sees the heavily textured surface, and traces 

of paint, of the green and off-while of the original imi- 

tation porphyry marble. The decoration is in basically 

very good order and is mostly original. The soundboard 

painting style is very similar to that of the 1624 IR 
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double-manual harpsdchord. 

The compass was extended on both the treble and bass 

sides by moving the keywell braces and extending the name- 

board, and the bass of the left-hand bridge was extended 

with an additional section mitred on to the end. The ori- 

ginal tuning pins are labelled C, F, D, G, E, A ... c3 and con- 

firm the original compass of C/E to c3. The keys are 

labelled with gauge numbers (probably 18th century) cor- 

responding to the scalings and compass of the ravalement. 

The stand, with turned columns and carved ends, may 

be original although it is not in the style of the other 

Ruckers instrument stands. It is certainly very old as 

is revealed by the wear to the bottom stretcher from the 

player's foot. 

Literature: 

Boalch #40; p. 41,42 & Plate XVIII, Hipkins (1888 and 1921); 

P" 132, van der Meer (1971c) 

Former owners: Victor Mahillon, Brussels. 

1623 IR 
Ioannes Ruckers, 1623, double muselar mother and child 

virginal s 

Location: Wurtembergisches Landesmuseum, Stuttgart. 

Ruckers number: M/33 and k/33. Rose diameters: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: mother - 1708 mm, child - 806 mm 

Width: - 501 mm - 305 mm 

Height: - 253 mm -124 mm both without 

baseboard 
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Width of keywell: mother - 648 mm, child - 645 mm 

Scalings: 

mother - C/E = 1459 mm, c2 = 367 mm, c3 = 179 mm 

child - C/E = 676 mm, c2 = 176 mm, c3 = 83 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid and front flap background 

type 4- keywell and faceboard of mother 

type 10 - lid border 

type 12 - outside of child 

type 26 - mother soundwell spine and sides 

type 28 - flap border, child soundwell, back 

of keywell and faceboard of child 

Ruckers mottoes: lid - AVDI VIDE ET TACE SI VIS VIVERE IN 

PACE 

keywell flap: OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM. 

General description: 

This instrument gives a remarkably good idea of the 

original appearance of a Ruckers mother and child double 

virginals. Although the outer case paint of the mother is 

not original, it copies the original imitation porphyry 

marble decoration. The soundboard painting is rather heavily 

retouched, but the papers on both instruments are intact. 

and in good condition. 

A paper label pasted to the bottom of the toolbox 

reads: "Restaura dans las Ateliers du Berceau Royal. In- 

struments de Musique Anciens M. & A. Salomon, 14+ rue Boissy 

d'Anglais, h Paris, 25 juin 1925". The replacement jacks 

and the heavy varnish on the soundboards of both instruments 

may date from this restoration. 
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Photo C-1 The 1623 IR muselar double virginals. 
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Literature: 

Boalch #41; p. 106 & Plate 26, James (1930); p. 117 & Fig. 

76, Norlind (1939); p. 14+9, Plates 31 &32, Russell (1959); 

p. 138 & Plate 11, van der Meer (1971c); p. 83, O'Brien 

(1974a). 

Former owners: M. &. A. Salomon, Paris; George Harding 

(brother of president Harding), Chicago; Harding Museum, 

Chicago. 

1624 IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1624, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Le musee des Unterlinden, Colmar. 

Rose hole diameter: 85 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 2237 mm 

Widths 789 mm 

Height: 267 mm with, 254 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 763 mm 

Present compass: G1, A1 to d3 

Present disposition: 

. *--- 81 

(-4r 

>81 shove coupler 

Ruckers papers: type 14 - soundwell. 

General description: 

The instrument is not signed by Ruckers and the pres- 

ent rose was made by the author. But from the construction 

and decorative points of view, there can be no doWt that 

the harpsichord is by Ioannes Ruckers. The case joins, 
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soundboard decoration, rose hole diameter, doubled eb/g# 

hitchpins and tuning pins, bridge positioning holes, sound- 

board scxibed lines and bridge positioning holes, and the 

materials, mouldings and baseboard scribed lines are all 

consistent with those of an instrument built by Ioannes 

Ruckers in 1624. Also the family records of the de Sade 

family, who owned the harpsichord until recently, indicate 

that there was a Ruckers harpsichord among the family's 

effects in the 18th century. Obviously it must have been 

this instrument, which subsequently lost its rose and name- 

batten (the enigmatical rose with the initials GS, which 

replaced the original, was screwed in place from below and 

did not properly fit the rose hole diameter). 

The instrument went through an initial alignment 

giving it a compass of G1 /B1 to c3 with the original Ruckers 

string spacing, and then later was given a petit ravalement 

compass of G1 , A1 to d3 by -decreasing the string spacing and 

key spacing to give a 3-octave span of 472 mm, and by a 

Slight increase in the case width. The lower-manual key- 

blocks were removed and the upper-manual keyblocks were 

sawn in half to serve as the new keyblocks for both manuals. 

In the process of these alterations the nuts were replaced 

and new keyboards were made. 

Literature: 

(not in Boalch) 

Former owners: Comte Xavier de Sade, Conde en Brie, Alan 

Rubin, London. 
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Photo C-2 Plan view of the 1624 IR double-manual 

harpsichord. Scale 1: 10 
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Io. annes Ruckers, 1627, raval6 single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Berlin Musikinstrumentenmuseum, No. 2227. 

Ruckers number: St/54. Rose diameter: 73 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Length: 1815 "mm 

Width: now 810 mm, - originally about 711 mm 

Height: 228 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 779 mm, originally about 680 mm 

Present compass: C to e3. 

Present disposition: 

-6-- 81 

-s 8' 

Present scalings (short 81): 

c= 1394 mm, c2 = 305 mm, e3 = 133 mm (c2 long 81 = 
320 mm) 

General description: 

The ravalement was carried out by widening the case 

and adding the extra notes in the treble and bass without 

changing the octave spacing. Thus the keyboard is effect- 

ively moved toward the treble relative to its original 

position in the case. The soundboard, although it is 

painted in a good imitation of the Ioannes style, is not 

original, nor are the bridges and nuts, nor the wrestplank 

and its veneer. However many of the jacks are original, 

and consist of roughly equal numbers of 81 (with 2 damper 

holes) and 41 (with only one damper hole) jacks. It is 

thus clear that the original disposition was the usual 

1x8', 1x4t, and from the original width of the instru- 
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ment the compass must have been C/E to c3. This is con- 

firmed by the keylevers from F to c3 which are original and 

numbered. 

The outer case decoration is a type of strapwork and 

is continuous around the case and across the ravalement 

join. This plus the fact that it has a white gesso ground 

never used by the Ruckers, confirms that it is not original. 

Since the case sides are 9 duimen high (the strapwork 

decoration singles were always 91 duimen high) it is likely 

that the original outer case decoration would have been the 

usual simple plain imitation marble. 

Literature: 

Boalch #43; P" 329, van der Straeten, Vol. 3 (1875); No. 

2227 & Plate, Sachs (1922); Plate 6, Sachs (1923); p. 27, 

Otto (1965); p. 113 (No. 34) & Plate, Winternitz (1966); 

P. 68, Ernst (1967); p. 64 & Plate 14, Otto (1968); p. 60, 

Berner (1971) ; P. 51, van der Meer (1971b) ; P. 1119 11,5, 

van der Meer (1971c); p. 37,41, O'Brien (1977a); p. 74, 

Germarnn (1978). 

Former owners: E. van der Straeten; C. Snoeck. 

1627b IR 
Ioannes Ruckers, 1627, aligned standard double-manual 

harpsichord. 

Location: P. do la Raudiere, Chateau do Villebon (Eure et 

Loire). 

Present compass: G1/B1 to c3. 

Ruckers papers: type 21 - keywell 
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General Description: 

This is a conservatively done alignment of a normal 

Ruckers double-manual harpsichord. The nuts have not been 

moved, and the problem of avoiding the long scalings pro- 

duced when the second set of strings is added (the van 

Blankenburg problem) has been solved in a unique way. The 

keytails and string band have a space between d and eb and 

the keys crank upwards by one semitone for all of the notes 

above this point so that the scalings of the long (added) 

string are effectively shortened by one semitone. The 

alignment is dated 1701. 

The case is lacquered dark green with gold bands in 

the usual French style. The stand is old, although pro- 

bably not original, and the lid is definitely not original. 

The instrument was restored in 1924 by G. Simer. 

Literature: 

Boalch #44b. 

Former owners: The instrument was bought by Sully who was 

a minister to Henry IV, for, the Chateau de Villebon. It 

was sold in 1904, and again in about 1920 to Salomon, Paris. 

It was bought again in 1927 by the present owner for the 

chat eau. 

1627c IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1627, grand ravalement of an extended 

bass compass 'French' double-manual harpsichord. 

Rose diameter: 88 mm. 

Location: formerly the property of Claude Mercier-Ythi er, 
Paris. 
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Case dimensions: Length: (not measured) 

Width: 899 mm (not original 

Width of keywell: now 862 mm, originally about 788 mm 

Present compass: F1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

Present scalings: 

4- 81 

-, -_ 41 

o 81 shove coupler 

81: F1 = 1728 mm, c2 = 356 mm, f3 = 135 mm 
4': F1 = 1030 mm, c2 = 166 mm, f3 = 66 mm 

Original scalings: 

8 ': G1 = 1705 mm, c2 = 356 mm, c3 = 173 mm 
4 8: G1 = 1008 mm, c2 = 175 mm, c3 = 86 mm 

General description: 

This instrument is an interesting example of the pro- 

cess of ravalement. Initially it was aligned and given the 

compass G1 to d3 without widening the case or altering the 

bridge pinning, but by using a small keyboard octave span, 

and by adding extra strings at the top and bottom. This 

process was carried out in 1753 and is signed probably by 

Jean Goujon, who also carried out the ravalement of the 

1632 IR instrument below. Later the original case sides 

were cut down to the level of the top of the soundboard 

and a new spine and cheek were added outside of the ori- 

ginal case sides. New liners and new strips of sound- 

board wood extend the compass down 2 semitones (ie from G1 

to Fl) and upwards 4 semitones to f3 (ie from d3 to f3 plus 
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one semitone to avoid breaking strings when adding the 

second long choir of 81 strings. Extensions to the bass 

end of the bridges sit on the original spine and liner, but 

in the treble both the belly rail and cas"ide have been 

cut away to allow the soundboard to vibrate freely under 

the treble bridge extensions. In the bass the spine liner 

and case-side are sawn through about 2 to 4 mm below the 

soundboard below the 41 and 81 bridge extensions there so 

that the soundboard is not absolutely rigid on the top of 

the liner in these places, thus making it slightly more 

flexible and able to vibrate. 

The extra keys were added beside those of Goujon and 

signed IFA', and the nameboard was extended at both ends 

to reach out to the new cheek and spine pieces. The ori- 

ginal marbled decoration on the spine side is visible when 

the baseboard is removed because of a small space left be- 

tween the original and added spine. The little toolbox 

flap from the original spine was moved to the treble side 

and used as a support for the lower guides. 

Literature: 

Boalch #44a 

Former owners: Salomon, Paris; Mme. Bailly, Paris; Claude 

Mercier-Ythi er, Paris. 

1628a IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1628, double virginal converted to a nor- 

mal 6-voet muselar single virginal. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2926. 
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Ruckers number: M/34. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1708 mm 

Width: 472 mm 

Height: 266 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 755 mm, originally 646 mm. 

Present compass C, D to f3 

Present scalings: C= 1558 mm, c2 = 386 mm, f3 = 133 mm 

General description: 

The Ruckers number, visible only under ultraviolet 

light on the tail of the keyboard proves that this was 

originally a double virginals. The space for the child 

beside the keyboard of the mother has been filled up, and 

the whole of the case and lid have been veneered with simple 

naive inlay. The bridges (and therefore the scalings) and 

jacks are not original, although the soundboard, soundbars, 

wrestplank, rose, etc. are. There is presently a pedal 

arrangement at the treble end which seems to have once 

controlled a buff stop or the harpichordium. 

Literature: 

Boalch # 45; No. 2926, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1922); P" 

132, van der Meer (1971c); p. 80, O'Brien (1974a). 

Former owners: L. Jouret, Brussels; Caesar Snoeck, Ghent. 

1628bIR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1628, aligned extended-compass 'French' 

double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Versailles Palace. 

Rose diameter: 83 mm 
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Case dimensions: Length: 2274 mm 

Width: 835 mm 

Height: 254 mm not including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 806 mm 

Present compass: G1 to d3 

Present disposition: 

lie 81 

4, 

81 shove coupler 

Original scalings: 

8t; G1 = 1714 mm, c2 = 355 mm, c3 = 178 mm 

4t: G1=?, c2= 174 mm, c3 = 85 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 20 - soundwell 

type 24 - jackrail 

type 21 - keywell 

General description: 

This is a fine example of a French petit ravalement 

of a Ruckers extended compass double-manual harpsichord. 

The exterior decoration is in the style of Louis XIV and 

has been attributed to Claude III Audran (1658-1734). The 

interior of the lid is painted with a pastoral scene. 

Rather remarkably considering the lavish nature of the rest 

of the instrument's decoration, the spine retains its ori- 

ginal Ruckers marbling in excellent condition. 

The bridges have not 'been repinned when the compass 

was extended to d3 and the second set of 81 strings was 

added, but the extra natural width was achieved by decreas- 

ing the octave span of the naturals and fanning out the 
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tails of the keys to reach the extra notes added. 

The keys are dated 1706 and may be by Blanchet. The 

date of the ravalement makes this harpsichord eminently 

suitable suitable for the interpretation of the music of 

Francöis Couperin (le Grand), and his contemporaries. 

The harpsichord was restored in 1954 by Marcel 

Asseman and in 1981 by Claude Mercier-Ythier. 

Literature: 

Boalch #47, P. 535, Dufourcq (1946); p. 125, No. 1, Kinsky 

(1930 & 1951); P. 250,251, Hirt (1955); p. 109, van der Meer 

(1971c). 

Former owners: Musse de Cluny, Paris. 

1629 IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1629,4f-voet spinett virginal at a pitch 

ofR+4. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2511 (currently on loan to 

the Russell Collection, Edinburgh). 

Ruckers number: 41/11. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1282 mm 

Width: 478 mm 

Height: 190 mm without, 220 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 677 mm 

Original and present compass: C/E to d3 

Scalings: C/E = 1055 mm, c2 = 274 mm, d3 = 120.5 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- the lid background 

The soundwell, keywell, front flap and lid 

border papers are all modern. 
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Ruckers motto: lid - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM. 

General description: 

This is one of two extant 44--vo et virginals and the 

only extant spinett virginal of this length. Most of the 

instrument is in original condition, except that there are 

some very heavy non-original bars under the soundboard. 

The right-hand bridge, unusually, is of cherry and not of 

beech as is usual. The date is written on the non-original 

jackrail, but is also visible under ultraviolet light on 

the soundboard. Most of the soundboard decoration has 

disappeared. 

Literature: 

Boalch #49; No. 2511, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1922); p. 131, 

van der Meer (1971c); p. 76, O'Brien (1974a); p. 43, ibid 

(1977a); p. 68, ibid (1977b); p. 462, ibid (1979). 

1632 IR 
loannes Ruckers, 1632, single-manual harpsichord converted 

into a raval'e double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mus6e d'art et d'histoire, Neuchatel 

Rose diameter: 80 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2254 mm 

Width: 873 mm 

Height: 265 mm without, 279 with the base- 

board 

Width of keywell: 842 mm 

Present compass: G1 to e3 

Present disposition: 
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( plucking direction 

may not be original 

Present scalings: 

. -> 8r, 

41 

81 shove coupler 

81: G1 = 1730 mm, c2 = 365 mm, e3 = 145 mm 

41: G1 = 979 mm, c2 = 169 mm, e3 = 69 mm 

General description: 

The usual scribed lines on the baseboard indicate 

that this was originally a single-manual harpsichord with 

two registers, and the original width between the keyblocks 

(645 mm) suggests that it originally had a compass of C/E 

to c3. 

The monogram on the keylevers indicates that the rav- 

alement to a double was carried out by Jean Goujon in 1715. 

The original case-sides appear to be enclosed inside the 

present case with about 10 cm having been added to either 

side of the case. The points at which the lengthened 

bridges pass over the original case-sides have been cut away 

so that the soundboard and bridges can vibrate freely. The 

rose was re-positioned and most of the soundboard carefully 

re-painted in exactly the same style as the original Ruckers 

soundboard painter. The exterior case and stand have been 

lavishly decorated in the style of Louis XV. 

The 81 ravalement scalings are very precise, halving 

with each octave rise in pitch, and follow the usual 18th 

century practice, but the 41 scalings are almost a tone 

shorter (when corrected for the octave difference in pitch) 

than those of the 81 strings, whereas usual French practice 
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is that the 41 strings have scalings only about 1 semitone 

shorter than the 8' scalings. 

Literatures 

Boalch #53; P. 252,256, Hirt (1955); P. 110, van der Meer 

(1971c); P. 41, O'Brien (1977a). 

1636 IR 

loannes Ruckers, 1636,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

Ruckers number: 6/70. Rose diameter: 68 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1708 mm 

Width: 497 mm 

Height: 227 without y 240 with the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 763 mm now, originally 64+5 mm 

Present compass: C to f3 

Present scalings: C= 1479 mm, c2 = 384 mm, f3 = 104 mm 

Ruckers mottos lid- DVLCISONVM REFICIT(Sic) TRISTIA CORDA 

MEJOS(Sic) - not original 

General description: 

This is a much-altered 6-vo, et virginal. The key- 

board has been widened at both ends, and the bridges were 

extended and repinned to take the extra notes (one bridge 

is a modern replacement). The soundboard painting appears 

all to be non-original, but some of the flowers are vaguely 

in the style of the late Ioannes Ruckers/Couchet painter. 

The date is painted on non-original papers in the lid, and 

also between the left-hand bridge and spine, an unusual 

position. Was the date originally 1639, and not 1636? If 

so it would explain the discrepancy in the Ruckers number 
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(see Chapter 3, p. 122). The outside of the instrument 

has a heavy carved oak case glued to the original poplar 

case. The stand, also of oak, is in the style of 17th 

century Flemish furniture and may be original. 

The keyboard has 4 layers of original black cloth 

sewn to the top of the rack. The (18th century? ) string 

gauges are marked on the keys by the same person who did 

the ravalement to the 1622 IR and 1632 AR virginals. 

Literature: 

Boalch #55a (and #56? ); p. 132,142,145, van der Meer 

(1971c). 

1637a IR 
Ioannes Ruckers, 1637, raval6 single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Russell Collection, Edinburgh, No. 5. 

Rose diameter: 72' mm 

Case dimensions: 

Length: now 1830 mm, originally about 1824 mm 

Width: now 840 mm 

Height: 243 mm with, 230 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 814 mm, originally about 734 mm 

Present compass: A1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

it - 41 

-- o 81 

<- 81 

Present scalings: 

8t: Al = 1429 mm, c2 = 347 mm, f3 = 133.5 mm 
4s: Al = 792 mm, c2 = 165 mm, f3 = 62 mm 
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General description: 

Originally this was one of the few 'English' Ruckers 

singles with a chromatic bass compass going from C to c3. 

It went through a number of alterations, one of the first 

of which seems to have been the replacement of the 4' by 

an 81 register to give 2x 81, but with the same compass. 

It was later widened, the bridges were repinned and new 

keyboards, registers and jacks were fitted, the workman- 

ship of which points to its having been done in England 

(but probably not in the workshops of either Kirkman or 

Shudi). There is a pedal to operate the 4' register, 

with two stop levers functioning in the usual way which 

operate the two 81 registers. 

The soundboard decoration is 

- in good condition. Some of the painted 

groups and the arabesques have been retouched. The ravale- 

ment"addition to the treble soundboard and the wrestplank 

and bridges are modern replacements by John Barnes of parts 

which had been incompetently repaired in an earlier 20th 

century restoration. The outer case is decorated with red 

lacquer with gilt and ink-wash vine and garland decoration. 

Literature: 

Boalch #59; p. 11 & Plate (No. 5), Newman and Williams 

(1968); p. 36, Barnes (1971a); p. 4+9-51, van der Meer 

(1971b); p. 113-115, ibid (1971c); p. 4+4, O'Brien (1977a); 

p. 453, ibid (1979). 

Former owners: J. C. Horsley, R. A.; Hugh Gough; Raymond 

Russell. 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1637, normal Ruckers double-manual harpsi- 

chord restored to its original state with unaligned key- 

boards. 

Location: Museo degli Strumenti Musicali, Rome, No 817. 

Ruckers number: St/14. Rose diameter: 85/86 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 2239 mm 

Width: 784 mm- 

Height: 265 mm with, 254 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 760 mm 

Original scalings (upper manual pitches): 

81: G1/B1 = 1686 mm, c2 = 354 mm, c3 ="1611 mm 
" 

41: G1/B1 = 959 mm, c2 = 175 mm, c3 = 83 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 21 - keywetA'. 

type 20 - soundwell 

type 24 - lower manual keywell batten and 

(Wo) jackrail 

type 1- front flap 

Ruckers motto: front flap - ACTA VIRVM PROBANT 

General description: 

Although the lid is not original, much of the rest of 

this instrument retains its original features. It was re- 

stored in 1969/70 by John Barnes back to its original state 

with its manuals separated by a fourth in pitch and with its 

original 1x 81,1 x 41 disposition. It is thus the only 

restored transposing harpsichord. (Unfortunately through 

recent neglect it has already deteriorated to a point where 

it is no longer playable. ) The soundboard painting and 
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paper decorations are rather badly damaged, but the exterior 

marbling is in reasonably good condition; this being one of 

the few Ioannes Ruckers harpsichords with its original outer 

case marbling not replaced by a later decoration. It is 

also one of the few doubles to retain its original key- 

block decoration. It also has many of its original key 

arcades. 

Literature: 

Boalch #71 (= #59a); p. 114-121, van der Meer (1966); 

p. 49, ibid (1971b); p. 119,122, ibid (1971c); p. 322, 

Cervelli (1976). 

Former owners: Evan Gorga, Rome. 

1638a IR 
Ioannes Ruckers, 1638,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 2933. 

Ruckers number: 6/68. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1709 mm 

Width: 494 mm 

Present compass: C to d3 

Present scalings: C= 1538 mm, c2 = 332 mm, d3 = 158 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background paper 

type 9 (with border) - lid border 

Ruckers motto: lid - MUSICA MAGNORVM EST SOLAMEN DVLCE 

LABORVM. 

General description: 

The soundboard, bridges, scalings and soundboard 

IF 

barring are all not original. The date is written on the 
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(non-original) soundboard. The papers and the decoration 

of the interior of the lid are in reasonably good condi=- 

tion, and the outside of the lid and case show traces of 

the original olive green and off-white porphyry marbled 

decoration. The natural keyplates are very worn showing 

that the instrument has been very heavily used. 

Literature: 

Boalch #60; No. 2933, Mahillon, Vol. 2 (1893-1922); P. 133, 

136, van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Cesar Snoeck, Ghent. 

1638b IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1638, normal double-manual harpsichord, 

with original unaltered keyboards. 

Location: Russell Collection, Edinburgh, No. 6. 

Ruckers number: St/41. Rose hole diameter: 95 mm (n/o)- 

Case dimensions: Length 2243 mm 

Width of 
Scalings (upper 

8' : G1/B1 

4t: G1/B1 

Ruckers papers: 

Width: 786 mm 

Height: 269 mm with, 255 mm without the 

baseboard. 
keywell: 759 mm 
manual pitches): 

= 1693 mm, c2= 354+ mm, c3 = 174 mm 

=959 mm, c2= 175 mm, c3 =83 mm 

type 21 - keywell 

type 23 - soundwell 

type 24 - lower manual keywell batten and 

jackrail 
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General description: 

This is the only surviving double-manual harpsichord 

with its keyboards in their original condition. And the 

rest of the instrument is also in a basically unaltered 

state. It was apparently used for some time with only one 

81 on the upper manual and one 4. on the lower with the two 

middle registers stored inside the instrument case. The 

transposing plates were removed and the recesses for them 

in the nuts were filled, the register projections on the 

- cheek side were removed and the IR rose was replaced with 

an Italian style gothic geometrical rose. The upper and 

lower guides, keyboard cloths, soundboard and case are all 

in very good condition. The outside of the case is decor- 

ated in black lacquer with vinework and 'classical' heads 

in the style of the jackrail paper. The buff stop has 

survived almost 100% intact. 

Literature: 

Boalch #61; p. 417-418, Marcuse (1952); p. 45 & Plates 33- 

35, Russell (1959); p. 13 & Plates, Newman and Williams 

(1968); P" 34, Ripin (1968); P. 37-38, Barnes (1971a); 

p. 48, van der Meer (1971b); p. 117,121, ibid (1971c); 

p. 45, O'Brien (1977a); p. 104, Wittmayer (1977); p. 74, 

108, Henkel (1979a); p. 456,461, O'Brien (1979)" 

Former owners: E. Spence, Florence (before 1896) ; Sir B. 

Samuelson, sold 1915; Mrs. Lotta van Buren Bizallion, who 

lent it to Yale University; Raymond Russell. 
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Ioannes Ruckers, 1639, petit ravalement of an extended 

compass 'English' single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No. 1739-1869. 

Rose diameter: 72 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: not measured 

Width: 785 mm 

Height: not measured 

Width of keywell': 758 mm 

Present compass: no keyboards, but was probably G1, A1 to d3 

Original compass: C to d3 

23 
Approximate original scalings: c= 357 mm, c= 180 mm 

d3 = 16 2 mm 

Ruckers papers: none, but design of paper type 5 is painted 

in the keywell. 

General description: 

Analysis of the original pinning of the bridges from 

the plugged bridge pin holes shows that this harpsichord 

originally had a compass of C to d3 chromatic. It was 

later altered in England by adding an extra 81 choir of 

strings and an extra register (the additional space being 

gained on the soundboard/belly rail side of the gap). The 

keyboards, registers and jacks were replaced and the compass 

extended by narrowing the keyblocks, using a smaller key- 

board 3-octave span, and by repinning the bridges according- 

ly. The ravalement keyboards were lost in a fire in Kirk- 

man's factory in 1853, but the most likely compass was 

probably G1, A1 to d3, giving a c2 scaling of 339 mm. 
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Although heavily varnished over, the soundboard 

painting is in good condition. The outer case is lacquered 

black with intertwined vines and flowers around the edges 

of the case sides. The non-original lid is painted with 

an elaborate roccoco design. 

Literature: 

Boalch #62; Plate 13 Russell (1959); p. 42 & Fig. 13, 

Russell (1968); p. 51, van der Meer (1971b); p. 111,115, 

ibid. (1971c); p. 45, O'Brien (1977a). 

Former owners: Queen Charlotte (consort of George III); 

Messrs Kirkman & Sons, London. 

1640a Ut 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1640,5-voet muselar virginal. 

Ruckers numb er: 5/46 . Rose hole diameter: 66 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1470 mm 

Width: 483 mm 

Height: 204 mm without, 218 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 700 mm now, 648 mm originally. 

Present compass: C to c3. 

Present scalings: C= 1284 mm, c2 = 332 mm, c3 = 160 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 17 - sides and spine of soundwell 

type 9- soundwell behind faceboard 

type 3 (late) 
- faceboard and nameboard 

type 12 - front flap 
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Ruckers motto: lid- MVSICA LABORVM DVLCE LEVAMEN. 

General description: 

The conversion of the short-octave to a chromatic 

bass-octave was achieved by adding the extra keys onto the 

bass side of the keyframe and by widening the keywell by 

moving only the bass keywell brace. The bridges were re- 

placed; the new left-hand bridge having a curved section in 

the bass to take the extra added strings. The new scalings 

are only slightly longer than the usual 5-voet virginal 

scalings, but the new position of the strings on the 

bridges meant that the tuning pins had to be moved as well. 

Some of the jacks and tongues are original. The rose 

is of vellum or leather pierced in a geometrical pattern 

and is not original - the marks of the rounded tabs used to 

hold the original rose to the soundboard can be seen under- 

heath the rose hole. The leather of the soundboard jack- 

slides is in very good condition. 

Although both the original jackrail (with the signa- 

tune) and rose are missing there is no doubt that this 

virginal is by Ioannes Ruckers. The style of the sound- 

board decoration, and the decoration of the lid are all in 

the usual style of the late instruments of Ioannes Ruckers, 

and in particular that of the 1642a IR 5-voet virginal. 

Literature: 

Boalch #109b 

Former owners: 

Formerly in the Ri jksmus eum, Amsterdam. 
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loannes Ruckers, 1640, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Erbdrostenhof, Münster, Westphalia. 

Ruckers number: St/14. Rose diameter: 86 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2254 mm 

Width: 784 mm 

Height: 268 mm with, 255 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 759 mm 

Present compass G1/B1 to c3. 

Present dispositions 

ý. _ 1} t 

. -> 81 

81 dogleg 

8' 

Present scalings: 

88: G1/B1 = 1708 mm, c2 = 372 mm, c3 = 187 mm 

4t: G1/B1 = 956 mm, c2 = 173 mm, c3 = 88 mm 

Original scalings (upper manual pitches): 

8': G1/B1 = 1688 mm, c2 = 354 mm, c3 = 176 mm 

4+: G, /B, = 956 mm, c2 = 173 mm, c3 = 88 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 22 - keywell 

type 20 - soundwell 

General description: 

This is another 'classic' example of an aligned 

Ruckers double. The alignment was done in the simplest 

way: the lower manual keys were re-ordered, and keys from 

an (Andreas Ruckers? ) harpsichord were used to fill out 

the bass octave of the upper manual. A second set of 8' 
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strings was added, effectively lengthening the scale, 

since the 81 nut was not moved (i e. the van Blankenburg 

problem). 

The soundboard painting is in good condition, and the 

outer case has a beautiful red chinoiserie decoration. The 

inside of the lid is painted with a scene depicting the con- 

test between Apollo and Pan, the front flap depicts Apollo 

and the Muses and both are brobably by Artus Wolfort 

(1.581-1641), Antwerp, an almost exact contemporary of 

Ioannes Ruckers. The keys have many original arcades. 

The instrument was restored in 1974 by Kurt Witt- 

mayer, and is one of the best examples of the beauty and 

clarity of the sound of a Ruckers harpsichord. 

Literature: 

Boalch # 63; p. 123-128, Reuter, (1968); p. 49, van der 

Meer (1971b) ; p. 118,143 & Plates 4 and 5, ibid, (1971c); 

p. 81, ýO'Brien 
(1974a); p. 266, Lambrechts-Douillez (1977); 

P. 97-108, Wittmayer (1977)" 

Former owners: owned by the Landgrave of Landsberg-Velen, 

Schloss Ahaus, and on loan to the Erbdrostenhof, Minster. 

1642a IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1642,5-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Musikmuseet, Stockholm 

Ruckers number: 5/78. Rose diameter: 70/71 mm (see Photo 

7-26). 

Case dimensions: Length: 1474 mm 

Width: 486 mm 
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Height: 202 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 652 mm 

Scalings: C/E = 1270 mm, c2 = 304 mm, c3 = 155 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 2- keywell and faceboard 

type 12 - front flap and toolbox lid 

type 1- lid background 

type 8- lid border 

type 17 - soundwell spine and sides 

type 6- soundwell behind faceboard 

Ruckers motto: lid- MVSICA LABORVM DVLCE LEVAMEN 

General description: 

Except for those in the lid, the papers on this instru- 

ment are in poor condition. The outer surface of the case 

is painted vermillion red, but underneath this the original 

green porphyry marbled decoration can be seen. 

Probably in the 18th century the original compass 

was increased to C to c3 chromatic. This was again reduced 

to C/E to c3 in a recent restoration by moving the keywell 

braces back to their original positions, and by replacing 

the old cut-down left-hand piece of faceboard and moulding 

with a new piece. There was once an harpichordium, probably 

operating up to fl The strings are now not properly spaced 

on the straight section of the right-hand bridge for the 

(equally spaced) harpichordium hooks. Thus the bass 

scalings are not quite those of the original state. 

The rose is of a unique type among those of Ioa. nnes 

Ruckers. Like the earlier roses this one has a star-shaped 

pattern on the back surface caused when a backing plate 
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with channels in it to bleed off the excess lead was 

pressed against the back of the mould. It has a larger 

diameter than the earlier Ioannes virginal roses and the 

angel's harp faces to his right instead of to his left. 

Something seems to have happened to the cast for the earlier 

rose, and so this rose was cast just before Ioannes' death 

in 1642. Quite naturally it was this later casting which 

was copied by Couchet for his virginal rose, and not the 

somewhat smaller earlier Ioannes Ruckers rose. 

Literature: 

Boalch #63a; p. 133,1359 van der Meer (1971c). 

16 Z 2b IR 

Ioannes Ruckers, 1'6Z 2, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Hugh Gough, New York, N. Y. 

Ruckers number: St/24 

Present compass: G1/B1 to d3. 

General description: 

This is a very fine example of a Ruckers aligned 

double-manual harpsichord. The enlarged compass of G1/B1 

to d3- was obtained by reducing the octave span of the key- 

boards and fitting in the added c#3 and d3 into the ori- 

ginal space between the keyblocks. Space for the extra 

treble notes was obtained by extending the bridges and 

nuts in the treble. 

The interior of the lid and lid flap are decorated 

with very fine paintings showing scenes from classical 

mythology. The exterior of the case has italianate vine- 
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work decoration and the instrument sits on a delicate 

gilt stand. 

Literature: 

Boalch #64; p. 431, Musical Times, Vol. XLV (1904); p. 170 

Catalogue 3 (1909); p. 418-419, Marcuse (1952); p. 49, van 

der Meer (1971b); p. 119,143 & Plate 6, ibid. (1971c); 

p. 4-6, Gough (1971); p. 272, Lambrechts-Douill ez (1977); 

p. 58-59, Koster (1980). 

Former owners: Cornelius Winklaar, Zaandam (1832) ; F. R. 

Leyland of Speke Hall and' South Kensington; Countess of 

Dudley; Richard Newton, Henley-in-Avon. 

Andreas Ruckers 

(1605) AR 

Andreas Ruckers, undated, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Vleeshuis Museum, Antwerp, No. VH 2136. 

Ruckers number: St/2. Rose diameter: 62 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1826 mm 

Width: 723 mm 

Height: 240 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 692 mm 

Present disposition: 2x 81. 

Original scalings: C/E = 1381 mm, c2 = 356 mm, c3 = 178 mm 

General description: 

The existence of 45 original tuning pins, 45 4' 

hitchpins, and the conformity to the 49 cm rule, all confirm 

the original C/E to c3 compass of this harpsichord. The 

altered state seems to have had 48 notes, suggesting 
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perhaps C, D to c3. But the second set of 8' tuning pins 

is staggered to indicate their note names in the French way, 

and these read to give eb3(? 
) 

as the top note, with the 

bottom note being indeterminate since the staggering of the 

pins does not read anything intelligible. 

The 8' nut is a modern replacement in oak, but is in 

the same position as the original. The lid and lid flap 

are original, and are painted on the inside. The lid flap 

seems to have been painted by the same artist (modern) 

who painted the inside of the 1646 IC double in Brussels. 

Most of the soundboard painting is not original, but 

what little remains, the type of rose, and the Ruckers 

number suggest that the date of this harpsichord is about 

1605. 

Literature: 

Boalch #130; p. 26, Genard (1859); p. 26, ibid (1876); 

p" 50,52, van der Meer (1971b); p. 113, ibid (1971c); No. 

35 & p. 19-20 Catalogus (11); p. 18-19, Larnbrechts-Douillez 

(1970a); P. 152, ibid (1981a); p. 83,85,0'Bri en (1974a). 

Former owners: formerly exhibited in the Steen Museum, 

Antwerp. 

1608 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1608, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Russell Collection, Edinburgh, No. 3. 

Ruckers number: St/19. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2230 mm 

Width: 794 mm 

Height: 268 with, 255 without baseboard 
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Width of keywell: 764 mm 

Present compass: C to d3 

Present disposition (modern): 

x_. 41 

>8 

i81 dogleg 

E81 

Present scalings: 

81: c= 1661 mm, c2 = 379 mm, d3 = 169 mm 

41: c=950mm, c2= 178mm, d3 79 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 6- soundwell 

Ruckers motto: 'ACTA VIRVM PROBANT' is written on the base- 

board inside the keywell, and is presumably 

copied from the original keywell flap. 

General description: 

This is a very fine instrument which has suffered a 

number of alterations. The original lower manual keys and 

keyframe survive and these indicate that after an initial 

simple alignment to give a G1/B1 to c3 compass, the compass 

was made C to d3. Because of the effect of lengthening 

the scale when adding the second (long) 8+ (the van Blank- 

enburg problem), and because the keyboard was shifted to 

the left, effecting a further lengthening of the scale, 

both the 8' and 4' nuts were replaced and new nuts were 

positioned closer to the gap to reduce the scalings. Un- 

fortunately the exact disposition and number of registers 

at this stage of the instrument's history cannot now be 

determined. 
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At some time around the end of the 18th century, the 

instrument was converted to a pianoforte, still with the 

compass C to d3. Then in 1928, it was converted back to a 

harpsichord with a new upper manual, and in the process the 

piano action was lost. The stand was also cut down, pre- 

sumably to make it a more comfortable height. In 1953 new 

keyboards were again made with the spurious compass G1 /B1 

to c3, d3, and it was given an equally spurious disposition 

with a peau de buffle, shove coupler and a mixture of hard 

leather and quill registers. 

The lid and lid flap both have very fine paintings 

and are signed P. C. IV (Pieter Codde (1619-1666)). The 

outer case is painted in green lacquer with gold and black 

vine-work borders. The soundboard painting has virtually 

all disappeared. 

Literature: 

Boalch #72; Lot 1904, Catalogue (4) (1927); p. 43, Plate 38 

Russell (1959); P. 5& Plate, Lambrechts-Douillez (1970b); 

p. 7 (No. 3), Newman and Williams (1968); p. 104,141, van 

der Meer (1971c); P" 38-39, Barnes (1971a). 

Former owners: C. van Raalte; Sir Arthur Wheeler, Brownsea 

Island; John Morley, London; Alex Hodson, London; Dulcie 

Lawrence Smith, Wickambrook, Suffolk; Raymond Russell, 

London. 
4 

1609 AR 
Andreas Ruckers, 1609, raval6 single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Prof. Peter Williams, Edinburgh. 
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Rose diameter: 65 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1834 mm 

Width: now 787 mm 

Height: 243 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 756 mm 

Present compass: C to d3 

Present disposition (modern): 

E- 81 

F 41 

1 >8 1 

Present scalings (modern): 

89: C= 14+58, c2 = 352 mm, d3 = 176 mm 

4t: C= 832 mm, c2 = 176 mm, d3 = 82 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 13 - soundwell 

General description: 

About 70 mm has been added to the treble side of 

this single-manual harpsichord to widen its compass from 

the original C/E to c3. From the style of the outer case 

decoration, which is now veneered, and the hinges, the rav- 

alement must have taken place in the 18th century in Eng- 

land. The soundboard painting is in good condition and most 

of the printed papers are original. Unfortunately the 81 

bridge is a replacement (18th century) and the keys, reg- 

isters, jacks, nuts, scalings, etc. are all those of Dol- 

matsch who carried out a major 'restoration' of the instru- 

ment which changed the 18th century compass, scalings and 

plucking points. 
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Literature: 

Boalch # 73; p. 50, van der Meer (1971b); p. 106, ibid, 

(1971c). 

Former owners: Arnold Dolmetsch, Haselmere; Herbert Lam- 

bert, and then Mrs. Lambert, Bath. 

(c1610)a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, undated, 2f-vo et virginal at a pitch of 

R+9. 

Location: Private, Australia 

Ruckers number: ? /51. Rose diameter: 65 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 711 mm 

Width: 380 mm 

Height: 185 mm at the back, 76 mm at the 

front, both including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 651 mm 

Scalings: C/E = 606 mm, c2 = 147 mm, c3 = 75 mm 

General description: 

This is a unique example of a Ruckers, instrument at 

R+9, and is the only 2+-voet Ruckers clavecimbel. Aside 

from its unusual pitch, it has a number of other features 

which are not normal with Ruckers instruments. Because of 

the extremely short strings demanded by such a high pitch, 

there is not enough space between the bridges for the nor- 

mal width of register and jacks. The jacks and jackslots 

are therefore narrower than normal, and the bass and treble 

key tails are cranked in towards the middle of the instru- 

went to line up with the jacks. Also the case has an 
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unusual shape, being high at the back and low at the front, 

with sloping case sides. 

Unfortunately the instrument is. undated and, without 

any other instruments of its type to compare it to, its 

number does not help in giving it an approximate date. 

However, details of the style of the rose and the sound- 

board decoration date the instrument to the period around 

1610. The soundboard lacks the usual flower, bird and 

insect decoration, but is painted with the usual scallops 

and arabesques, and a red and white chain pattern around 

the rose. The case is painted with the usual mottled green 

faux porphyry marble, and the inside of the lid has a fine 

painting of courtiers in a rural setting near a castle and 

waterway. (For a full description and photographs, see 

Appendix 3) 

Literature: 

(There is no reference to this instrument in the litera- 

ture. ) 

Former owners: Hans Adler, Johannesburg, South Africa. 

16 10b AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1610,44-voet muselar virginal at a pitch 

of R+4. 

Location: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

Ruckers number: 4x/35. Rose hole diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1307 mm 

Width: 454 mm 
Heigth: 204 mm with, 191 mm without the 

baseboard 
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Width of keywell: 650 mm 

Scalings: 

Note String 
length 

Plucking 
point 

c3 137 mm 81 mm 

f2 201 95 

c2 276 121 

f1 398 147 
1 

c 546 197 

f 7 22 230 

c 876 281 

F . 1057 327 

C/E 1108 354 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - keywell, faceboard and front flap 

type 13 - soundwell and (n/b)lid border 

type 1- lid background (n/o) 

Ruckers mottoes (not original): OMNIS SPIRITUS(Sic) 

LAUDET(Sic) DOMINUM(Sic) 

General description: 

Although the rose is not original, the style of the 

soundboard painting is correct for an Andreas Ruckers instru- 

ment of 1610. This is the only 4f-vo et muselar Ruckers vir- 

ginal that exists, and the only Ruckers muselar virginal in 

which the left-hand jackrail support, instead of being 

attached to the soundboard, is attached to the side of the 

left-hand keywell brace, and flies up over' the soundboard. 

The jackrail, toolbox flap, front flap and lid are all not 

original. But the harpichordium with its finger stop, and 
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iron hold-down pins are original and in relatively good 

condition. Many of the jacks are original and some of the 

keys have remnants of their original arcades. 

Literature: 

Boalch #74; No. 295 & Photo, Bessaraboff (1941); 

Catalogue (5), (1941); Plate 24, Galpin (1965); p. 45,46, 

Russell (1959); P. 134,135 van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Canon F. W. Galpin. 

1613a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1613,4-vo et spinett' virginal at a pitch 

of R+5. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 274. 

Ruckers number: 4/11. Rose diameter: 64 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1139 mm 

Width: 444 mm 
Height: 189 mm with, 178 mm without the 

baseboard 

Scalings: C/E = 921 mm, c2 = 244 mm, c3 = 117 mm 

Ruckers papers: none of the present papers is original. 

General description: 

The scalings and compass of this virginal are ori- 

ginal and confirm that it was originally at quint pitch. 

The case has been re-painted and the interior has been re- 

papered with modern papers. The soundboard has lost all 

traces of its original decoration. 

Although the jacks and register guides are not ori- 

ginal, the soundboard, soundboard barring, bridges, framing, 
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etc. are original so that it remains a good example of its 

type. 

Literature: 

Boalch # 76; No. 274, Mahillon Vol. 1 (1893-1922); 

6 

p. 47, Russell (1959); P. 131, van der Meer (1971c); p. 84- 

85, O'Brien (1974a). 

Former owners: Mathias van der Gheyn, 1740; Chevalier X. 

van Elvyck, Leuven. 

1613b AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1613,4-voet spinett virginal at a pitch 

of R+5. 

Location Brussels Museum, No 2928. 

Ruckers number: 4)/40. Rose diameter: 63 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1138 mm 

Width: 440 mm 

Height: 190 mm including the baseboard 

Scalings: C/E = 916 mm, c 
2= 243 mm, c3 = 122 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - keywell and faceboard 

type 6- soundwell; inked on (from original? ) 

type 2 (n/o) - front flap 

type 7 (n/o) - lid border 

Ruckers motto: lid (n/o) - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM 

General description: 

Like the 1613a AR, this virginal has its original 

scalings, but has lost its orginal papers and soundboard 

decoration. The case has been re-painted, but the original 

imitation porphyry marble decoration is visible through 

faults in the later paint, although it is difficult to tell 
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whether the base colour is dark red or dark green. The 

jacks are original, although the tongues have non-original 

leather plectra. The register leather on the soundboard 

and the lower guide (of walnut) are not original. The top 

two natural keylevers, b2 and c3, have traces of their 

original arcades. 

Literature: 

Boalch #77; No. 2928, Mahillon, Vol. 2, (1893-1922); p. 479 

Russell (1959); p. 131, van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: M. Haveaux, Rebecq-Rognon; C Snoeck, Ghent. 

1613c AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1613, child virginal. 

Location: Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati, Ohio, No. 

1911+. 300. Rose diameter: 66 mm 

Case dimensions% Length: 835 mm 

Width: 330 mm plus 96 mm keyboard pro- 

j ection 
Height: 1ý0 mm with the baseboard 

Present compass: C/E to d. 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - around outside of the case 

type 9- in soundwell 

General description: 

This instrument is a typical 'motherless child', and 

is in reasonably good condition. Some of the soundboard 

decoration has disappeared, but the arabesques and long 

sinewy leaves and stems of the flowers are typical of the 

soundboard painting style of Andreas Ruckers instruments 

of about 1613. 
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The action is entirely a replacement, with new key- 

levers, key facings, jacks, etc. The additional two notes 

have been squeezed in by narrowing the octave span, and by 

re-piercing the jackslots through a new wooden covering 

replacing the original leather jackslides. 

Literature: 

Boalch #133; No. 52, Catalogue (6) (1949); p. 139, van der 

Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: William Howard Doane, Cincinnati. 

161L AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1614, ravalement double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Leonard Elmhirst, Dartington Hall, Devon. 

Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Present compass: A1 to e3 

Ruckers papers: type 13 - soundwell (parts not original) 

General description: 

This is a typical English 18th century ravalement of 

a Ruckers harpsichord. The case was widened and the octave 

span narrowed to accomodate the extra notes. New keyboards, 

jacks and slides were made and the bridges and nuts were 

re-pinned and extended. The harpsichord now has a lute 

register, and this was also probably a feature of the 18th 

century alteration. However, subsequent 'restorations' 

have destroyed any evidence which might have enabled a 

positive dating of the lute. The outer case and lid are 

veneered. Although the blue arabesques, scallops and 

'snowflakes' are re-touched, the basic paint-work of the 
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soundboard is in good condition. The inside of the main 

lid is painted with a depiction of St. Theresa's home town 

of Avila in Spain, with the cathedral which breaches the 

town embattlements. The painting is 17th century and is 

attributed to van der Maulen (1632-1690). 

The instrument is greatly over-restored. The spine 

and cheek side, the internal framing, jacks and slides, 

and baseboard are all modern. The soundboard barring, 

with many stifle bars under the 81 bridge, is all modern. 

Literature: 

Boalch #78; No. 12 

Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Dr. 

General Hopkinson, 

Manchester; Howard 

Angell, Bath. 

Boddington Catalogue; p. 110, van der 

Blow, Bath; Rev. John Bower, Bath; 

J. Kendrich Pyne and Boddington College, 

Head, London; W. C. Priestley and Messrs. 

1615 AB 
Andreas Ruckers, 1615, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Vleeshuis Museum, Antwerp, No. VH2113. 

Ruckers number: St/4. Rose hole diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2244 mm 

Width: 789 mm 

Height: 265 mm including the baseboard 

Present compass: G1/B1 to c3 

Scalings (Upper manual pitches): 

81: G1/B1 = 1654 mm, c2 = 351 mm, c3 = 176 mm 
41 : G1/B1 = 934 mm, c2 = 175 mm, c3 = 87 mm 
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Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 12 - keywell 

type 13 - lid border, soundwell, keyblock 

sides 

Ruckers mottoes: main lid - CONCORDIA RES PARVAE CRESCVNT 

DISCORDIA MAXIM& DILABVNTVR 

lid flap - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM 

General description: 

Although only one of the original keys remains it is 

clear from the re-pinning of the lower-manual balance rail 

that the compass was altered from C/E to f3 to G1/B1 to c3. 

This alignment was carried out without adding a third set 

of strings and, in fact, without removing the wooden block 

from the bass side of the upper-manual keyboard. 

The rose is missing and so the authorship of the 

instrument has to be decided on the basis of the workman- 

ship and decoration. Both Andreas and Ioannes were using 

roses of diameter 65 mm up until about 1616 so this provides 

no clue. But the decoration of the soundboard and especial- 

ly the lid, is clearly that of the Andreas Ruckers decorator. 

The style of the wreath around the rose, the shape of the 

sinewy leaves and stems on the flowers, and the depiction 

of various types of animals are all characteristic of the 

early Andreas decorator. Further, the date is painted on 

the soundboard, whereas the Ioannes decorator painted the 

date on the wrestplank during this period. And also char- 

acteristic of Andreas is the square cross-section of the 

treble part of the 4+1 hitchpin rail instead of the narrow, 
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high hitchrail found on Ioannes harpsichords. 

Although it is in a poor state of preservation, this 

harpsichord retains a number of original features. The 

buff stop, registers, and register hold-down blocks are all 

original. It is one of only three original Ruckers doubles 

(the others are the 1616 HR and the 1640b AR) to retain its 

transposing plates for the eb/g# doubled strings. The key- 

board rack cloths are original. The upper manual rack has 

three layers of cloth above the keys and two layers below; 

the lower manual has 4 layers above the keys and the lower 

cloths are missing. Using a virginal key of the correct 

length from the front of the key to the balance point, the 

depth of touch of the upper manual was found to be 6.5 to 

7 mm. 

Except for the soundboard painting the decoration is 

in good order. The exterior of the case is marbled with a 

unique "fan" white scumbl e on the usual reddish-brown 

background. 

Literature: 

Boalch #79 = #80; p. 29, de Burbure (1863); p. 334, van der 

Straeten vol. 3 (1875); p. 79 & Plate 3, Lenard (1876); 

p. 417f, Marcuse (1952); p. 65, Hubbard (1965); p. 34, 

Ripin (1968); P. 16 & Plate 7, Lambrechts-Douillez (1970a); 

p. 48, van der Meer (1971b); p. 117,144 & Plate 3, ibid 

(1971c); p. 47, Libin (1975); P" 37, O'Brien (1977a); 

p. 71, Germann (1978); p. 133, Henkel (1979a); P. 154 & 

Plate 425, Lambrechts-Douillez (1981a); No. 33 Catalogus (11) 

(n. d. ). 

Former owners: St. Jacobskerk, Antwerp; Steen Museum, Antwerp. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1617,6-voet spinett virginal-. 

Location: Deutsches Museum, Munich. 

Ruckers number: 6/23. Rose hole diameter: 68 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1658 mm 

Widths 472 mm (originally about 497 mm) 

Heights 241 mm including the baseboard. 

Present compass: C to f3 

Original scalings: C/E = 1379 mm, c2 = 367 mm, c3 = 179 mm 

General description: 

The compass of this, one of the few Ruckers spinett 

6-voet virginals, has been widened without altering the 

original scalings or plucking points. Both keywell braces 

were moved to widen the keywell for the extra notes, and the 

extra jackslots were pierced through the soundboard. The 

lower guide is entirely new. Additions were made to the 

original keyframe in both the treble and bass, and both the 

" original and added keylevers received new touchplates 

(ebony naturals and bone-topped sharps). The bridges were 

extended to carry the additional strings. 

The lid has engraved papers printed in both French 

and Flemish (almost certainly in what is now Belgium) with 

the year 1720 in numerous different chronograms. This sug- 

gests that this may be the date of the alteration, or at 

least it indicates the earliest possible date of the alter- 

ation. The rose is the same casting as the 1633a in Brussels, 

and suggests that both instruments at one time passed 

through the hands of the same restorer (or even that this 

replacement rose was put in the instruments in the 18th 
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century). 

The original soundboard painting has entirely dis- 

appeared, and the present naive soundboard painting is of 

a more recent date. 

Literature: 

Boalch #82; p. 239-247, Wallner (1925); p. 105,130 & Plates 

8 and 9, van der Meer (1971c). 

1618 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1618, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Berlin Musikinstrum entenmuseum, No. 2224. 

Ruckers number: St/1. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1828 mm 

Width: 728 mm (n/o) 

Height: 229 mm without, 242 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 697 mm (n/o) 

Scalings: 

8': C/E = 1368 mm, c2 = 352 mm, c3 = 177 mm 

4t: C/E = 745 mm, c2 = 170 mm, c3 = 80 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 8- lid border 

type 13 - soundwell 

type 3 (early) - keywell 

Ruckers mottoes: lid - 1618 / SOLI / DEO GLORIA 

General description: 

Probably in the 18th century, the harpsichord received 

a grand ravalement, and from the re-numbering of the keys 
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it is clear that the compass was widened to C to f3. It 

appears from the plugged tuning pin holes in the wrestplank 

that the disposition was both 2x 8', and 1x 81,1 x 41 

with this widened compass. At some time (pre 1922) it 

was brought back to its original width and compass, and 

amazingly retained its original scalings and plucking 

points, registers and lower guides, and many of its ori- 

ginal keys and jacks. The outer decoration and the tuning 

pins are-not original. 

The original jacks seem to have been made by the 

same person who made the jacks of the 1618b IR. The base- 

board is original and retains the scribed plan of the 

instrument on it. Originally there was a buff, split be- 

tween f1 and f#1, and there are the usual holes for the 

wire hold-down pins in the 81 bridge, and there is a plug- 

ged square hole in the cheek for the usual projection of 

the right-hand portion of the buff register. 

Literature: 

Boalch #83; No. 2224 & Plate IX, Sachs (1922); p. 63f & 

Plate IX Ernst (1967); p. 27, Otto (1965); No. 13, p. 64 

& Plate, ibid. (1968); p. 111,115,144, van der Meer (1971c); 

p. 51, ibid (1971, ); P" 53, Berner (1971). 

Former owners: C. Snoeck, Ghent. - 

1620a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1620,4-vo et spinett virginal at a pitch 

of R+5. 

Location: Smithsoniai: Institution, Washington, No. 303,543. 

Ruckers number: 4/69. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 
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Case dimensions: Length: 1143 mm 

Width: 450 mm 

Height: 190 mm with the baseboard 

Scalings: C/E = 929 mm, c2 = 242 mm, c3 = 114 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 8- lid border 

type 12 - keywell, faceboard and front flap 

type 17 - soundwell 

type 2 (f repeat) - toolbox lid 

Ruckers motto: lid- SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI. 

General description: 

This virginal retains many of its original features 

including many different original papers inside, its ori- 

ginal keys and touchplates, its original key arcades and 

12 original jacks. The case exterior, especially the spine, 

shows the typical mottled surface texture of the original 

(green porphyry imitation marble? ) paint underneath a layer 

of more recent red-brown paint. The balance rail cloth is 

original, but the leather or card squares normally found on 

the sharp balance pins are missing. The cloth on the tails 

of the keys on which the jacks rest, and the upper touch 

rack cloths are original. Much of the soundboard painting 

is of later date, but follows the outlines of the original. 

It was restored in 1959 by William Dowd and is in 

playing condition. 

Literature: 

Boalch #85; p. 28, No. 13 Steinert (1892-3); p. 176-177, 

Hirt (1955); p. 46 & Fig. 6, Checklist (1967/75); p. 6f, 
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& Plates 2-5, Hoover (1969); p. 131, van der Meer (1971c); 

p. 61, Germane (1978). 

Former owners: Morris Steinert, New Haven, Conn.; Hugo 

Worch, Washington, D. C. 

1620b AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1620,6- voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 1597" 

Ruckers number 6/27 

Case dimensions: Length: 1712 mm 

Width: 492 mm 

Height: 241 mm with, 227 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 695.5 nun, originally 647 mm- 

Present compass: C to c3 

Present scalings: C= 1528 mm, c2 = 360 mm, c3 = 175 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = 1463 mm, c2 = 360 mm, c3 = 175 mm 

Ruckers papers: all of the present papers are not original. 

General description: 

This iss a normal 6-voet muselar virginal which has a 

keywell widened to convert the original short-octave bass 

into a chromatic bass octave down to C. The bass keywell 

brace was moved to the left and four new keys were added 

to a bass extension of the keyframe. The treble notes 

were left unaltered, and thus the scalings and plucking 

points of the notes from E to c3 are original. 

Although the instrument has an impressive appearance 

most of the decoration is not original. The outer paint 

of the case and lid is not original, and all of the printed 
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paper decorations are modern (almost certainly the papers 

which Closson had printed for the museum instruments). 

Some of the soundboard painting is visible but its general 

condition is not very good. 

Literature: 

Boalch #86; No. 1597, Mahillon (1893-1922); Plate XXV, 

p. 105, James (1930); p. 133,136, van der Meer (1971c); " 

p. 84-85, O'Brien (1974a); p. 462, ibid (1979). 

Previous owner: V. & J. Mahillon, Brussels. 

1620c AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1620, raval6 aligned double harpsichord. 

Location: Berlin Musikinstrumentenmuseum, No. 2230. 

Ruckers number: St/68. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2248 mm 

Height: 254 mm without the baseboard 

Present compass: G1 /B1 to f3. 

Present disposition: (uncertain). 

Present scalings: 

81: G1/B1 = 1675 mm, c2 = 361 mm, f3 = 138 mm 

4': G1/B1 = 948 mm, c2 = 168 mm, f3 = 70 mm 

Original scalings: 

88: G1/B1 = 1663 mm, c2 = 343 mm, c3 = 167 mm 

41: G1/B1 z 
= 948 mm, c= 168 mm, c3 = 79 mm 

General description: 

The alignment and ravalement were carried out in a 

manner similar to that of the 1646 IC. The original key- 

boards ax string spacing were retained, but a second set 
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set of 81 strings was added (perhaps when the alignment 

occurred and before the widening of the case). The case, 

soundboard, bridges, registers and keyboards were extended 

to increase the treble compass to f. The 81 nut was not 
3 

moved to shorten the scalings which were effectively length- 

ened when the second 81 string was added. The wrestplank 

is not original, but the veneer was used from the old wrest- 

plank to cover the new one. 

The bridges and 41 hitchpin rail show the doubled 

e/g# pins. Also the wrestplank veneer shows the plugged 

double tuning pin holes for these notes. 

The decoration in the keywell is very similar to that 

found on the 1613b AR and may date from the time in which 

both instruments were in the Snoeck Collection. The outer 

case and lid are painted in a rather naive grisaille. The 

stand, although painted grey to match the case is an ori- 

ginal turned and carved oak stand. 

Literature: 

Boalch X84; No. 2330, Sachs (1922); p. 239-243, Berner 

(1950); p. 27 & Plate p. 135, Otto (1965); p. 63-75 & 

Plate 12, Ernst (1967); p. 56-60, Berner (1971); p. 49, 

van der Meer (1971b); p. 120,14+1, ibid (1971c). 

Former owners: C. Snoeck, Ghent. 

1620d AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1620,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Private, Gif-sur-Yvette, France. 

Rose diameter: 66 mm. 
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Case dimensions: Length: 1706 mm 

Width: 492 mm 

Height: 244 mm with, 228 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 781 mm, orginally 652 mm 

Present compass: C to g3 

Ruckers papers: type 2- soundwell behind faceboard 

type 17 - soundwell on spine and sides 

type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 3 (n/o) - keywell and faceboard 

type 14 and type 2 (both n/o) - flap 

type 8 (n/o) - soundwell behind the name- 

board 

Ruckers motto: lid - ARS NON HABET INIMICVM NISI IGNORANTEM 

General description: 

This is a raval'e 6-voet muselar virginal. The original 

keys and touchplates were left with their original octave 

span and additions were made to the bass and treble sides 

of the keys and keyframe. Both keywell braces were moved 

to make space for the additional notes. It is not clear 

whether the present bridges date from the original alter- 

ation or from a more recent repair. They are at any rate 

longer than the original bridges would have been, in order 

to carry the added strings of the ravalement. 

The soundboard painting is somewhat re-touched, but 

in basically good condition and typical of the style of 

other Andreas instruments of this period. The date on the 
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soundboard has, typically, the usual red arabesque flour- 

ashes on either side of it. 

Literature: 

Boalch #88. 

Former owner: Henri Pruniares. 

1621 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1621, a single-manual harpsichord converted 

into a grand ravalement double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Private, France. 

Present compass: F1 to f3. 

General description: 

This harpsichord represents a full-scale ravalement 

of a small single-manual Ruckers harpsichord into a large 

French double. The soundboard is a composite structure 

consisting of planks of Ruckers soundboard wood intermixed 

with new planks of wood. The Ruckers soundboard wood is 

painted in the style of the Andreas painter of 1621, whereas 

the new wood is painted more in the style of the Andreas 

painter working after about 1626. 

Literature: 

(There is no reference to this instrument in the literature. 

1623 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1623, ravalö double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Private, England. 

Rose diameter: 65 mm 
I 

Present compass: F1, G1 to f3 
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Present disposition: 

41 

8 
81 dogleg 

Present scalings: 

8': F1 = 1743 mm, c2 = 328 mm, f3 = 135 mm 

41: F1 = 1008 mm, c2 = 172 mm, f3 = 63 mm. 

General description: 

This is another good example of an English grand 

ravalement of a normal Ruckers double-manual harpsichord. 

The case has been widened, the soundboard, bridges and nuts 

have been extended. The keyboards, registers and jacks 

are all in the style of typical English instruments of the 

18th century. The inside and outside of the case have 

been veneered and the ornate brass strap hinges complete 

the illusion of an English 18th century harpsichord. 

The soundboard and painting are very dark but in 

basically good condition. Remarkably, about a third of 

the 18th century strings survive and are in regular use 

on this instrument and tuned to modern pitch! Unfortunately 

the original bird quills have been replaced by hard leather 

plectra. 

Literature: 

Boalch #91; p. 110,, van der Moor (19710- 

Former owners: John Hullah, London; Mrs. J. Cyriax, London; 

Capt. J. Lane, Wanstead; Messrs. Morley, London; E. W. Clark, 

Rickmansworth; Mrs. Grace Clark. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1624, normal double-manual harpsichord 

converted into a raval'e single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Gruuthuuse Museum, Bruges, No. 2297. 

Rose diameter: 65 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: now 2136 mm 

Width: now 941 mm 

Height: 256 without, 269 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 910 mm, originally about 767 mm 

Present compass: F1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

-41 
< 81 

>8' 

Present scalings: 

8t: F1 (not measured , c2 = 261 mm, f3 = 133 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 17 - jackrail 

Ruckers motto: lid - 1624 / MVSICA L TITIAE / COMES 

MEDICINA DOLORVM 

General description: 

From the join in the case-sides it is clear that this 

instrument was enlarged in width from a smaller harpsichord. 

The existence of 3 doubled eb/g# 41 hitchpins, the original 

inside case width of 767 mm, and the case depth and original 

50 note compass are all characteristic of the usual Ruckers 

double-manual transposing harpsichord. The extension of 
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the compass was carried oftt using the original string 

spacing and keyboard octave span. The extra notes in the 

bass were added without widening the bass side of the case. 

the notes from B to c3 were moved upwards towards the treble, 

utilizing shorter strings to give scalings which (except for 

the top few notes)are suitable for brass stringing. There 

is a buff stop in the style of J. P. Bull; a roll of cloth 

on a bar operated by a knee lever, and carried out in the 

18th century in Flanders. 

The jackrail retains its original cloths; 2 layers of 

black woollen cloth tacked in place with 8 tacks. This is 

thus probably the only double-manual jackrail with its 

original cloth. Many of the jacks and tongues are original. 

The stand is original and like that of the 1620c AR in Ber- 

lin, but has unfortunately been cut down and has lost its 

turned pillars in the process. The papers of the keywell 

and soundwell still exist, but are invisible under the 

present reddish-brown paint. 

The decoration of the inside of the lid is in good 

condition, and even with much staining, the colours of the 

painting of the flowers, fruit and birds are extremely 

bright and transparent. 

Literature: 

Boalch #92; p. 49, van der Meer (1971b); p. 121,123,125, 

141,145, ibid, (1971c); P" 72, Germann (1978); P. 38, 

Footnote 5, Ripin (1968). 
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Andreas Ruckers, undated, child virginal. 

Location: Sterckshof Museum, Deurne, No. S2623. 

Ruckers number: k/36. ý Rose diameter: 63 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 814 mm 

Widths 301 mm 

Height: 136 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 680 mm 

Present compass: C, D to c3 

Present scalings: C= 685 mm, c2 = 165 mm, c3 = 76 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = 672 mm, c2 = 176 mm, c3 =. 86.5 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 9- soundwell 

type 12 - outside of case 

General description: 

This-is a typical 'motherless'child. The compass 

was extended by widening the keywell on the bass side by 

roughly one natural width, and by reducing the octave span 

of the keys to squeeze the larger compass into the remain- 

ing enlarged space. The tails of the keylevers are splayed 

out to use the original jackslots, but add one note in the 

treble and 3 notes in the bass. 

The style of the soundboard painting, with a circle 

around the rose, and of the arabesques, indicates a date 

between about 1615 to 1628, and the date 1626 has been 

estimated from the Ruckers number. 

Literature: v 

(Not in Boalch); p. 83, O'Brien (197La). 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1627, single-manual harpsichord at quint 

pitch. 

Location: Gemeentemuseum, The Hague 

Ruckers number: 4St. Rose diameter: 62 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1232 mm 

Widths 694 mm 

Height: 190 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 669 mm 

Scalings: 

81: C/E = 886 mm, c2 = 238 mm, c3 121 mm 

4+t: C/E = 543 mm, c2 = 117 mm, c3 - 60 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 27 - lid border 

type 28 - soundwell 

type 12 - painted in the keywell 

Ruckers motto: lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

General description: 

This is the only extant Ruckers harpsichord at a 

pitch of R+5. Like the 4-voet virginals at this pitch 

it was also referred to by its length as a 4-voet staartstuk, 

since it is labelled 4 St. It is however almost 4 duimen 

longer than 4 vo et en. Probably at some time in the eight- 

eenth century the compass was changed 

arranging the keys, but still using t] 

and string spacing. The disposition 

2x 8' leaving the 4' bridge unused. 

(long) 8' string and re-arranging the 

of lowering the pitch to the semitone 

to A to f3 by re- 

ie original registers 

was also changed to 

Adding the extra 

keys had the effect 

between R and R+ 11 
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and probably for practical reasons so that it would play 

with other instruments, it may have been tuned to the con- 

temporary 18th century pitch. A restoration of 1964 re- 

turned the instrument to its original compass, disposition 

and pitch. 

The soundboard decoration and the paper patterns are 

in very good condition. The balance rail cloth appears to 

be original. The belly rail was used as a backing piece 

during the cutting of the lower guide and reveals many 

clues about the method of cutting the leather and wood of 

Ruckers lower registers. 

The instrument has a very fine original turned and 

arcaded oak stand. 

Literature: 

Boalch #94; p. 45 & Plate 37, Russell (1959); p. 61, Hubbard 

(1965); p. 117-121, van der Meer (1965); p. 209, ibid. (1968b); 

p. 114,115, ibid (1971c); P. 37, Ripin (1970a); p. 55, 

Rhodes and Thomas (1967); p. 85,87, O'Brien (1974a); p. 42, 

ibid (1977a). 

Former owner: D. F. Scheurleer, The Hague. 

16 28 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1628, aligned double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Vere Pilkington, Colares, Portugal. 

Present compass: A1 to d3. 

Present disposition: 

.ý! 

)r 81 

1- 81 dogleg 
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Ruckers papers: type 29 - keywell 

General description: 

Although the rose in this harpsichord has the initials 

IR (put in by Raymond Russell), the instrument is undoubt- 

ably by Andreas Ruckers. The soundboard painting style is 

similar to other instruments by Andreas Ruckers of this 

period (eg. 1627 AR). Also the rose hole is too small for 

the large double-manual rose that Ioannes was using in 1627 

(ie from 1616 onwards). At some time the date has been 

altered to 1727, but the altered 16, is still faintly 

visible. 

From the style of the black keyboards and the Louis 

XV stand it appears that the petit ravalement was carried 

out in France. New aligned keyboards were made with the 

compass A1 to c3 by using an octave span narrower than that 

used by Ruckers. The bridges and nuts were re-pinned and 

new registers and jacks were made. 

The keywell is decorated with baroque vine-work. 

The outside of the case is lacquered and ornamented with 

narrow gold bands surrounding garlands of flowers. The in- 

side of the lid 'has a fine painting of a pastoral scene. 

The extension of the treble compass was carried out 

by the present owner by adding the notes o#3 and d3. 

Literature: 

Boalch X46 and #47a (listed as Ioann es Ruckers); p. 109, 

van der Meer (1971c). 

Former owners: Raymond Russell, London. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1632,4-voet virginal with altered scalings. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 1593" 

Ruckers number: 4/38. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1136 mm 

Width: 448 mm 

Height: 203 mm with, 184 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 750 mm, originally 648 mm 

Present compass: C to f3 

Present scalings: C= 1034 mm, c2 = 361 mm, f3 = 130 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 27 - soundwell 

Ruckers motto: lid- SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI. 

General description: 

This is an unusual example of a small Z-vo et virginal 

originally at quint pitch, whose compass has been extended 

and bridges moved apart to lower the pitch to roughly ref er- 

ence pitch. To do so the keys were squeezed together and 

both keywell cheeks and both keybed sides moved to extend 

the compass. In moving the bridges apart the scalings have 

become very non-Pythagorean in the treble, and obviously 

the bass scalings are far too short in proportion to the 

treble scalings. 

The soundboard decoration has disappeared entirely, 

but the instrument retains some of its original Ruckers 

papers. Also traces of the original porphyry marbling are 

visible underneath a later paint. 
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The keylevers are marked with (18th century? ) gauge 

numbers and include the notes of the ravalement. 

Literatures 

Boalch #98; No. 1593, Vol. 2, Mahillon (1893-1922); P. 132, 

van der Meer (1971c). 

1633a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1633,6-voet msuelar virginal. 

Location: Brussels Museum, No. 4600. 

Ruckers number: 6/70. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1706 mm 

Width: 495 mm 

Height: 245 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 767 mm, originally 652 mm 

Present compass: C, D to f3 

Present scalings: C= 1502 mm, c2 = 357 mm, f3 = 115 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = 1485 mm, c2 = 357 mm, c3 = 173 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 7- lid border 

type 3 (n/o) - keywell 

type 7 (n/o) - soundwell 

Ruckers motto: lid - MUSICA MAGNORVM SOLAMEN DVLCE LABORVM. 

General description: 

The outer case is painted in imitation red wood- 

grain. But underneath the red wood-grain is the original 

green porphyry marbling. The soundboard painting is in very 

bad condition with much re-touching, but the date 1633 is 

clearly legible. Although the rose is a crude replacemt t 

of the original, the soundboard and lid decoration are 
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clearly in the style of Andreas Ruckers. The compass was 

extended by adding keys from another Ruckers virginal 

which was numbered 6/36. Some of the jacks, also with this 

number, were used in this instrument so that about 80% of 

the jacks are by Ruckers. This is one of the few 6-voet 

virginals to retain its original harpichordium stop. It 

has its original lead hooks, and its original guide blocks 

and hand-stop. Originally the harpichordium worked on the 

notes C/E to f1 inclusive. The decoration on the inside of 

the lid, is original and in very good condition. 

Literature: 

Boalch #97 (and 99? ). 

Former owners: AR egibo, Renaix; Wanda Landowska. 

1633b AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1633, conversion of a normal double-man- 

ual harpsichord into a single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Musikinstrumentenmuseum der Karl Marx Universitdt, 

Leipzig, No. 71. 

Ruckers number: St/41. Rose diameter: 64-65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: now 2112 mm 

Width: 788 mm 

Height: 254 mm without, 268 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 762 mm 

Present compass: C/E to f3 at a pitch of R-4. 

Present disposition: 

> 81 

- 4+ 
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Present scalings: 

81: C/E = 1699 mm, c2= 44+6 mm, f3 = 138 mm 

4t: C/E = 989 mm, c2 = 213 mm, f3 = 58 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 13 - soundwell 

type 3 (n/o) - keywell 

General description: 

This is one of a small number of Ruckers instruments 

which were made smaller instead of larger. It was origin- 

ally a normal double-manual harpsichord which was cut down 

and the upper manual discarded. The lower manual was given 

the compass C, D to d3, and this was altered in about 1912 

to C/E to f3. It seems likely that the instrument was 

altered to its single-manual state with the C, D to d3 com- 

pass and a2x 81 disposition in Italy. 

The case and lid have been painted light blue with 

bands inside the panels formed by the cheek, tail, bent- 

side, etc. The soundboard painting is in quite good con- 

dition, and has some amusing scenes of courting couples 

along with the usual flowers, birds, insects, etc. 

Literature: 

Boalch #100; No. 71 & Plate, Kinsky (, 1910); p. 69,90, 

Ruth-Sommer (1916); Paul Rubart (1964); p. 49, van der 

Meer (1971b); p. 120, ibid (1971c); p. 101f, Henkel 

(1979a); p. 61, ibid (1979b). 

Former owners: 

Paul do Wit, Leipzig. 

0 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1634, child virginal. 

Location: Paris Conservatoire. 

Case dimensions: Length: 812 mm 

Width: 327 mm (keyboard projects 106 mm 

Height: 136 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 651 mm 

Present compass: C to a2 

Present scalings: C= 678 mm, 02 = 121 mm, a2 = 66 mm 

Original scalings: C/E = 678 mm, c2 = 164 mm, c3 = 71 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 19- soundwell. 

General description: 

The compass and pitch of this virginal have been 

changed by replacing the keyboard with a new one which 

filled out the original bass short-octave. The original 

spacing of the tails of the keylevers and strings was main- 

tained with one note added at the top (C/E to c3 = 45 notes 

with 27 naturals; C to a2 = 46 notes with 28 naturals). In 

order to accomodate the extra natural the 3-octave span was 

decreased from 500 mm to 473 mm. Because the keys above 

.C were moved toward the treble in the process of filling 

out the bass-octave, the effective pitch was raised by a 

major third. The ravalement is dated 1763. 

Literature: 

Boalch #102a. 

1635 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1635, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Michael Thomas, Norfolk. 
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Case dimensions: Length: 1814 mm 

Width: 720 mm 

Height: 231 mm without, 248 mm including 

the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 694 mm 

Present compass: C, D to c3 

Present disposition: 2x 81 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 22 -k eyw el l 

type 13 - soundwell 

Ruckers motto: lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI. 

General description: 

The namebatten with the signature and date is not 

original, and the rose is missing, but there is nothing to 

suggest that this instrument is not by Andreas Rockers, nor 

that the date 1635 is not correct. Unfortunately the whole 

of the 41 area of the soundboard (plus the part with the 

rose and wreath behind the cutoff bar) from the 41 hitchpin 

rail to the spine has been cut out, so that the only ori- 

ginal part of the soundboard is that under the 81 bridge. 

Much of the internal framing is not original, but is in 

the same position as the original framing. 

In addition to the usual flowers the soundboard 

painting shows a peacock, a group of monkeys smoking pipes, 

a dwarf holding a hoop through which a dog is jumping, an- 

other dwarf playing the bagpipes, etc. The 81 bridge and 

nut, and parts of the lid and case, the tuning pins, etc. 
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are painted in gold paint. 

Literature: 

(There is no reference to this instrument in the liter- 

ate. 

Former owners: The front flap is inscribed: "From Madame la 

Comtesse E. de Pas, Chateau do Ramitz to Campbell Ma'cKellar 

of Lerags"; Lady Kaye, London. 

1636 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1636, extended compass single-manual 

harpsichord raval6 into a double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Michael Thomas, Norfolk.. 

Case dimensions: Length: originally about 1965 mm 

Width: now 821, originally about 775 mm 

Height: 265 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 793 mm, originally about 734 mm 

Present compass: F, to f3 

Original compass: C to c3 

Present disposition: 

8' 

4 

81 shove coupler 

Ruckers papers: type 13 - soundwell 

General description: 

This is a very interesting harpsichord, originally of 

a type quite different from the usual late single-manual 

harpsichord from the Andreas Ruckers workshop. It is the 

only know Andreas single which had the compass C to c3 

with a chromatic bass octave, and it also had a very deep 
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case; about 10.5 duimen instead of the usual 9 duimen. 

This suggests that it may originally have had a strap- 

work outer case decoration instead of the usual plain 

marbling. The plan of the instrument, induding the 81 

c and f# strings, is scribed on the baseboard. This con- 

firms the compass as C to c3, and the disposition as 1x 81, 

1x41 since there are two registers marked out in the gap. 

Most of t1 present framing is not original, although 

the soundboard bridges (extended in the treble and bass), 

the 41 hitchpin rail, and the soundboard barring all appear 

to be by Ruckers (unusually the 81 bridge is of beech in- 

stead of the usual cherry). The spine was moved towards 

the tail, the cheek was moved forward in the ravalement, 

so the case additions in the keywell are not of the same 

length. On the basis of the wrestplank layout, the stop- 

levers, the keyboards and keyframes, the jackrail and 

hook, and the soundboard mouldings, PhillipeFritsch has 

identified the ravalement as the work of Hemsch. 

The soundboard has been completely repainted with a 

17th century painting which in turn has been extended by 

the Hemsch painter. The interior of the lid has been 

painted with a pastoral scene, and this has been extended 

at the time of the ravalement. The outside of the case 

has also been painted with various mythological scenes 

which must date from the time of the ravalement. 

Literature: 

(not listed in Boalch); p. 41 O'Brien (1977a); p. 196, 

v 

G ermann (1981). 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1637, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, No. 

MIR 1073. 

Ruckers number: St/23&24. Rose hole diameter: 64 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1829 mm 

Width: 715 mm 

Height: 242 not including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 688 mm 

Scalings: 

Note 81 41 

c3 171 mm 83 mm 

fz 258 129 
z 348 173 

f1 531 258 

c1 698 338 

f 963 474 

c 116,5 580 

F 1351 717 

C/E 1366 736 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid and front flap background 

type 8- lid border 

type 13 - front flap border 

type 10 - soundwell 

type 3 (late) 
- keywell 

type 6- keyblocks and jackrail 

Ruckers mottoes: lid flap - ACTA VIRUM PROBANT 

main lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 
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keywell flap - SOLI DEO GLORIA / ET SANCTVM NOMEN 

EIVS. 

General description: 

This is one of the few single-manual Ruckers harpsi- 

chords in almost original condition. The only alteration 

it has suffered is t1 at the top corners of the cheek have 

unfortunately been cut off in the style of the 18th century 

Viemese fortepianos. Other than this it retains most of 

its original musical and decorative features. Only the 

jacks are replacements. The outside of the case is painted 

in imitation strapwork holding large simulated jewels. 

The decoration of the exterior and interior is basically 

in very good condition. The keys retain their original 

arcades. 

This instrument is unique in having two different 

Ruckers numbers. The keyframe and keys are marked St/23, 

but the registers and the case slot underneath the left- 

hand end of the jackrail are marked with the number 24. 

Thus it seems that the parts for single-manual harpsi- 

chords numbers 23 and 24 somehow managed to get inter- 

changed in the workshop. 

Literature: 

Boalch #105; p. 12, van der Meer (n. d. ); p. 63/64, ibid 

(1971a), P. 51, ibid (1971b); p. 111,115,142-146, ibid 

(1971c); P. 85, O'Brien (1974a). 

Former owners: 

Dr. Ulrich Rtck, Nuremberg. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1639, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. 

Rose diameter: 64 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1812 mm 

Width: 718 mm (n/o) 

Height: 227 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 686 mm (n/o) 

Present disposition: 

ý- 81 

F41 

e 81 

General description: 

Although this harpsichord has its original compass, 

its conversion in the 18th century to a double has left 

its mark indelibly on the instrument. As it stands the 

instrument represents no historical state: the compass is 

that of the 17th century, but the disposition with 2 sets 

of 81 strings and one 4' set belongs to the 18th century, 

although the scalings are representative of neither. In 

giving it its original compass it retains its 18th century 

keys, jackslides (cut down), jacks, keyframe, balance rail 

and key guide system. The wrestplank, wrestplank veneer, 

nuts and 8' bridge are all not original: only the 4' bridge 

is original. The painting on the soundboard near the gap 

shows that part of the soundboard has been cut away to make 

room for the extra 8" register. The pinning of the 4t 

bridge and 41 hitchpin-rail show that the string spacing of 

this harpsichord was the same as that of the 1644a AR single 
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in Antwerp. The space for the discarded upper manual has 

been rather crudely filled in with a wide "namebatten". 

None of the decoration, except for that of the soundboard 

which is covered with a thick layer of brown varnish, is 

original. 

Literature: Boalch #108; No. 12A Boddington Catalogue; 

p. 5-16, van der Meer (196+); p. 48, ibid (1971b); p. 111, 

115, ibid (1971c); p. 36f, Scheurwater/van Acht (1977) 
. 

Former owners: J. K. Pyne, Boddington; Howard Head; E. 

Dodd Cramp, Byfield, Northants; J. Morley, London; D. F. 

Scheurleer, The Hague. 

1640a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1640, single-manual haip sichord. 

Location: Yale University, New Haven, Conn.. No. 250. 

Rose diameter: 63 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1813 mm 

Width: 708 mm 

Height: 229 mm without, 245 mm with the baseboard 

present compass: C to d3 

Present scalings: 

81: c= 1400 mm, c2 = 332 mm, d3 = 148 mm 
41: C= 787 mm, c2 = 165 mm, d3 = 56 mm 

original c2 scaling estimated to be about 355 mm. 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 8- lid border 

type 3 (early! ) - keywell 

type 18 - soundwell and jackrail 

Ruckers mottoes: main lid - 1640 / MVSICA LETITIAE / COMES 

MEDICINA DOLORVM 
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lid flap - CONCORDIA MVSIS AMICA 

General description: 

Decoratively this instrument is a good example of a 

typical single-manual Ruckers harpsichord. It still retains 

its original marbled exterior and papered interior. The 

soundboard, although slightly re-touched here and there is 

in an excellent state. 

This harpsichord is also a good example of a conser- 

vative petit ravalement. Its original compass of C/E to 

C3 was increased to C to d3 by making a new keyboard with 

a narrower octave span and by reducing the width of the 

keyblocks. This involved extending and re-pinning the 

bridges, re-spacing the tuning pins and the making of new 

registers, lower guides, nuts and jacks. Somewhat unusual- 

ly it was not given 2 sets of 81 strings. 

The Flemish stand does not belong to this instrument, 

but was formerly under the 1648 AR in Copenhagen. Using a 

lid cord instead of a stick, it would be a fine example of 

a Ruckers instrument in its original decorative order. 

Literature: 

Boalch #109; p. 59f & Photo, Skinner (1933); P. 12-13 & 

Plate, Hirt (1955); p. 11, Harich-Schneider (1958); P. 30 

(No. 250), R ephann (1968); p. 51, van der Meer (197lb); 

p. 112,115,14+4, van der Meer (1971c); p. 60, Germann 

(1978)" 

Former owners: Charles Burney; Revd Thomas, Twining, Col- 

chester (died 1804); Miss Twining, Twickenham; Mrs. A. B. 

Donaldson, Hampstead; Sir Algernon Oliphant; Miss Belle 

Skinner. 
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Photo C-3 Plan view of the 1640a AR single-manual 
harpsichord. 

Scale 1: 10 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1640, normal double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Hotel de Croix, Namur. 

Ruckers number: St/2. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2236 mm 

0 
Widths 802 mm 

Height: 271 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 772 mm 

Present compass: G1/B1 to C3 

Scalings: 

8t: G1/B1 = 1658 mm, c2 = 352 mm, c3 = 174 mm 

48. - G1/B1 = 958 mm, c2 = 177 mm, c3 = 88 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 3 (earlyl) - keywell 

type 13 - soundwell 

General description: 

Although the outer decoration has been altered con- 

siderably, the instrument itself has been altered musically 

very little. It retains its original disposition with 

1x 81,1 x 41, and has its original registers, jacks, buff, 

keyframes, etc. The nuts still have the original plates 

for separating the doubled e/g# strings, and there are 

doubled bridge and hitchpins for these notes. Except for 

fragments, the keys have all been lost, and the lower 

manual keyframe has been re-pinned to align it with the 

upper manual, although the bass block in the upper manual 

has not been removed. 

The soundboard painting is in very good condition, 

and even the note-names near the tuning pins are clearly 

visible. The outside of the case, the keywell, and the 
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soundwell have been heavily gessoed over and then painted 

blue with a heavy gilt leaf-and-vine-work decoration. The 

stand consists of 4 heavy caryatid figures connected together 

at the base by a lower stretcher. The lid is missing 

Literatures 

Boalch #109a; p. 83, O'Brien (1971a). 

Former owners: Comte Vizard de Bocarme. 

1643a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1643,5-voet muselar virginal at a pitch 

ofR+ 1. 

Location: The Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. 

Ruckers number: 5/37. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1500 mm 

Width: 477 mm 
Height: 217 mm with, 204 mm without the 

baseboard 
Width of keywell: originally 650 mm 

Present compass: C to c3 

Original scalings: C/E = 1282 mm, c2 = 324 mm, c3 = 156 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - keywell 

type 12 - front flap (only tiny fragments 

remain) 

type 6- soundwell (fragments) 

Ruckers motto: lid - ONMIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM (n/o) 

General description: 

Although the rose and jackrail are both missing this 

virginal is certainly by Andreas Ruckers. Tha soundboard 

painting style is the same as the single-and double-manual 

harpsichords of 1640, and other instruments of this period 
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by Andreas Ruckers. Also all aspects of the construction 

of the instrument itself are typical of the late work of 

Andreas Ruckers. 

The bass octave was made chromatic by widening the 

keywell on the bass side and adding the extra C, C# D and 

Eb keys to an extension of the keyframe. The keyboard 

was not shifted so that the scalings and plucking points 

of the notes from E upwards are still the same as originally. 

One of the strings of the 4 extra added notes is pinned on 

the left-hand bridge, but the three others are hitched 

directly to the elevated bass-section of the hitchpin 

rail, and therefore these notes sound only on the right- 

hand bridge. 

The lid is of pine and it and its decoration probably 

datesfrom the 18th century and the time of the ravalement. 

It has its original harpichordium but is lacking the guide 

blocks and the hold-down pins going into the side of the 

bridge. This is one of the few Flemish virginals to retain 

its original lock on the front flap. 

It has a simple arcaded oak stand, which if it is 

not original is at least very old as indicated by the large 

amount of wear from the foot of the player on the lower 

stretcher. 

Literature: 

Boalch #111, " 
(1.71cý 

P" 134,135,144, van der Meer/9 p. 84/85, 

O'Brien (1974a). 

Former owners: Formerly in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 16+3, ravalG normal double-manual harpsi- 

chord. 

Location: Mrs. Sheridan Germann, Boston, Mass. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2265 mm 

Width: now 845 mm, originally about 795 mm 

Height: 265 mm (n/o) including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 815 mm, originally about 765 mm 

Present compass: G1 to e3 

Present scalings: 

81 (short strings): G1 = 1692 mm, c2 = 338 mm, 

e3 = 137 mm 

41: G1 = 980 mm, c2 = 148 mm, e3 = 72 mm 

General description: 

This'is a conservative ravalement (probably from the 

first part of the 18th century) of a normal Ruckers double. 

The rose is missing, but the (non-original) namebatten is 

signed by Andreas Ruckers. The authorship of the instrument 

is confirmed by the style of the soundboard painting which 

is identical to other instruments by Andreas Ruckers of 

this period. The construction marks on the original parts 

of the baseboard and on the soundboard also corroborate the 

attribution to one of the members of the Ruckers family. 

The style of the ravalement keyboards, and of the 

internal framing is clearly French, and details of the 

latter are very similar to those of Vater. The present 

jacks and registers are modern so that the 18th century 

disposition is uncertain. 

Former owners: sold in 1936 by the owners of the Chateau 

de Chenonc eaux. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1644, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Vleeshuis Museum, Antwerp, No. VH 2137. 

Ruckers number: St/16. Rose diameter: 65 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1814 mm 

Width: 723 mm 

Height: 228 mm without,, 231 mm with the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 693 mm 

Present compass: C to C3 

Present scalings: 

81: C= 1390 mm, c2 = 337 mm, c3 = 165 mm 

Original scalings: 

81: C/E = 1365 inm, c2= 358 mm, C3 = 178 mm 

4+1: C/E = (^i7L+5) mm, c2 = 179 mm, C3= 88 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 6- lid border, and soundwell 

type 4-k eyw el l 

Ruckers motto: lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

General description: 

Since this harpsichord is signed "ANDREAS RVCKERS 

DEN OVDEN ME FECIT ANTVERPIAE ", it is one of the few late 

Andreas instruments which can definitely be ascribed to 

Andreas the Elder. The compass has been extended by adding 

two notes in the treble and two, in the bass to the bridges 

and registers and a long 8' string has been substituted 

for the original 41. The keyboard has been moved toward 

the treble (by the width of one natural), and the 4 extra 

keys to convert the short-octave to a chromatic bass 
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octave have been added on the left. Shifting the key- 

board to the right has shortened the scalings by two 

semitones, and adding the extra set of 81 strings has length- 

ened the scalings by one semitone; the new scalings are 

therefore about one semitone shorter than originally. 

The harpsichord still retains its original buff stop 

and manyof the jacks are also original (some with original 

dampers! ). One of the tuning pins (preserved separately 

from the instrument) may have the remnants of a bit of 

original string rusted to it (see Photo 4+-1). 

The papers and outer case marbling are in good con- 

dition, although the soundboard painting has almost dis- 

appeared. 

Literature: 

Boalch #112, p. 195 & Plate 27, Ggnard (1892); p. 48, 

Lunsingh Scheuleer (1939); p. 43, Russell (1959); p. 62, 

Hubbard (1965); p. 246, Lambrechts-Douillez (1968), p. 18 

& Plate 9, ibid (1970a); p. 51, van der Meer (1971b); 

p. 104,112,115, ibid (1971c); p. 83, O'Brien (1974a); 

p. 61, ibid (1977b); p. 109-118, Bedard (1977); p. 153- 

& Plate 422, lenbrechts-Douillez (1981a); No. 34, Catalogus 

(11) (n. d. ). 

Former owners: formerly exhibited in the Steen Museum, 

Antwerp. 

v 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1644,6-voet muselar mother and child 

virginals. 

Location: Musikinstrumentenmuseum der Karl Marx Universität, 

Leipzig, No. 1093- 

Ruckers number: M/28. Rose diameter: 64-66 mm. 

Case dimensions (of the original mother instrument only): 

Length: 1734 mm 

Width: 515 mm 

Height: 253 mm without, 268 with the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 701 mm, originally 652 mm 

Present compass: C, D to c 
3 

Present scalings (bridges not original): 

c= 1544 mm, c2 = 364 mm, c3 = 185 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 12 - on the flap of the recess for the 

child. All other papers are not original. 

Ruckers motto: lid (n/o) - OMNIS SPIRITVS LAVDET DOMINVM 

General description: 

Originally this was the usual mother and child mus- 

elar double virginals. The compass was widened to fill 

out the bass octave, and in doing so the left keywell 

brace was moved to the left to allow space for the extra 

keys. Thereby the space for the child was decreased, so 

that the child could not fit in its normal space to the 

left of the keyboard. Probably for this reason the child 

was discarded or lost. In about 1910 a new child was made 

to fit into the reduced space beside the keyboard. Also 

probably at this time and in Heyer's workshops, the jacks 

were renewed, and the new papers were added. Perhaps 
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also at this time the bridges may have been renewed. There 

are also numerous stifle bars (8 in all) across the whole 

of the area underneath the left-hand bridge. 

Most of the soundboard painting has disappeared, but 

the outlines of it, and some colour, remains. The black 

outside case paint is not original. 

Literature: 

Boalch #113; Plate 9, Pols (1942); p. 19 & Plate 3, Rubart 

(1955); p. 149, Russell (1959); P" 138, van der Meer (1971c); 

P" 77,101,134, Henkel (1979a); p. 108, ibid, (1979b). 

Former owners: Prince de Caramen Chimay; Heyer Collection, 

Cologne. 

1646a AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1646, ravale single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Vleeshuis Museum, Antwerp, No. 76.4. 

Rose diameter: 62-64+ mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2007 mm 

Width: now 882 mm 

Height: 225 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 852 mm, originally about 

680-690 mm 
Present compass: C to f3 

Present disposition: 

. 4f 

> 81 

<_ 81 

Present scalings: 
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81: c= 1535 mm, c2 = 363 mm, f3 = 130 mm 

41: c=8? 3mm, cz= 175 mm, f3= 54 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 3 (early) - keywell (n/ö) 

type 13 - soundwell (n/o 

General description: 

This was originally a normal short-octave bass single- 

manual harpsichord. The case was widened in both the treble 

and bass to extend the compass to C to f3. The bridges were 

replaced and re-pinned and an extra set of 8' strings was 

added. New jacks, registers, keyboards and a new jackrail 

were made. During the couse of the restoration of the 

instrument when it was owned by William Post Ross, it was 

discovered that the internal framing had been altered 

(probably in the 18th century) to resemble that shown in 

Plate XXXV of Hubbard's book. 

The interior of the lid is decorated with a painted 

engraving of a concert by C. van Loo, which has been glued 

in place. The block-printed papers and exterior paint are 

modern. Although heavily retouched and extended, much of 

the soundboard painting is original. 

Literature: 

Boalch #115a; Footnote p. 52, Plate XXXV, Hubbard (1965); 

p. 273, Lambrechts-Douillez (1977); P. 153 & Plate 424, 

ibid (1981a). 

Former owners: Alphonse van Neste, Brussels; William Post 

Ross, Boston, Mass. 
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Andreas Ruckers, 1646, a grand ravalement of an extended- 

compass 'French' double-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Paris Conservatoire, No. E. 979.2.1. 

Rose diameter: 65-66 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 2250 mm 

i Width: now 904 mm, originally about 835 mm 

Height: 255 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 853 mm, originally about 805 mm 

Present compass: F1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

- 8' peau de buffle 

-( 81 

E-- 4, 

81 shove coupler 

Present scalings: 

8f: F1= 1718 mm, c2= 362 mm, f3 = 141 mm 

41: F1 = 1063 mm, c2 = 162 mm, f3 = 66 mm 

General description: 

This is a particularly fine example of a large 

'French' Ruckers double, altered in the 18th century to 

make it capable of playing the later contemporary reper- 

toire. The keyboards are dated 1756 and may be by Blanchet. 

It seems likely therefore that in 1756 the instrument was 

widened, the bridges were re-pinned and new jacks, registers 

and keyboards were made. Then in 1780, Taskin thickened 

the case sided and added the rear peau de buffle register 

and genouillbre. Also at this time the present stand was 

made and the instrument given its present splendid vernis- 
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martin decoration. 

The inside of the main lid and lid flap are painted 

with mythological scenes, and seem to be by the same painter 

who painted the lid of the 1640b IR (Artus Wolfort (1581- 

1641)). If so the lid must have been painted some years 

before it was incorporated into this instrument as Wolfort 

died 5 years before the date of this harpsichord. 

Literature: 

Boalch #115; p. 113f, Thibault-de Chambure (1969); p. 80, 

ibid (1971); p. 120, van der Meer (1971c); p. 74, Germann 

(1978); p. 109f, Dowd (1978). 

Former owners: Mme. Adrien Allez; Mme. de Chambure. 

1648 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 16+8, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Musikhistorisk Museum, Copenhagen. 

Ruckers number: St/69. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1826 mm 

Widths 711 mm 

Height: 241 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 684 mm 

Present compass: C/E to c3 after several alterations 

Present disposition: 

-*- 41 

dc 81 

>- 8t 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 17 - lid border 

type 12 - keywell 

type 6- jackrail and (n/o) soundwell 
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Ruckers mottoes: main lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

lid flap - ACTA VflWM PROBANT 

General description: 

This is one of the few extant Ruckers instruments 

decorated with strapwork holding large jewels against a 

marbled background. Most of the interior decoration is 

original and in reasonably good condition. 

Like the 1627 AR quint harpsichord in the Hague, the 

upper belly-rail shows chisel marks front the cutting of the 

Ruckers lower guides. 

The instrument was altered in the 18th century by 

adding an extra set of 81 strings and increasing the com- 

pass to C to d3. This was done by decreasing the octave 

span of the keys and strings, by narrowing the keyblocks, 

and by extending the bridges and nuts. This also required 

new registers and lower guides. The instrument was res- 

tored in 1965 by Frank Hubbard and a number of major alter- 

ations were introduced. The compass was altered to C/E to 

c3 using the 18th century string spacing and leaving it 

with 2 sets of 81 strings. The soundboard was removed 

(and planed to half its original thickness? ) and a new 

spruce soundboard glued underneath the remains of 

the original soundboard and the composite soundboard re- 

installed. The (18th century? ) ivory keyplat-es were re- 

moved and replaced with bone. A new 41 hitchpin rail was 

made which is far too wide and comes very close to the 41 

and 81 bridges in the treble. The soundboard is now very 

thick in the treble, a feature which is not characteristic 
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of Ruckers harpsiäards. The 81 bridge is modern and is of 

beech and not of cherry. 

Like some other modern restorations this has left 

the instrument in neither its 18th century nor its ori- 

ginal state. It has its 17th century compass, but its 18th 

century disposition and string spacing. The 18th century 

keyboards have bone touchplates, ebony sharps (instead of 

bog oak) and modern arcades. And the acoustical function 

of the soundboard, 4t. hitchpin rail, and bridges has been 

drastically altered. 

Literature: 

Boalch #117; p. 51, van der Meer (1971b); p. 112,115,142, 

Plate 1, ibid (1971c); p" 133, Henkel (1979a). 

Former owners: Otto van Copenhagen, Providence, R. I.; 

Gustav Leonhardt, Amsterdam. 

(1651)a AR 

Andreas*Ruckers, 1651, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Mr. Peter Maxwell-Stuart, Innerleithen, Scotland 

Ruckers number: St/2. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1864 mm 

Width: 732 mm 

Width of keywell: 700 mm 

Present compass: C to d3 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 9- lid border 

type 3 (late) - keywell 

type 13 - soundwell 
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Ruckers mottoes: main lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

lid flap - SOLI DEO GLORIA 

keywell flap - LAVS DEO (n/o 

General description: 

The instrument is signed "ANDREAS RVCKERS AND. (REA, S) 

F. (ILIUS) FECIT ANTVERP? 1E it, and is therefore one of the 

few instruments which can definitely be ascribed to Andreas 

the Younger. The date is written on the soundboard and has 

been re-touched in a recent restoration so that it is now 

impossible to tell if the third numeral was originally a 

11511 or a "4". There is a subtraction on the back of the 

namebatten suggesting that in, the 18th century the age of 

the instrument was calculated, and that the date of the 

instrument was then read to be 1651. However, the "5" is 

made in a very uncharacteristic way, the bottom curved 

sweep of the "511 usually being very bold on other instru- 

ments, whereas on this one it is tight and constrained. 

The whole numeral is much more like an altered ''"4". Un- 

fortunately there aren't enough numbered instruments in 

this period to help to make a decision on the date. This 

is most unfortunate as it might shed some light on the 

possible death date of Andreas the Elder. Since the 

1644a AR harpsichord is signed "ANDREAS RVCKERS DEN 

OVDEN -- -" it is clear that he was alive in 1644, and 

that he signed himself "DEN OVDEN" to avoid confusion with 

his son. If the Traquair harpsichord was actually made in 

1641, then it is reasonable that the son should sign him- 

self "AND. (REAS) F. (ILIUS)'t to avoid confusion with his 
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father in a similar way. If the Traquair harpsichord was 

made in 16,51 , then this implies that Andreas, the father, 

was still alive (aged 72) and perhaps still making instru- 

ments. Without more information the problem seems incap- 

able of a solution. The difficulty of finding an answer 

is further complicated by the fact that both the 1644a AR 

and the (1651)a AR, by Andreas the Elder and Andreas the 

Younger respectively were decorated by the same workshop 

painter l 

The instrument suffered at least two compass and dis- 

position alterations. It was first altered to 2x 8', 

1x 41 with a compass of C/E to d3. The keyblocks were 

narrowed on both sides to make room for the extra natural. 

One note was added in the treble and one in the bass and 

the keyboard shifted 
. 
down a semitone towards the bass. 

The old pinning and string spacing were used, with a new 

set of pins for the added 81 set of strings. This would 

mean that the original stringswere played by keys a tone 

higher, with the added strings having a scaling about a 

semitone longer, than in the original state. 

In the present state the compass is C to d3, again 

with a2x 81,1 x 41 disposition. In this state the 

3-octave span was reduced to enable the extra natural 

notes to be fitted in, and the bridges and nuts were re- 

pinned. New jacks, in a style similar to the old Ruckers 

jacks with oval damper holes, were made for this state. 

Decoratively the instrument is in very good order. 

The papers are in good condition and the outside of the 
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case has its original marbling, also in good condition. 

The soundboard painting has been extensively re-touched, 

but the overall impression of the instrument gives a good 

idea of how a Ruckers harpsichord must have looked originally. 

The keywell flap and painted stand are modern. 

Literature: 

Boalch #118a; p. 50, van der Meer (1971b); p. 113, ibid 

(1971c); p. 83, O'Brien (1974a); p. 63, Mactaggart (1979)" 

Former owners: it seems likely that the instrument has al- 

ways been at Traquair House, Innerleithen, and was probably 

brought directly from Antwerp to Scotland for the Stuart 

family. 

1651b AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1651, ravalb double-manual harpsichord of 

a normal single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No. 1079-1868. 

Present compass: G1 , A1 to f3 

Ruckers mottoes: main lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

lid flap - MUSICA DONVM DEI 

keywell flap (now lost) - ACTA VIRVM PROBANT 

These mottoes are all not original, but were probably 

copied from the originals at the time of the ravalement. 

General description: 

This is an English raval em ent of a small single- 

manual Ruckers harpsichord. The case was widened in the 

treble and bass, and new keyboards, jacks, registers, 

bridges, nuts, jackrail and wrestplank ware made for the 

T 
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instrument in the English style, probably around 1715-1720. 

The case was also lengthened to give sufficient space for 

the addition of a second keyboard. In fact the bass strings 

are far too short for the new bottom note (G1). 

The added sections of new soundboard wood in the bass 

and treble, and the new wrestplank veneer have been painted 

over in the style of the original. The border scallop and 

arabesque designs have been removed and the position of 

the arabesques painted over with leaf designs. The spine 

still has its original red marble decoration, but the rest 

of the case and lid have all been re-painted. 

This is one of the harpsichords which is claimed to 

have belonged to Handel. 

Literature: 

Boalch #118; p. 334, van der Straeten (1875); Plate XLII, 

James (1930); Plate II, Pols (1942); p. 40, Juramie (1948); 

Plate opposite p. 209, Kenyon (1949); p. 14-15, Hirt 

(1955); P" 9, Harich-Schneider (1958); Plate 14, Russell 

(1959); p. 43f, ibid (1968); p. 38, Ripin (1968); p. 48, 

van der Meer (1971b); p. 105,112,115, ibid (1971c)9 

p. 41, O'Brien (1977a). 

Former owners: Christopher Smith; Lady Rivers; Mr. Wick- 

ham; Hawtry; Dr. Chard; Mr. Hooper; Messrs. Broadwood. 

1654 AR 

Andreas Ruckers, 1654, ravale double-manual harpsichord 

of a normal single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Germanisches Naationalmuseum, Nuremberg, No. 

MINe 85. 
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Rose diameter: 64 mm (the present rose is an HR (Ioannes) 

rose made into an AR rose). 

Present compass: G, /B1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

< 41 

F 81 

>81 

Present cz scaling: 330 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 1- lid background 

type 10 - lid border 

type 6- soundwell 

Ruckers mottoes: main lid - SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MVNDI 

keywell flap - ACTA VIRVM PROBANT (n/o) 

General description: 

The grand ravalement 

to convert it from a normal 

a double was done by moving 

treble compass, lengthening 

the front to accommodate the 

carried out on 

single-manual 

out the cheek 

the spine and 

second manual 

this harpsichord 

instrument into 

to extend the 

cheek sides at 

and by making 

new keyboards, jacks, registers, jackrail, bridges, nuts 

and wrestplank. The ravalement seems to have been carried 

out in Flanders as is indicated by Flemish writing on the 

present jacks and keylevers. The case has been re-painted 

in imitation marble like/ýSuld have had originally. 

Although the rose is not original the style of the 

workmanship and decoration confirm that the instrument is 

indeed by Andreas Ruckers. 
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Literature: 

Boalch #119; No. 133 Ftihrer (1938); p. 12, van der Meer 

(n. d. ); p. 65-67, ibid. (1971a); p. 48,52, ibid (1971b); 

p. 112,115, ibid (1971c); p. 41, O'Brien (1977a). 

Former owners: Dr. Hanes Neupert, Bamberg. 

Ioannes Couchet 

1645 Ic 

loannes Couchet, 1645, single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Russell Collection, Edinburgh, No. 7. 

Rose diameter: 74-75 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1813 mm 

Width: originally about 710 mm 

Height: 231 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: originally about 682 mm 

Original scalings: 

8': C/E = 1383 mm, c2 = 355 mm, c3 = 178 mm 
41 (estimated): C/E = 743 mm, c2 = 174 mm, C3 = 88 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 4- keywell 

type 27 - soundwell 

General description: 

This harpsichord was originally a normal short- 

octave single-manual instrument. It was raval6 by extend- 

ing the treble side of the case and repinning the bridges 

according to a smaller 3-octave spacing to give a compass 

of Al , B1 to f3, A second set of 81 strings was added and 

a new action made. From the style of the outer decoration 

and from the style of the new action the ravalement must 
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have been done in England in the early part of the 18th 

century. 

A second change was made to the instrument probably 

not very long before it was bought by Russell. The ravale- 

ment addition to the case was removed and the cheek was 

moved back to its original position (actually the case is 

now about 8 mm narrower than originally). The keyboards 

were re-made to give it a compass of C to c3, and like 

many unenlightened modern restorations, this has left the 

instrument in a state of organological purgatory, awaiting 

a purification and return either to its original or to its 

18th century state. 

The existence of the hold-down pins in the 81 bridge 

for the buff batten, and of the plugged hole in the cheek 

for the buff batten extension, prove that this harpsichord 

originally had a buff register. However, there is no V- 

shaped nick in the back of the 81 bridge for the stop- 

block between the two sections of the split buff. This 

must indicate that the original buff was not split, a 

feature not found on any earlier Ruckers/Couchet harpsichord. 

Literature: 

Boalch #1; No. 7, p. 17, Williams and Newman (1968); p. 35/ 

36, Barnes (1971a); p. 46, O'Brien (1977a). 

Former owners: Messrs. Legg, Cirencester; Raymond Russell. 

1646 zc 
Ioannes Couchet, 1646, aligned and ravale double-manual 

harpsichord. 

Location; Brussels Museum, No. 276. 
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Ruckers number: St/17. Rose diameter: 88 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: 2226 mm 

Widths now 856, originally about 785 mm 

Height; 264 mm including the baseboard 

Width of keywell: now 830 mm, originally about 759 mm 

Present compass: G1%B1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

-6_ 8t 

> 41 

4- 81 dogleg 

>81 

Present scalings: 

81: G1/B1 = 1674 mm, c2 = 359 mm, f3 = 139 mm 

4': G1/B1 =957 mm, c2= 168 mm, f'3 69 mm 

Original scalings: 

8 8: G1/B1 = 1656 mm, cz = 338 mm, c3 = 173 mm 
4 t: G1/B1 = 957 mm, c2 = 168 mm, c3 = 81 mm 

General description: 

Like virtually all Couchet harpsichords this one is 

unusual in a number of respects. Firstly it originally 

had an upper manual with a filled-out bass compass to 

G1/B1, insead of stopping at C/E and filling out the bass 

with a wooden block as is usual. It is thus the first 

known Ruckers/Couchet instrument to have had a G1/B1 short- 

octave. It is also unusual in having had an original scal- 

ing of 338 mm, that is, between those instruments at R 

(c2 = 358 mm) and those at R+1 (c2 = 320 mm). The im- 

plied pitch would seem to be about a semitone above R. 
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Also unusual is the fact that the original buff stop was 

not split, but was continuous from treble to bass. In 

addition, the soundboard painting lacks the usual scalloped 

borders and arabesques. 

This harpsichord is now a good example of an aligned 

transposing double with a conservative raval em ent carried 

out very competently. The lower-manual keys were aligned 

to match those of the upper manual and both keyboards were 

extended to f3 in the treble by adding about 70 mm to the 

cheek side. -The bridges and soundboard were extended and 

filled out, and new upper and lower guides and a new set 

of jacks were made. An extra set of 8' strings was added 

" without changing the spacing of the existing strings. The 

disposition gives 2x 81 on the upper manual, but does not 

allow a single lower-manual 81 to dialogue with a single 8' 

on the upper. This is a feature of many 18th century Flem- 

ish harpsichords, and this, plus the workmanship of the jacks, 

points to Flanders as the country in which the ravalement 

was carried out. 

The 41 bridge is a replacement. The soundboard paint- 

ing is in excellent condition and is almost un-retouched. 

This instrument shares, with the 1646b AR in Paris, 

the distinction of being the latest transposing harpsichord. 

It is restored to playing condition. 

Literature: 

Boalch #2; No. 276, Mahillon, vol. 2 (1893-1922); P. 69, 

Ernst (1955); p. 45, Russell (1959); P. 33 (No. 12), de 

Maeyer (1969) ; p. 19,1tipin (1971a) ; p. 15-29, Meeus (1970) ; 
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p. 49 van der Meer (1971b); p. 121, ibid (1971c); p. 81, 

O'Brien (1974a); P" 38,46, ibid (1977a). 

Former owner: de Sorlus. 

1650a IC 

loannes Couchet, 1650,6-voet muselar virginal. 

Location: Vleeshuis Museum, Antwerp, No Vii 67.6. 

Rose diameter: 71 mm 

Case dimensions: Length: 1708 mm 

Width: 498 mm 

Height: 242 mm including the baseboard 

l 
General description: 

Width of keywell: 650 mm 

Scalings: C/E = 1474 mm, c2 = 362 mm, c3 = 177 mm 

Ruckers papers: type 2- keywell/faceboard both not 

type 8- soundwell original 

This is the last surviving Ruckers/Couchet virginal. 

I 

It is a very little altered 6-voet muselar virginal. The 

decoration of the outer case, and of the front flap, is 

not original and the papers are recent, but the rest of 

the decoration is in its original state. The soundboard 

painting is very well preserved and the instrument even 

has almost all of its key arcades. The soundboard paint- 

ing, and the holes for the wires in the side of the bass- 

section of the bridge show that there was originallya 

harpichordium. 

The case mouldings are not the usual Ruckers/Couchet 

mouldings, and there is a red painted stripe down the mid- 
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dle of the moulding instead of being left in plain varnish- 

ed wood. 

The lid painting shows a group of skittles players 

with a view of Antwerp in the background across the Scheldt. 

The coats of arms of the Marquesses of Antwerp and of the 

Rockox family indicate that this instrument must have been 

owned by the descendants of Nicolaas Rockox, Burgermaster 

of Antwerp, who died in 1640. 

The nicely carved and turned stand is probably ori- 

ginal. The instrument was restored in 1969/70 by IL B5dard 

to playing condition. 

Literature: 

Boalch #9; p. 100, Lambrechts-Douillez (1967); p. 19 & 

Plate, p. 17, ibid (1970a); p. 2,6 & Plates, ibid (1970b); 

p. 133, van der Meer (1971c); p. 41, B6dard (1971) ; p. 271Y 

Lambrechts-Douillez (1977); p. 144,149 & Plate 419, ibid 

(1981a). 

Former owners: A. R6gibo, Renaix. 

(c1650)b IC 

Ioannes Couchet, undated, large single-manual harpsichord 

with an extended bass-octave, converted into a double- 

manual harpsichord. 

Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, No. 89.4.2363. 

Ruckers number: St/34. Rose diameter: 84 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: now 2290 mm, originally about 

2168 mm 

Width: 859 mm 
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Height: 253 mm without, 267 mm with the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 831 mm, 795 mm between the keyblocks 

Original compass: F1, G1, A1 to c3 

Present compass: F1, G1 to c3 

Present disposition: 

F 8' (split) 

41 

81 dogleg 

81 lute (split) 

Original scalings: 

88: F1 = 1687 mm, c2 = 314 mm, c3 = 159 mm 

4l: F1 = 920 mm, c2 = 153 mm, c3 = 77 mm 

Present scalings: 

81-. F1 = 1693 mm, c2 = 331 mm, c3 = 168 mm 

41: F1 = 928 mm, c2= 153 mm, c3=77mm 

General description: 

The case, lid and stand are decorated lavishly in 

the style of Louis XIV. However, the instrument has been 

totally re-decorated during the conversion from a single- 

to a double-manual instrument, and the few traces of the 

original decoration (on the original- keyblocks, etc. ) are 

totally out of keeping with the present elegant decoration 

and suggest that none of this is original. 

The scribed lines on the baseboard under the gap 

indicate that there were originally only 2 registers so 

that the original disposition must have been 1x 8', 1x 41. 

The original tuning pins are marked f, g, a, b, h, c ... c, 

indicating that the original compass was F1, G1, A1 to c3 and 
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this is consistent with the width of the space between the 

keyblocks having room for 33 naturals. Also the pitch c 

string (whose 81 bridge pin is 49 cm from the nameboard) 

was originally played by the bb 
1 

key, and the string played 

by c2 was 314 mm long. This note confirms that c3 was the 

top note, and F1 was the bottom note providing that F#1 and 

G#1 are missing, and also confirms that the pitch of the 

instrument was at R+1. 

Both keyboards date from the conversion from a single- 

to a double-manual instrument. The present disposition is 

very interesting and is authentic to the alteration and can 

be confirmed on the basis of the construction and numbering 

of the registers. There are holes in the 81 nut for the 

pins which originally helped to position the buff batten. 

Thus there was originally a buff but, like the 1645 IC and 

1646 IC, it was not split since there is no wedge nicked 

out of the middle of the rear surface of the 81 bridge for 

the stop-block which is characteristic of the earlier split- 

buff stops. 

The present jacks, which date from the conversion, 

are in the style of Ruckers/Couchet with blind damper holes 

instead of slots, but are thinner than was usual Ruckers 

practice. The soundboard/üilpaint ed except for gold-painted 

scallops and arabesques along the bridges and case-sides, 

and a gold "wreath" of arabesques and vine-work. 

Literature: 

Boalch #8; No. 2363, Catalogue (2), (1904); p. 118, Plate, 

No. 37, Winternitz (1966); p. 69, Hubbard (1968); p. 21, 
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Wolters (1969); p. 169-178, Ripin (1969); P" 37, ibid 

(1970a); p. 48, van der Meer (1971b); p. 114,115, ibid 

(1971c); p. 121, Thomas and Rhodes (1973)" 

1652 Ic 

Ioannes Couchet, 1652, double-manual harpsichord made from 

a single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Private, France. 

Case dimensions: Length: now 2180 mm, originally about 

2087 mm 

Widtiu 789 mm 

Height: 260 mm with, 247 mm without the 

baseboard 

Width of keywell: 760 mm 

Present compass: G1/B1 to c3 (split Eb 

3 
Original compass: G1/B1 to c. 

Present disposition: 

4- gt 

41 

81 shove coupler 

Present scalings: 

81: G1/B1 = 1644 mm, c2 = 352 mm, c3 = 176 mm 

41: G1/Bl = 928 mm, c2 = 155 mm, c3 = 82 mm 

Original scalings: (long 8') 

81: G1/B1 = 1630 mm, c2 = 352 mm, c3 = 176 mm 

General description: 

This is the last extant instrument by Ioannes Couchet. 

Like all of the instruments bearing the name Couchet, it is 
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interesting and unusual, and indicates both the way the change 

in musical taste was moving, and the inventiveness of Ioannes 

Couchet. 

It is now a double-manual harpsichord. But the cheek, 

spine and baseboard all show that the instrument was con- 

verted to a double from an instrument which was originally 

a single-manual harpsichord. The present disposition with 

2x 81 and 1x 41 is that usual for 18th century French 

harpsichords. However, the 41 hitchpins are driven into a 

thin strip of fruitwood glued to the top of the soundboard, " 

and both this and the 41 bridge lie on top of the original 

soundboard painting. This indicates that the instrument 

did not originally have a 4' bridge or register. It thus 

must have been disposed with only 2x 81 , and is therefore 

the first instrument built in the Ruckers/Couchet tradition 

with this disposition. Also the gap has never been widened 

and the lines scribing the plan of the instrument on the 

baseboard show that the gap originally contained 3 registersl 

By analogy with the 1679 IC single, the most likely dis- 

position is probably therefore: 

8 

ý-- 8' 

8' 

with two rows of jacks 

both plucking the short 81 set of strings. 

Unlike the earlier Couchet and 'Ruckers instruments 

the upper jackslides did not project through the cheek in 

the usual way to enable the registration to be changed. But 
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there is a plugged hole on the spine side which apparently 

served for this purpose, probably in conjunction with some 

type of trapwork mechanism. The evidence for this is that 

the spine, except for a large rectangular area near the 

registers and wrestplank, has its original marbling. The 

rectangular area is clear unpainted poplar which, from the 

appearance of the marbling at its edge, was apparently 

covered by a box which would itself originally have been 

marbled. This box probably contained some type of trap- 

work which alternated the two registers controlling the 

jacks plucking the same set of strings, and may, in addi- 

tion, have added or withdrawn the register for the jacks 

plucking the second set of 81 strings. This may then be 

the earliest example of the use of a machine stop, and 

certainly predates the mention of a pedal in Mace (p. 235-6 

(1676))(see James p. 120 and Boalch p. 65) by more than 20 

years. 

The present compass is G. /B. to c3 with a split Eb 

accidental for either B1/Eb or Bb1/Eb giving 51 notes. The 

81 bridge has not been re-pinned, but extra strings have 

been added to achieve this compass. The case has not been 

widened but, although the original spacing of the strings 

has not been altered, the octave span of the keys has been 

decreased so that the key t'ouchplates are bordered by wide 

keyblocks, and the key tails splay out to match the original 

wide spacing of the strings and jacks. The width of the 

inside of the case is 760 mm and this indicates (see Table 

8-1) that the original compass had 30 naturals. Musically 
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and historically there are three likely compasses with 30 

naturals: 

C/E to f3 - 50 notes 

G1/B1 to C3 - 50 notes 

C to d3 - 51 notes 

Measuring out 49 cm from the back of the na. meboard to find 

the position of the original pitch c string locates a pos- 

ition on the 81 bridge midway between the present two 81 

strings playing the note c2. Thus the present c strings 

are playing at their original pitch so that the original 

compass was also G1/B1 to c3,50 notes and the extra note 

for the split Eb was later added in the bass. 

The 1646 IC double in Brussels also had an original 

compass on the upper manual of G1/B1 to c3, but this compass 

was imposed by the lower-manual compass at transposed pitch 

of C/E to f3. For this instrument the G1/B1 lower compass 

was obviously a result of design and not of the fact' that 

it is equivalent to the C/E to f3 compass transposed up a 

fourth. The usefulness of the G1/B1 compass would however 

have been suggested by the 1646 IC upper-manual compass. 

The extension of the compass downwards from C/E to G1/B1 

gives the same downward extension of compass found in the 

large tFrencht doubles, except that the lowest four 

accidentals (G#19 Bb 19 C# and Eb ) are missing. Since mean- 

tone tuning was still the common temperament in 1652 how- 

ever, the lack of these accidentals in the bass (except 

perhaps for Bbl to which the Eb may have been tuned instead 

of to B1) would not have been found a great limitation. 
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The 1652 IC harpsichord is thus the earliest instrument 

originally designed to have the G1/B1 compass. 

The soundboard is decorated in the style usual for 

Ioannes Couchet instruments except that, like the 1646 IC 

in Brussels, it does not have any blue scalloped borders 

or arabesques. Also like the 1646 IC there are two bright- 

ly coloured parrots painted on the soundboard. The date 

is painted in a rather unusual position between the spine 

side of the. soundboard and the 81 bridge. 

The rose used in this instrument is the usual Couchet 

double -manual harpsichord rose, despite the fact that it 

was originally designed as a single-manual instrument. 

Thus at this point the tradition, begun by Ioannes Ruckers 

in about 1616, of using a different type of rose for vir- 

ginals, single-manual harpsichords and double-manual harp- 

sichords, was no longer followed. This tradition was also 

not followed by Io s eph' Ioannes Couchet who put the double- 

manual rose in what were originally single-manual harpsi- 

chords. 

Because the instrument originally lacked a 41 bridge 

the soundboard is barred differently from the usual Ruckers/ 

Couchet barring. There is one large single cut-off bar in 

roughly the position occupied by the 0 hitchpin rail, with 

long soundbars running from this to the spine liner, and 

placed as usual perpendicular to the spine. The rose is 

also placed in a position further from the gap and spine 

than usual in order that it be placed in a location more 

balanced relative to the isolated 8t bridge. When the 41 
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bridge was added, the rebuilder apparently did not 

realize that the new bridge was directly on top of the 

cutoff bar and soundbars. Also, it covered much of the 

soundboard painting, and comes so close to the rose that 

it also crosses over the wreath painting. 

The keyboards are dated 1701, and this would seem to 

be the date of the addition of the 41 register, the addition 

of the extra pair of strings for the split Eb key, and the 

extension of the case and the addition of the second man- 

ual. The stand, in the style of Louis XIV, would also seem 

to date from this period, and cannot at any rate be original 

since it fits the lengthened case. However the lid, length- 

ened at both the keyboard end and at the tail, is probably 

original. It was modified to fit the lengthened case with 

the added sections painted to match the original painting, 

and this work probably also dates from 1701. 

The outer case, except for the spine which has its 

original marbling, is decorated in a particularly elegant 

and beautifu4 vernis martin. This decoration is almost 

certainly, from its style and the way it is executed, much 

later than 1701 and more probably from abut 1780. With 

the namebatten removed, a decoration which predates the 

vereis martin is visible underneath the position normally 

occupied by the na mebatt en on the nameboard. This earlier 

decoration o flowers painted on a gold ground is either 

origin] or at least predates the addition of the second 

manual. Many of the flowers and stems are either missing 

or were cut through when the nameboard was narrowed to allow 
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additional space for the second manual, and thus this dec- 

oration must date from the period when there was only one 

manual. Although it seems likely that, like the other 

instruments of Ioannes Couchet, this one originally had 

papered decorations in the keywell and soundwell, it is 

possible that thepainted decoration is original and this 

along with the compass, disposition, and trapwork mechanism 

were new innovations by Couchet in keeping with recent dev- 

elop ments in artistic and musical taste. 

Literature: (Not in Boalch). 

loseph Ioannes Couchet (or attributable to him) 

1671/3 Ic 

Ioseph Ioannes? Couchet, 1671/3, grand ravalement double- 

manual harpsichord from a small single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Kenneth Gilbert, Chartres, France. 

Rose diameter: 85-87 mm. 

Present compass: F1 to f3 

Present disposition: 

ý- 81 peau de buffle 

81 

41 

81 shove coupler 

Present scalings: 

8f: F1 = 1755' mm, c2 = 369 mm, f3 = 140 mm 

4t: F1 = 1066 mm, c2 = 172 mm, f3= 74 mm 

General description: 

This is a "collage" instrument, with a soundboard 
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from an old Couchet harpsichord placed in a case made in 

France in the 18th century. The keyboards are dated 1757P 

and William Dowd feels that they, and the essential part 

of the re-building of the harpsichord, can be attributed to 

Blanchet. In re-using the old soundboard, the idea seems 

to have been to place parts of the Couchet soundboard wood 

under the new extended bridges. The normally inactive 

"dead" wood to the left of the present cutoff bar has been 

skillfully sliced away and re-used under the bass ends of 

the 81 and 41 bridges. New wood was attached to the old 

soundboard to fill in the area of wood removed from the 

left of the cutoff bar out to the spine edge of the sound- 

board and the original rose hole was filled in and the rose 

re-located in this new wood. The sounding part of the 

soundboard is thus composed almost entirely of old Couchet 

wood, and only the inactive area of soundboard behind the 

cutoff bar is new wood. 

The holes used to position the original 81 bridge are 

visible in the original part of the soundboard, and from 

the location of these near the original notes c and f4, it 

is clear that the original top note was c3, and that the 

compass probably went down to C/E, or to C chromatically. 

There is no sign of any positioning holes for the 4' bridge 

nor of any plugged 4' hitchpins. Traces of the original 

rose garland arabesques remain, and these leave no space 

for a 4' bridge between them and the original position of 

the 8' bridge. Thus the original instrument did not have 

a 4' and was disposed 2x 8'. 
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There are a number of traces of the usual bronze 

powder arabesques and scallops which were not totally 

erased from the soundboard when it was re-used and re- 

painted. Among these is visible the original date inscrip- 
t is 

tion between the 81 bridge and bentside, and//is 1673, and 

not 1671, which appears in the repainted 18th century part 

of the soundboard in an Andreas style white ribbon between 

the new location of the rose and the spine. 

The instrument was again re-worked in 1778 by Taskin 

who probably added the peau de buffle register and the 

genouilltre. 

Literature: 

p. 476, Germann (1979). 

1679 Ic 

loseph Ioannes Couchet, 1679, chromatic bass single-manual 

harpsichord with 3 registers. 

Location: Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 

Ruckers number: St/1. 

Case dimensions: Length: 1929 mm 

Width: 761 mm 

Height: 219 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 732 mm 

Present and original compass: C to c3. 

Disposition: 

ao 8+ 

l 41 

- 8' 
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Scalings: 

81: c= 1485 mm, c2 = 356 mm, c3 = 175 mm 

41: C= 866 mm, c2 = 177 mm, c3 = 86 mm 

General description: 

Although it has a number of new and individual char- 

acteristics, this harpsichord is clearly built in the 

earlier Ruckers tradition. At the same time it represents 

the evolution of this tradition. 

It is the only extant Ruckers/Couchet single-manual 

harpsichord with its original chromatic bass-octave keys 

and compass. It is about 100 mm longer than the usual 

short-octave singles or indeed the late chromatic bass- 

octave singles. It is also the only extant Ruckers/Couchet 

instrument with its original three registers. There are a 

number of features that indicate that this disposition is 

original. Firstly, there is no evidence that the gap has 

been widened to accommodate an extra register. Both the 

upper and lower guides are made in the usual Ruckers style, 

and the three upper registers are marked with one, two and 

three punch-mark depressions at their bass ends to indi- 

cate in which order they should be placed (as were the jack- 

slides in the normal 2- and 4-register instruments). Also 

the ends of the keylevers, marked in the usual way by a 

marking tool passing through the registers, have three 

depressions on their upper surface instead of the usual 

two, indicating that there were three registers when Couchet 

marked out the keyboard prior to cutting it out. 

The three registers are so placed that the 41 jack is 
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situated between the two sets of 81 jacks. There is and 

always was) only one set of 81 stringyso that both 

sets of 81 jacks pluck the same string. Separating the two 

8' rows of jacks with the 41 row produces the maximum tonal 

difference between the two 81 registers. Clearly this is 

an indication of the then current desire for tonal variety. 

The materials 'used and the methods and style of con- 

struction follow very closely those used in the usual 

Ruckers tradition. But a few interesting differences should 

be noted. The wrestplank is of oak, but it is not tapered 

in thickness from front to rear, and is not cut on the quarr 

ter. It was thus clearly not split from the log as is 

usual. The edge of the 41 hitchrail has been scribed along 

the underside of the soundboard, but there are no holes 

punched up through the soundboard, nor any short scribed 

lines on the top surface of the soundboard corresponding 

to the position of the near edge of the 41 hitchpin rail. 

All of the bridges and nuts are made of cherry instead of 

the usual 81 bridge of cherry with the 41 bridge, the 81 

nut and 41 nut all of beech. The belly rail is let into 

the liners, but is not sloped as in the earlier instruments. 

Also there is no spine toolbox in this harpsichord. There 

are the normal two toolbox braces, but they are parallel 

to one another, so that the rear brace is let into the 

treble part of the bentside rather than into the cheek- 

piece as is usual. The keys, unusually, are lead weighted 

at the fronts, a feature which is probably also original. 

This would have been necessary to lighten the touch, since 

t 
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there has been virtually no compensation to the balance 

pin position 'for the extra third row of jacks. The key- 

blocks, instead of having the usual simple mouldings along 

their upper edge, are carved like those of the usual upper- 

manual keyblocks in Ruckers doubles. 

The jacks are original and made of quartered beech 

with the usual oval damper holes. And the usual octave of 

strings (13 notes C to c) are backpinned on the 8' bridge. 

The bridge positioning holes follow the notes c and f# 

very closely especially in the treble. Also very much in 

the Ruckers tradition, the 'pitch c' cz string is pinned 

on the 8' bridge at a point that is exactly 49 cm (19 duim- 

en) from the nameboard. Both rows of tuning pins are lab- 

elled in ink with their Flemish note-names, and these con- 

firm the chromatic bass-octave. 

The rose is the usual IC double-manual rose, even 

though the instrument only has one keyboard. It is hollow- 

ed out on the back surface and glued and held in place with 

the usual linen tapes. The soundboard is unpainted except 

for gold (bronze powder? ) scallops around the bridges and 

case-sides, and vine-work arabesques around the rose. The 

case exterior has a coat of more recent green paint, but 

underneath this the original bright red marbling is visible. 

It is mottled slightly with a weak scumble to give a marbled 

effect, and is panelled on each case-side surface, and not 

continuous around the outside of the case as is usual. The 

interior of the lid is painted with a scene attributed to 

i 
t`7 

van Kessel. 
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Literature: 

Boalch #5; No. 24, p. 14, Steinert (1892); p. 80, Koster 

(1977)" 

Former owners: Morris Steinert; Mrs. Norman Learned, Wash- 

ington; Ethelbert Neven I. I. 

1680 IC 

loseph Ioannes Couchet, 1680, raval6 double-manual harpsi- 

chord of an extended bass-compass single-manual harpsichord. 

Location: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

Rose diameter: 86 mm. 

Case dimensions: 

Width of keywell: now 877 mm, originally about 863 mm. 

Present compass: F1 to f3 

Original compass: probably F1, G1, A1 to d3. 

Present disposition: 

4- 81 peau do buffle 

4- 81 

F-- 41 

81 shove coupler 

Present scalings: 

8': F1 = 1714 mm, c2 = 351 mm, f3 = 160 mm 

4t: F1 = 1018 mm, c2 = 161 mm, f3 = 85 mm 

General description: 

This is the last dated instrument from the Ruckers/ 

Couchet tradition. It has suffered numerous alterations 

to the extent that its original state can now only be guess- 

ed at. It wac at any rate originally a single-manual harp- 

sichord. The cheek has been extended by a lap joint in the 
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process of converting it to a double, and the nameboard has 

been moved slightly and sloped. The original spine is con- 

tained inside the instrument and the original width can be 

estimated as follows. The bentside is one solid piece 

without a ravalement join so that the original inside 

width is just the present width less the width of the ori- 

ginal spine. Thus the width given it by Couchet is about 

877 mm - 14 mm = 863 mm. Assuming that the keyblocks occu- 

pied about 47 mm as usual, the width of the keyboards would 

have been about 816 mm. This suggests that the original 

keyboard had 34 naturals (810 mm wide - see Table 8-1). 

Using the 49 cm rule to locate the position of the original 

pitch c2 string, and locating the original plugged tuning 

pin hole in the wrestplank for this note, gives d2 as the 

top note. This in turn suggests that the original compass 

was from F, to d3, and was probably chromatic in the bass. 

But because of the large number of alterations to the 

instrument, the exact number of the original bridge pins 

and tuning pins cannot be determined. (The somewhat un- 

likely E1 (C1/E1? ) to c3 possibility at a pitch of R+1 

is not entirely to be excluded. ) A harpsichord by the 

elder Ioannes Couchet with the F1 to d3 compass is mentioned 

in the correspondence of July 19th, 16 +8 from Duarte to 

Huyghens (see Appendix 17). 

The initial conversion to a double-manual harpsichord 

may have been done by Blanchet who signed the keys in 1758. 

It was then later modified by Taskin in 1781 who added a 

fourth row of jacks (the peau de buffle) and the genouillZre. 
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Taskin also stamped the wrestplank with the gauges of the 

strings that should be used to string the instrument, and 

these and the scalings suggest that it was originally do- 

signed to sound a semitone above Taskin's usual pitch of 

a1 = 409 Hz. 

Literature: 

Boalch #8; Plate XTIT, Hubbard (1965); p. 70, Ripin (1970b). 

Former owners: E. M. Ripin, New York. 

nod. IC 

loseph loannes Couchet, undated, grand ravalement double- 

manual harpsichord made from an extended-bass single-manual 

harpsichord. 

Location: Nydahl Collection, Stockholm. 

Rose diameter: 84 mm. 

Case dimensions: Length: now 2725 mm, originally about 

2630 mm 

Width: now 925 mm, originally about 

918 mm 

Height: 254 mm without the baseboard 

Width of keywell: 887 mm (unaltered) 

Present compass: F1 to f3. 

Original compass: F1 to d3, e3. 

Present disposition: 

E--- 81 

E. _ 41 

>8 
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Present scalings: 

81: F1 = 2144 mm, c2 = 

4t: F1 = 1109 mm, C2 = 

Original scalings: Although 

of the 81 and 41 bridges are 

have been replaced and re-po 

360 mm, f3 = 136 mm 

164 mm, f3=66mm 

both the bass and treble ends 

not original, and the nuts 

sitioned, the original scal- 

ings can be estimated: 

Note 81 48 

e3 135 mm 66 mm 

c3 161 78 

f2 246 117 

cz 327 159 

f1 499 244 

c1 635 314 

f 858 455 

c 1077 573 

F 1512 746 

c 1879 913 

F1 2170 1125 

Ruckers motto: in keywell - NON NISI MOTA CANO 

General description: 

This is probably the latest of the instruments pro- 

duced by the Ruckers/Couchet family, and is certainly one 

of the most interesting. It was originally a single-man- 

ual harpsichord with the usual 1x 81,1 x 41 disposition. 

It was both very long and very wide compared to the usual 

Ruckers/Couchet instrument; so long that even the lowest 
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bass notes down to F1 would have been too long to use red 

brass strings. Its original scalings are such that it 

would have used iron in the treble down to about G, and 

only yellow brass for the remaining bass strings. The 

instrument is 887 mm wide inside, which gives room for 35 

naturals, plus keyblocks each about 25 mm wide. The ori- 

ginal compass was thus 5 octaves less one hotel 

The original hole for the registers is visible in the 

cheek and this is wide enough for only 2 slides, so that 

the original disposition must have been 1x 81 21x 
41. 

There are 60 plugged tuning pin holes for both the 81 and 

41 original sets of strings. This suggests a compass of 

F1 to e3. Although the bass end of the 8' bridge is not 

original from the original first to föurth notes, the string 

band strip made for this instrument implies that 13 notes 

were originally backpinned on the 81 bridge. This in turn 

implies a completely chromatic bass-octave, since the usual 

practice was to backpin a complete octave of bass 81 strings 

including the top and bottom notes. Assuming that the top 

backpinned note is F means that the note c2 is located by 

the 49 cm rule. However, using this would put the top e3 

string of the 81 very close to the cheek. Close examination 

of the top two tuning pin holes shows that they are not as 

accurately positioned as the remaining 59 in each row, so 

that they must not be original. This is confirmed by in- 

spection of the upper-manual lower guide which is one of the 

original Couchet upper registers, and which has 59 original 

slots, and two added slots. Thus the original compass must 
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have been F1 to d3, e3. 

Although the 49 cm rule locates the original 81 note 

cz, it is clear from the position of the nut that the scal- 

ing for this note (and the other treble notes of both the 

41 and 81 strings) is a whole tone higher than R. This 

instrument is therefore an exception to the usual tradition 

where the 49 cm rule locates the pitch c note with a scal- 

ing typically of about 356 mm. Here the 49 cm rule locates 

the bridge pin of the la ed note c2 even though the pitch 

of this note is at R+1p and pitch c is therefore played 

by the bb 1 key. 

The first alteration seems to have converted this 

harpsichord to a2x 8', 1x 4' disposition with a compass 

of ri to e3. The original rows of 4t and 81 tuning pins 

were used, adding one note in the treble, and the second 

set of tuning pins was staggered in the French way. The 

space for the extra register was gained from both the 

bellyrail and wrestplank sides of the gap. 

The nett alteration seems to have 'been made by Tasking 

whose typical label is found on the inside of the instrument 

glued to the bentside. He added about 95 mm to the key- 

board end of the spine and cheek to make room for the 

second manual. He also increased the thickness of the spine 

by adding new wood to the outside of the original spine 

side and re-made the internal framing in a way typical of 

many of Taskin's ravalements. He re-positioned the tuning 

pins, staggering all three rows, and stamped the gauge 

numbers of the strings to be used for each note on the 
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wrestplank. He re-pinned the bridges and moved the nuts 

to give the present scalings. The Taskin compass was still 

F1 to e3, and the 60th jack has Taskin's usual mark and the 

date 1768, thus making this Taskin's earliest dated work. 

The last alteration was to add an extra set of keys, 

jacks and register holes for a top f3 note. But although 

this was done by a competent workman it seems not to have 

been done by Taskin. 

The exterior has one of the most lavish decorations 

of any harpsichord I have seen. It is painted in red lac- 

quer with brilliant polychrome lacquer decorations. The 

stand is an elaborately carved rococo creation. The lid 

is in one piece without lid flap, and the interior painting 

is in the style of David Teniers - the quality of the 

painting is that of the best of Teniers' work. In its dec- 

oration it is a breathtakingly beautiful instrument. 

Literature: 

Boalch #12. 

Former owners: Rudolph Nydahi, Stockholm. 
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I 
Appendix 1- The Duim 

At the time the Ruckers lived and worked in Antwerp 

there was no standardization of the unit of length from 

country to country or even from city to city. In most 

European centres the unit of measure was the foot (pied, 

Fuss, piede or voet) and this was usually divided into 12 

unitsA'1-1) However in many parts of Northern Europe, the 

foot was divided into 11 units instead of 12. Antwerp was 

one such place, and there each unit dividing the voet or 

foot was called a duim or thumb. Edwin Ripin 
1-2) 

was 

the first to record that the voet used by the Ruckers would 

have been divided into 11 duimen and he suggested that 

the duim would have either 25.7 mm or 26.6 mm. Thomas and 

]Rhodes 
A1-j) 

confirm that the Antwerp voet had 11 duimen 

but suggest that one duim was equal to 25.8 mm. More re- 

cently Dr. Lambrechts-Douillez has given the value of one 
Al-4) 

duim as 26.07 mm. 

However, although it seems clear that the Antwerp 

vo et did contain 11 duimen, the application of any of the 

above values of the duim to the instruments built by the 

Ruckers family does not give good agreement with the ac- 

tual lengths of the instruments. For example the average 

length of the single 6-voet muselar virginals is about 

1708 mm. This should be equal to 66 duimen, and straight- 

forward division gives 
17 8= 

25.879 mm. 

Because there are a number of virginals whose length 

has never been altered, I have decided to derive the value 

of the duim from the lengths of the instruments themselves 
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in order to discover the actual length of the voet and 

duim being used in the Ruckers workshops. Table Al-1 

shows the unaltered lengths of Ruckers virginals class- 

ified according to the type and length of each instrument. 

Table Al-1 The large duim -calculated from the length of 

unaltered Ruckers virginals- 

6-vo et mus elar virginals 
(1592)b HR - 

1 11 
= 25.924 mm 

1611 HR - 
1 12 

= 25.939 mm 

1620 IR - 
1 04 

= 25.818 mm 

1622 IR -1 
08 

- 25.879 mm 

1627a IR - 
1708 

= 66 2,5.879 mm 

1638a IR -10= 25.894 mm 

1650 IC -1 
08 

= 25.879 mm 
1620d AR -= 25.833 mm 

1633a AR - 
1706 

= 66 25.848 mm 

6-voet spinett virginals: 
1660 1598 HR -- ._ 25.938 mm 

1617 AR -- 
16 

= 25.906 mm 
6-voetmother and child 
virginals: 
X R 1786 

581 H - 69 = 25.884 mm 
(1591)b HR - 

1171 
66 = 25.924 mm 

(1600) HR - 
1708 

= 25.879 mm 

1623 IR - 
1708 
66 = 25.879 mm 

vo etmus elar virginals: 
1424 604 HR -. 

_ 
255.391 mm 55 

1640a IR- 1470 
= 25.789 mm 

1642a IR- 1474 
= 25.860 mm 

1643a AR- 1500 
= 25.862 mm 

4-_vo et spinett virginal: 

1629 IR - 
1282 

_ 25.899 mm 9- 

4k_voet muselar virginal: 

161ob AR- 13 5= 
25.822 mm 50. 

4-voet_spinett virginals: 

1583 HR - 
114 

= 25.977 mm 

1613a AR- 1= 
25.886 mm 

11 8 1613b AR- = 25.864 mm 

1620a AR- 114 
= 25.977 mm 

1632 AR -1= 25.818 mm 

2 _voet epinett virginal: 

(c1610)a AR -27- 25.855 mm 

From Table Al-1 it can be seen that, for example, 

for the 4-voet virginals, and for the 6-voet muselar vir- 

ginals, the lengths were simply divided by. the number of 

duimen in the nominal length of the instrumet: t. However 
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for some types of instrument such as the mother-and-child 

virginals, the 6-voet spinett virginals, etc., the actual 

lengths of the instruments differed from their nominal 

lengths by an integral number of duimen units, and each 

of these was corrected accordingly. 

The average value of the duim calculated from Table 

Al-1 is 25.881 mm and this has been rounded off to 25.88 

mm used throughout this work. The corresponding value of 

the Antwerp voet is thus 2134.7 mm. 

As has been shown in Chapters 5 and 6 this value of 

the duim gives virginal widths and other large dimensions 

(such as the length and width of virginal lids) which are 

integral or half-integral multiples of this 25.88 mm duim 

unit. However, it is equally clear that many of the 

otherwise arbitrary distances in Ruckers virginals and 

harpsichords are not integral multiples of this unit, but 

of a slightly smaller unit. A careful analysis of the case 

heights, the width of the interior braces and framing, and 

the distances separating scribed lines on the baseboards 

of both virginals and harpsichords shows that measurements 

smaller than 1 voet seem to have been measured with a rule 

divided into duimen which were, on average, 25.477 mm long. 

Therefore the value of the duim used for short measurements 

throughout this work has been taken to have a value of 

25.48 mm and the voet a value of 280.3 mm. The 25.88 mm 

duim I have called the long duim, the 25.48 mm duim I 

have called the short duim`41-5) 

Thomas and Rhodes (see footnote A1-3) have suggested 
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that Douwes, when writing about the scalings and case- 

lengths of Flemish and Dutch clavecimbels, was using the 

Frieshoutvoet which was divided into 12 units instead of 

11. In fact Douwes (see Appendix 8) says, 'But I should 

also say that such clavecimbels as are called 6-voet are 

not fully 6 vo et en long, but are about a third of a voet 

shorter. ' Thus for Douwes an Antwerp 6-vo et virginal was 

about 5* Fri eshoutvo et en long. Assuming he was speaking 

of the 6-voet muselar virginals which were most common, 

then their length would be about 1708 mm. One Frieshout- 

voet would then be about 
1 08 

= 301.4 mm and the duim 

used by Douwes would be 1/12 of this or 25.12 mm. Douwes 

also speaks of 'a little clavecimbel of 2 voet and 4 duim- 

en'. Using a Fri eshoutvo et of 12 duimen each with a 

length of 25.12 mm gives a length of 703 mm. By way of 

comparison the (c1610)a AR virginal has a length of 711 

mm. This seems to confirm Thomas and Rhodes contention 

that Douwes was using the 12 duimen Frieshoutvoet, and 

explains why an instrument which is 2f (i. e. 2 voet 51 

duimen) Antwerp vo et long should be described by Douwes 

as 2 voet 4 duimen in length. 

Footnotes: 

Al-1) The English word 'inch' derives from the Old 
French word of Latin origin. uncia meaning a 
twelfth part. Thus we get also 'ounce' where one 
Troy ounce is one twelfth of a Troy pound. 

At-2) Edwin M. Ripin, 'The 'Three Foot' Flemish Harp- 
sichDrd', Galpin Society Journal, 23 (1970) 35-39. 

A1-3) W. R. Thomas and J. J. K. Rhodes, 'Harpsichord Strings, 
Organ Pipes and the Dutch Foot', The Organ Year- 
book, 3 (1973) 112-121. 
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Al-Z&) Jeannine Lambrechts-Douillez, 'Apercu historique 
sur la facture de clavecin A Anvers auxXVIe et 
XVIIIe sibcles' , La facture de clavecin du XVe au 
XVIIIe sibcle (19-80j-'6-2. 

A1-5) Many cities used a large and 
same measure simultaneously. 
cation manifested itself in 
ure cloth. For example in T 
to measure woollen material 
whereas that used to measure 
But many other cities such a 
Cracow, and Brussels had a1 
See Aide-Memoire a l'usage d 

small unit of the 
Usually this var- 

the ell used to meas- 
ri est e the ell used 
measured 676.75 mm 

silk was 642.14 mm. 
s Augsburg, Cologne, 
arge and a small foot. 
es officiers d'art- 

illerie de France Vol. 2 (Paris 1819) 896f. 
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Appendix 2- The Hagaerts 5-voet spinett virginal 

No 5-voet spin et t virginal exists which was built by 

a member of the Ruckers family. In fact very few 5-voet 

muselar Ruckers virginals exist: there are three instru- 

meets by Ioannes (1604 HR, 1640a IR 1642a IR) and only 

one by Andreas (1643a AR). It seems fairly certain that 

the Ruckers would have made 5-voet spinett virginals but, 

considering that 6-voet spinett virginals were much less 

popular (only one in five of the surviving 6-voet virgin- 

als is of the spinett type), it is not surprising that no 

Ruckers 5-voet spinett virginals has survived. However, 

a 5-vo et spin et t virginal exists which was made by Cornelius 

Haga ert s in 1636, and which is now in the Rockox House in 

AntwerpAZ-1ý 

Like the Ruckers, Hagaerts was an Antwerp clavecim- 

bel builder, and he lived and worked in a period contem- 

porary with Ioannes and Andreas I and II. He entered the 

Guild of St Luke in 1626/27 and he died on June 17,1642A2-2) 

Although few instruments exist made by Cornelius Hagaerts 

or his son Simon, it seems likely that they would have 

made a range of instrument models similar to those made by 

the Ruckers. 

In fact the 
, 
5-voet virginal is very similar in style 

to the Ruckers instruments, with papered decorations, a 

painted soundboard and a gilded lead rose. Like the 

Ruckers instruments, the Hagaerts virginal is numbered and 

bears the cipher 5/14. The upper part of this number in- 

dicates that we are dealing here with a 5-voet instru- 
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ment (see Chapter 3). The lower part of the number in- 

dicates that this was the fourteenth 5-voet virginal made 

by Haga ert s. Assuming that Haga ert s began numbering his 

5-voet instruments in 1626 when he joined the Guild, this 

amounts to a production rate of about 1.4 5-voet virginals 

a year. Because of the scarcity of Ruckers 5-voet instru- 

ments it is almost impossible to ' compare this with the pro- 

duction rate of either loannes or Andreas. 

Using the average value of the large duim obtained 

from the lengths of Ruckers instruments (1d = 25.88 mm - 

see Appendix 1) then 5-vo et en would have a length of 

5x 11 x*25.88 mm = 1423.4 mm. By way of comparison the 

length of the Hagaerts 5-voet spinett virginal is 1423 mm 

and the length of the 1604 HR muselar virginal is 1424 mm, 

showing clearly that both Hagaerts and Ruckers were using 

the same standard of length. The Hagaerts virginal is 

481 mm wide, the Ruckers virginal is 479 mm wide, and 

both of these are very close to 18.5 duimen (18.5 d= 

478.8 mm). 

The string lengths and plucking points of the Hagaerts 

and 1604 HR 5-voet virginals are compared in the table A2-1 

below. 

The treble scalings of the Hagaerts virginal are 

slightly shorter-than those of the Ruckers, the bass scal- 

ings are slightly longer. It seems clear however that the 

two instruments were intended to be tuned to the same pitch, 

namely R+1. The plucking points of the Ruckers muselar 

virginal vary from about 45% of the string length in the 
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treble to about 35% in the bass. The plucking points of 

the Haga ert s spinett virginal vary from about 45% in the 

treble to only 10% in the bass, and these figures are very 

similar to the Ruckers 6-voet spinett virginals, (see Cat- 

alogue entry for (c1600) HR). Had a Ruckers 5-voet spinett 

virginal survived, it therefore seems likely that it would 

have had scalings, plucking points, and case dimensions 

which were similar to those of the Hagaerts virginal. 

Table A2-1 - Hagaerts and Ruckers 5-voet virginal scalings 

and plucking points in mm 

1636 Haga ert s 
Spinett virginal 

Note 

c3 
f2 

2 
c 
f 

1 
c 
f 

c 

F 

C 

String length Plucking 
point 

1604 HR 
Muselar virginal 

String length I Plucking 
point 

154 69 163 
234 70 243 
318 83 330 
443 83 464 
605 96 621 
812 99 803 
990 114 969 

1169 110 1156 

1212 120 1204 

Footnot es: 

76 
102 

148 
" 187 

240 
286 
350 
397 
425 

A2-1) C. A. Bom, 'Restauratie en beschrijving van het 
Hagaerts virginaal; Antwerpen, 1636 f( Mededelingen 

an het Ruckers Genootschap, 2 1982) 29-49 " 

A2-2) J. Lambrechts-Douillez, 'Dokumenten betreffende de 
familie Hagaerts', Mededelingen van het Ruckers 
Genootschap, 2 (1982 11-24. 
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Appendix 3- The 2+-voet virginal 

Douwes (see Appendix 8) refers in his stringing lists 

to clavecimbels of length 2 voeten 4 duimen. I have recent- 

ly discovered two instruments of this type, and measurement 

of their scalings has enabled a definitive determination of 

their pitch (see p. 150). Both of these instruments are 

virginals; one is by Andreas Ruckers (see catalogue entry 

for (c1610) AR)31) by g and the other is b Geor George Britsen and 

is dated 1686 Brussels Museum of Musical Instruments num- 

ber 631)A3-2) 

Douwes says that these instruments should have a 

length of 2 voeten and 4 duimen. The Ruckers virginal has 

a length of 711 mm, and this is almost exactly 27.5 duimen 

(27.5 duimen = 711.7 mm). The instrument is therefore 2 

voeten and 51 duimen or 21 Antwerp voeten in length, and not 

2 voeten 4 duimen. It is therefore exactly one-half the 

length of the 5-voet virginals, and as will be shown be- 

low, has string lengths which were designed to be half 

as long as the 5-voet instruments. The reason for the 

length assignment given by Douwes almost certainly arises 

because of the unit of measure being used by him. As 

Thomas and Rhodes have shownA, 
3-3ý Douwes appears to have 

been using the Frieshoutvoet with 12 duimen to the voet. 

If each duim was 25.1 mm long (see Appendix 1) 2 vo et en 

and 4 duimen in the Friesland measure then equal 703 mm 

which is very close to the length of the Ruckers instru- 

ment. The length of the Britsen virginal is 753 mm or 

very close to 29 Flemish duimen (=2 voeten 7 duimen). 

Because the Ruckers virginal is almost exactly 27.5 
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Photo A3-1 The 221-voet virginal by Andreas Ruckers, c1610. 
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rrý"", - 

Photo A3-2 The 22-voet virginal by George Britsen, 1686. 
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duimen long I will always refer to these instruments 

according to this length as 2f-voet virginals. 

The Ruckers and Britsen instruments have a great deal 

in common. Unlike the Ruckers ' 3-vo et' instruments which 

are always child virginals associated with a large mother 

virginal, both of these virginals are completely independ- 

cnt instruments and were never a part of another larger 

instrument. Neither has a slot in the baseboard to allow 

the jacks of a putative mother to operate its keys. Both 

show traces of the original faux green porphyry marble ex- 

terior decoration under a layer of more recent paint - 

whereas the child instruments always had a papered exterior 

decoration which was protected inside the mother instrument. 

Both virginals have sloping case-sides with the spine about 

twice as high as the front of the instrument. They both 

have an original lid (which the child virginals did not) 

and the closed instrument resembles a small writing desk 

with the lid, supported by the sloping sides, providing the 

writing surface. 

The scalings of the two virginals are compared in 

Table A3-1 below. 

The right-hand bridge of the Britsen virginal consists 

of two sections -a curved treble section is mitred to a 

straight bass section. The left-band bridge is straight. 

The scalings produced by the resulting combination are 

quite accurately Pythagorean and give an average treble 

scaling about c of 156 mm. 
1 

iý 

Bocauso the right-hand bridge 
. 
of the Ruckers virginal 
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(like the 3-voet child virginals) consists only of two 

straight segments, its scalings are not accurately 

Pythagorean. Plotted logarithmically, the scalings of 

this virginal produce a graph with two curved sections 

each of which corresponds to one of the straight sections 

of the bridge. Because the bridge mitre occurs between 

bb 
1 

and b1, very near to c2 and because the scalings here 

deviate most markedly from their theoretical Pythagorean 

values, the string length of c2 does not give a good rep- 

resentation of the scalings as a whole. 

The scalings 
1 

near d, and around 
# 

f2 to to g are 

longest, and therefore the strings near these notes are 

closest to their breaking point. Using the scalings of 

these notes and converting them to the equivalent length 

for c2 gives 157.5 mm. 

In Chapter 4 (p. 148) it was assumed that the pitch 

of this type of instrument was R+9. If this is true 

then converting the above scalings to a pitch R should 

give values which compare with the average Ruckers scal- 

ings found in Chapter 4. Correcting for their pitch a 

ninth higher than R is accomplished by multiplying these 

scalings by This gives c2 = 354 mm for the Ruckers. 

These compare with an average treble scaling of 354.8 

found for Ruckers virginals in Chapter 4, and confirm the 

assumed pitch assignment of R+9. 

Because of the high pitch of these instruments the 

scalings are necessarily very short. In particular the 

scaling of C/E of the Ruckers instrument is shorter than 
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the width of the keyboard from C/E to c3 (650 mm). There- 

fore there is not enough space between the bridges for the 

normal width of registers and jacks. The jacks and jack- 

slots have therefore been narrowed to fit between the bridges 

and the bass and treble keys are cranked in towards the 

middle of the instrument to line up with the jacks - see 

Photo A3-1 and A3-2. The resulting narrow spacing of the 

jacks corresponds to a 3-octave. width of only 456 mm for 

the Ruckers virginal cömpared with the usual 3-octave key- 

board span of 500 mm. Clearly it is because of 'the narrow 

spacing of the jacks that these 2+-voet instruments are 

wt used as the child instruments of the 5-voet instrument's 

an octave lower. Because the putative 5-voet mother in- 

struments have jacks with the same spacing as the keys, 

its jackscannot be used to operate the tails of the small 

24--voet child virginals in the same way as the usual 6- 

voet/3-voet mother and child virginals. 

Table A3-1 - Scalings of the two 2+-voet virginals. 

Note 
Andreas Ruckers George Brit"sen I 

c1610 1686 

c3 75 mm 73 mm 
f2 1 14 1 12 

c2 147 154 
f1 226 232 

c1 320 332 

f1 418 1 442 
c 507 548 
F 599 662 
C/E 606 681 

Footnotes: 

A3-1) 1 would like to express my thanks to the owners of 
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Photo A3-3 The keyboards of the 1686 George Britsen 22- 
voet virginal. The bass and treble key tails 
are cranked in toward the centre of the key- 
board to match the narrow spacing of the jack 
slots. 
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this instrument, Jeanette and Bryan Abery, and to 
William Bright for their generous help in supplying 
me with information and photographs of this instru- 
ment. 

A3-2) V. C. Mahillon, Catalogue d'escriptif et ana. lytique 
du Musee Instrumental du Conservatoire Royal de 
Bruxelles, 5 vols, (Ghent -Brussels, 1893-1922) 
(Facs. reprint, 1978) Number 631, Vol. 2, p. 44. 

P. Collear and A. van der Linden, Historische atlas 
van de muziek (Amsterdam 1961) 

J. H. van der Meer, 'Beiträge zum Cembalobau der 
Familie Ruckers' , Jahrbuch des Instituts fdr 
Musikforschung Preussischer Kulturbesitz (1971) 
135. 

A3-3) W. R. Thomas 
. and J. J. K. Rhodes, 'Harpsichord Strings, 

Or an Pipes and the Dutch Foot', The Organ Yearbook, 
4 (1973) 114. 
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Appendix 4- The Stringing of instrument types not in 

Douwes 

Claas Douwes lists the gauges and stringing mater- 

ials for 5 different types of Flemish clavecimbel (see 

Appendix 8). The instruments listed are all short-octave 

instruments and from the close correspondence between the 

case lengths of the instruments listed and the actual 

lengths of Ruckers virginals, it appears that Douwes had 

virginals specifically in mind here. However from the 

similarity in the length of the strings between say, the 

normal short-octave single-manual harpsichord and the 6- 

voet virginals, it would seem that Douwes lists could be 

applied to harpsichords as well. Therefore to string a 

short-octave single harpsichord, Douwes'list for the 6- 

voet clavecimbels could be used for the 81 choir and the 

list for the the 3-voet clavecimbels used for the 41 

choir. Similarly Douwes' list for the 4-=voet clavecimbels 

could be used to string the unison choir of the small 4- 

voet harpsichords (e. g. the 1627 AR) and the octave choir 

of the normal short-octave double-manual harpsichords. 

Notably absent from Douwes list is the stringing 

list for the 44-voet virginals, the unison choir of the 

normal double harpsichord, the octave choir of the ý+- 

voet harpsichord, and both the large double and large 

single chromatic bass harpsichords& However, as was 

noted in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Table 4-8, the 

gauges used for the treble notes of the different sizes 
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of instrument are essentially the same after correcting 

for the pitches of the various different types of in- 

strument. This fact can be used to predict the gauges of 

the treble notes of the instrument types not listed by 

Douwes, and comparison with the other instruments as 

close in size as possible allows the gauges of the bass 

notes to be estimated. 

Stringing of the bass-short-octave instruments 

From Douwes lists it is clear that the three lowest 

notes C, D and E of the bass-short-octave instruments are 

always strung with red strings (red brass), the subsequent 

notes from F to c# are strung with yellow strings (yellow 

brass) and the remainder from d to c3 with white strings 

(iron). Using this and making the comparisons just men- 

tioned above it, is possible to estimate the following 

stringing lists: 

To string the unison of a short-octave double-manual harp- 

sichord: 

C 

DE 

FG 

A Bb 

Bc c# 

d eb ef 

f# g g# a bb 

b cl 
1 

dl eb 
l 

el fl 

f#1 91 g#1 a1 bbl b1 c2 c#2 
d2 0b2 e2 f2 f#2 g2 g#2 a2 

bbl b2 c3 c#3 d3 eb3 e3 f3 

0 
Red 

1 

2 

3 Yellow 

4 

No. 15 

6 

7 White 

8 

9 

10 
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To string a 4f-voet virginal: 

C 

D 

E 

FG 

A Bb B 

c c# 
dee 

f f# g g# a bb 

b c1 c#1 d1 ebl e1 fl 

f 
#1 

g1g 
#1 

a1b 
b1 

b1c2c 
#2 

d2 e#2 e2 f2 f#2 92 g#2 a2 

bbl b2 c3 c#3 d3 

To string the octave of a 4-voet harpsichord: 

C 

D 

E 

FGA 

Bb Bc c# 

d eb of f# gga bb b 

c1 c#1 d1 eb1 e1 f1 f#1 g1 g#l a1 bb1 

b 
c2 c#2 d2 eb2 e2 f2 f#2 g2 

g#2 a2 bb2 b2 c3 

No.. 

No., 

Stringing the chromatic bass harpsichords 

z 
3 Red 

5 

6 Yellow 

7 

7-' 

8 

9 White 

10 

iz 

5 

6 Red 

7 

8 
Yellow 

9 

10 

11 
White 

12 

13 

The stringing of the large 'French' doubles and the 

large 'English' singles with a chromatic bass octave poses 

a special problem since Douwes lists only short-octave in- 

struments. The gauges of the strings used must have been 
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similar for the short-octave and the chromatic bass instru- 

ments since the lengths of the instruments and the scalings 

of the two were almost identical. The problem is to decide 

where the transition from red to yellow brass, and from 

yellow brass to iron should occur. 

In Chapter 4 (p. 159) the transition scalings for the 

changes from red to yellow brass, and from yellow brass to 

iron were calculated and found to be 211 mm and 290 mm 

respectively. Graph A4-1 plots the original scalings of 

the 1616 HR double-manual and the 1639 IR single-manual 

harpsichords, each of which also originally had a chromatic 

bass-octave. The intersection of the 211 mm red/yellow 

brass transition line, and the 290 mm yellow brass/iron 

transition line with the scaling curves gives the string- 

ing material transition notes for these two instruments. 

These are listed in the table below: 

Transition Note 

Red brass to Yellow brass 
yellow brass to iron 

b 
Ruckers chromatic 41 E/F d/e 
bass-octave single- 

lh d 81 i h F#/G 
#/d 

manua arps c or c 

Ruckers chromatic 41 B, /C B/c 
ba. ss-octave double- b b 
ma. nua. l harpsichord 8' D/E d/e 
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Graph A4-1 - The Determination of the Stringing 

Material Transition Notes in the 

Chromatic Bass-Octave Harpsichords 4 
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Appendix 5- Douwes Scalings and Ruckers Instruments 

The string gauge lists of Douwes (see Appendix 8) 

seem to apply to Ruckers instruments. In these lists the 

bottom three short-octave notes of all sizes of instrument 

are strung in red brass. The next notes up to c# are 

strung in yellow brass and the notes from d to c3 are 

strung in iron. This type of stringing plan is valid only 

if the scalings of a high-pitched model of instrument are 

derived from those of a low-pitched model by, multiplying 

the lengths of the strings for each note by a constant 

factor less than unity. For example an instrument at a 

pitch R+5 would have scalings which are I of those of 

another at R. This would be true in the treble and, if the 

red to yellow brass and the yellow brass to iron transi- 

tions occur at the same played notes, then the scalings in 

the bass must also be different by a factor of I. As was 

shown in Chapter 4, Ruckers instrument scalings are derived 

from one another by multiplying by, a constant factor for 

each note throughout the entire compass. 

In addition, the pitches of the instruments being 

spoken of by Douwes seem to be the same as those of Ruckers. 

Table 4-8 shows that if. the stringing lists of Douwes are 

arranged according to the pitch differences found for 

Ruckers instruments, the the treble notes are, in most 
v 

cases, strung with strings of the same gauge, as would be 

expected. 

The Douwes string gauge lists 'therefore seem definitely 

to apply to Ruckers instruments; 'but how do the Douwes 
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scaling lists apply to Ruckers clavecimbels? A number of 

features of the scalings listed by Douwes must be noted 

(see Table A5-1). Firstly the lengths Douwes gives are 

never listed to an accuracy greater than a half a duim. 

Thus it is unlikley that any of the measurements are very 

accurate. Secondly many of the scalings are inconsistent. 

The scalirngs of only the 6-vo et clavecimbel are Pythagorean 

between c1 and C3; for all of the other sizes, the length 

of c1 is less than twice the length of c2 (the cl scaling 

of the 4-vo et clavecimb el is particularly short). Thirdly, 

the ratio of the scalings of the higher pitched instruments 

to the 6-voet clavecimbel scalings are usually not those 

one would expect (see column headed 'Ratio'). For example, 

the ratio of the scalings of the 6-voet to the 3-voet clave- 

cimbels would be expected to be 2: 1, since the two are an 

octave apart. In Table A5-1 we see that the scaling ratio 

is 2.00 for c2 and c3 (14: 7 and 7: 31 respectively). But 

the scaling ratio is 2.15 for c192.05 for c, and only 1.90 

for C. If Douwes 5-voet and 1 -voet clavecimbels have the 

same pitch as those of Ruckers, then the scaling ratios 

should be 8 1.125 for the 5-vo et virginals at R+1, and 
2=1.50 for the 4-voet virginals at R+5. The ratios of 2 

the Douwes scalings shown in Table A5-1 are near these, 

but vary erratically on either side of the expected values. 

In order to compare the scalings listed by Douwes 

with those of actual Ruckers instruments we must first of 

all know what the length of Douwes duim unit was. In 

Appendix 1 an approximate value of 25.12 mm has been found. 
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Using this the lengths of Douwes strings can be calculated, 

and these are listed in Table A5-1. Also listed for com- 

pari son are the c scalings of a 6-vo et, 5-vo et, 4-vo et and 

child (3-voet) virginal made by one of the members of the 

Ruckers family. Here and there one finds fairly good agree- 

ment between the Ruckers string measurements and Douwes 

scalings converted into mm. But it is clear that even if 

the length of the duim used here is not accurate, no other 

value is going to give better agreement between the cal- 

culated scalings and those found on Ruckers instruments. 

One consistent feature of the Douwes scalings is that the 

C scalings are always much longer than those of Ruckers. 

The Ruckers C scalings are longer than their tenor c 

scalings by a factor of 1.23 to 1.24. The Douwes C scalings 

are 1.28 to 1.41 longer than his tenor c scalings. To me 

this suggests that the greater 'distance' separating C and 

c was a result of the fact that the instruments Douwes was 

dealing with had a chromatic bass octave, rather than the 

short-octave bass of the Ruckers instruments. 

Considering how systematic and orderly the Douwes 

. string gauge lists are, the lack of internal consistency of 

the scaling lists is surprising. Douwes lists for the 4- 

voet and 3-vo"et clavecimbels were copied by Reynvaan (see 

Appendix 9). But Reynvaan's lists are also very confused; 

he introduces some new models of clavecimbel which, from 

their treble scalings at least, clearly correspond to 

Douwes models of a different length. What is clear is 

that, because of the lack of internal consistency of Douwes 
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Table A5-1 - Comparison of Douwes scalings with those of 

Ruckers Instruments. 

Note i 

c3 
2 

C 
1 

C 

C 

Ci 

6-vo et clavecimbel 

Douwes (c1600) 
HR in mmtio duim en mm 

7 176 183 1.00 

14 352 367 1.00 

28 703 708 1.00 

45 1 130 1 131 1.00 

59 1482 1397 1.00 

5-vo et clavecimbel 

Douwes 

duimen mm 

1604 
R in mm 

Ratio 

6f 163 163 1.08 

13 327 330 1.08 

25 628 621 1.12 

39 980 969 1.15 

50 1256 1204 1.18 

4-vo et clavecimb el 

Douwes 1613a Rati 
duim en 

1 AR i mm o 
mm 

1 

Note i 

c3 
2 

C 
1 

C 

C 

C 

5 126 117 1.40 

10 251 244 1.40 

18 452 472 1.56 

31 779 748 1.45 

41 1030 921 1.44 

3-vo et clavecimb el 

Douwes (c1600) 
HR in mm 

do 
duim en mm 

31 88 89 2.00 

7 176 178 2.00 

13 327 354+ 2.15 40 

22 553 . 562 2.05 

31 779 689 1.90 

The column headed 'Ratio' gives the ratio of Douwes 6-voet 

clavecimbel scalings to Douwes scalings for the instrument 

in question. 
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scaling lists, they do not help in understanding the string 

plan of Ruckers instruments or of Flemish instruments in 

general, and should not be applied to them. It is tempting, 

for example, to use the short duim (= 25.48 mm) to calculate 

the length of the 6-voet c2 string length (14 duimen). This 

gives 356.7 mm which is very close to the average Ruckers 

scalings (355.0 mm) found in Chapter 4. Unfortunately this 

apparent agreement does not then extend to the other sizes 

of Ruckers instruments, or even to the bass notes of the 

6-voet clavecimbel: the Douwes scaling lists simply cannot 

be applied to the Ruckers instruments. 
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Appendix 6- Classification of Ruckers instruments according to their original 

state. 

Virginals 

6-voet Spinett mother and child 
(c1600) BR 

6-voet muselar mother and child 

1581 HR, (1591)b HR, 1610 Ißt, 1623 IR 
1628a fl, 1638a IR, 1644b AR 

6-voet spinett virginal 
1591a HR, 1598 HR, 1617 AR 

5-voet Spinett virginal 
(no extant example known) 

41-vo et Spinett virginal 
1629 IR 

4-voet Spinett virginal 
1583 HR, 1613a AR, 1613b AR, 1620a AR, 
1632 AR 

child (3-voet) apinett virginal 

1595 HR, 1618a ßt, 1613c AR, (1626) AR, 
1634 AR, 1639a AR 

2j-voet spinett virginal 
(c1610)a AR 

Harpsichords 

Standard single-manual harpsichords 

1627a Ill, 1632 IR, (1605) AR, 
1609 AR, 1618 AR, 1621 AR, 1635 AR, 
1637 AR, 1639b AR, 1640a AR, 1644a AR, 
1646a AR, 1648 AR, (1651)a AR, 
1651b AR, 1654 AR, 1645 IR, 1671 IC? 

6-voet muselar virginal 
1611 HR, (1614) ißt, 1620 IR, 1622 IR 
1636 IR, 1620b AR, 1620d AR, 1633a AR 
1650a IC 

5-voet muselar virginal 
1604 HR, 1640a fl, 1642a IR, 1643a AR 

41-voet muselar virginal 
1610b AR 

Standard double-manual harpsichords 

1599 HR, 1612b Ha, (1612) IR, 1617 IR, 
1618b IR, 

, 
1618c IR, 1624 IR, 1627b IR, 

1637b IR, 1638b IR, 1640b IR, 1642b IR, 
1608 AR, 1614 AR, 1615 AR, 1620c AR, 
1623 AR, 1624 AR, 1628 AR, 1633b AR, 
164ob AR, 1643b AR, 1646 IC 

Chromatic bass-octave singles 
1637a fl, 1639 IR, 1636 AR 

Quint single-manual harpsichord 

1627 AR 

Standard single/virginal combination 
1594 HRH n. d. IR 

Chromatic bass-octave doubles 

1616 HR, 1627c IR, 1628b IR, 1646b AR 

Sub-quart double-manual harpsichord 

1612a ißt 

Standard double/virginal combination 

1619 IR 

Special single-manual harpsichords 
(c165O)b IC, 1652 IC, 1679 IC, 
1680 IC, n. d. IC 
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Appendix 7- Transposition by a tone in meantone tuning 

The tuning system in most common use during the 

Ruckers period was the ordinary quarter-comma meantone 

tuning. This system uses pure major thirds in the 'home' 

keys, and the comma is divided among four fifths - usually 

between the circle of fifths between c and e, f and a or 

& and b. In this system the common intervals have the 

sizes listed below in cents, and these are compared with 

the corresponding interval sizes in equal temperament and 

also for the pure intervals. 

Interval sizes in cents 

Equal t emp exam ent 

Pure interval 

Meantone interval 

Fifth 

700.00 

701.96 

696.58 

Fourth (Major third 

500.00 400.00 

498.04 

503.42 

386.31 

386.31 

Using the sizes of the meantone intervals above, the 

size of all of the other intervals can be calculated, and 

these are listed in Table A7-1. From this it can be seen 

that in meantone a whole tone has a value of 193.16 cents. 

Transposing by a tone is equivalent to adding this interval 

to all of the other notes to find their new pitches, and 

this has also been done in Table A7-1. This gives new notes 

a tone higher, most of which have the same value as the un- 

transposed notes, except for e/c# and b/g#. ' 

For a double-manual harpsichord of the type discussed 

in Chapter 8, p. 509, with two keyboards a tone apart, 

there would be a conflict in the tuning of the notes eb/c; 
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Table A7-1 - Meantone tuning and tone transposition. 

Untransposed Addition of one Transposed 
tone to pitch of 

Note Pitch untransposed note Pitch Note 

C 0.0 

c# 76.05 

d 193.16 193.16 + 0.0 = 193.16 c 
b 

e 310.26 ºº + 76.05 = 269.21 c# 

e 386.31 iº' + 193.16 = 386.31 d 

f 503.42 it + 310.26 = 503.42 en 
f# 579.47 ºº + 386.31 = 579.47 e 

g 696.58 it + 503.42 = 696.58 f 

9 772.63 ºº + 579.47 = 772.63 f# 

a 889.74 'º + 696.58 = 889.74 g 
b' 1006.84 + 772.63 = 965.79 9# 

b 1082.89 ºº + 889.74 = 1082.89 a 

c 1200.00 it + 1006.84 = 1200.00 bo 

c# 1276.05 º + 1082.89 = 1276.05 b 

d 1393.16 ºº + 1200.00 = 1393.16 c 
. . 
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and bb/g# in each octave. In moving from one manual to the 

other to effect a transposition of one tone one would 

therefore have either to re-tune the strings for these notes, 

or the instrument would have to be provided with doubled 

strings for these notes with two sets of doubled strings, 

transposing plates, etc in each octave. 
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Appendix 8- Gronding Ondersoek van de Toonen der Musi ik, 

1699 by Claas Douwes 

V. 

Van Klavecimbcls. 
Ir% Qt lUi tbttimlbtle f do Mutjk in(trumcnten" 
JLJ ten Die fett aailrt11aani ba11 get11ibt rjtt1 

ri10t 1U01bCU Daatoin intt(l tot piaifcr cu bePP 

maaft gä: ttirtt ; iii hu t bttl ein aaar op arbct's 
h aube ntülltjfg tll mu(jk ff ul 1Cn1 btttbig tt jp¢Citn 

t Daav füll betet jcibcll foo; tcn; follitltis 

gG ýaýij ý¢ tangcnten piitrEltt ttltJaftt tttjTCij (t 
c 

res. 
be hammer I en bat rjn be emetn1 e/ bete 
ivalben Mufelars genaatnt ; oininige Haan be 
tangenten bigt ran be hart / ran be jiinkcero 

anbt; en Deft luoibrit Spinetten genaamt; be 
tieitte tuoiben Scherpen gettaamt / ntn patre 

Ijoog to fcrjer bait gelniot to ; baar fjI n gals 
noch anDere fooltcn I Daar be ttlaulnieren in 
[jet ectt tinbt 
io 

ftn/ en jet anbcr eiubtfcjerpuit 
optl tubebeltno DeuSteert"tukkengntaamt; 

stile fjnfle ban bee[Der[janbe gtoote / fomntige 
Steert-itukken fijn, acljc batten lang / fomnhis 
ge Kiavecimbels {tjn fej bottett lang/ fommIcge 
bjf batten fotnmige bier baeten / foinntige 
b ie batten / tube fommige noclj Itltinber. )e 
naugenaamijeit bau t geluibt betlaat baar in/ 
bat be fangboobem bthoojli lt bunig/ cube bat 
be fpallien outer be fangoobcm op be reg' 
to plaatg ieggcn: bcbecrbigTjcitbanaanfpzaaft 
bc(aat baar tit I batbcfnaartubcljoollhUbicbjt 
Raut be tangenten lcggcn / tunte bat be tangentcn 
en tangen lncigemaatctft n: om srngoebc Loon 
to i. jebben I fan mactrn bebeibc Inammcn fbDanig 
geleibt btajben bat be bobenftc oftaven be ljel ft 
in be Iengte berfcl /lien; maar be onbcrfteoda- 
yen matten be ßt1 ft ni: t langer fin; am bat be 
lauge Bitaaren / bit beet biUihcr (hit aIT befta te/ 
near abbenant fan 

hoar 
riet [tannen in toott 

Haan; cube be alDer oubcrfIc offiaf, bat hopes 
ten rnaarcn rjn/ nergtnftafoo Yjoognict Icona 
nevi tlaan : oak, fouben be Klavecimbeis alts 
fang moeten fijn/ /rauch aI1cDeoa2venbeDelft 
foubtu langer pjn. 

aarom ral 1k uocTj fett ban be laugte Der 
fttaarett feggen: 

01 em 
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rob. 
oft" fe boett K13vecimbelbait beboo; t bebet 

btn fce finaatc /. 

bat f# be ljooglit C. Tang tc fitz 7 
be ttnccbe C ban boobcn s4. 
be berbe C z8 batmen: 
be bierbe C 45 
be bijfbc C" 19 

; Detfe iangte matt tt rer en ttirozben tn11'cbcn 
be hammer / tuant teat buitcn be [tam i$ cn 
bott tat be toon riet. 

Cm bij f boet$ Klavecimbel beboo0t 
bebobenleClangtc fjn 6; 
betivecbeC 13 
be btrbe C ss buimnm 
be bicrbt C 39 
be bij fDe C So 

Qm bier boet$ Klivecimbel: 

be cerffe of bbobcn(ie C 5 
be tbleebe C Io 
be berbe C 18 buimrn: 
bebierbe C 31 
be bfjf be C 41 

Cm b icboet3 Klirccimbel: 
be ecrfe ofbobcnfe C 3; 
bc'tiucebe C 7 
be btrbe C 13 bufinen: 
be bferbe C sz 
DcbjfbcC 31 

'107- 
114 alle bfr nüaven np Atmen langte ge eIt ýjn I foe ýiýITen be anbtre fnaarcu of tooncn / Diet 

tnffclien begrerprni I haar Del ooýI Cte Iangtt 
colt jebben I Want op eelt taeinigie kamt (jet 
itiet aan / alfoo be cent (haare tvc( that Miter 
pan o gctroi: ItentnathcnaTJbeanaer/ ýjctiueio 
kt in jctf emmcn IicIjt cjaebt to maatrcn ig. 

)og bit fal ih noch fcggcn / bat mite Klavc- 
cimbels , bit fei bocto gcnaamt 1vo3ben / niet 
gctjctI fei boot boI nit lang fjn / maar tue! ouF 
treat ten berbebetl ban ten beet Tto tcr: 

Dan gclj ten fool cbben be bj f/ bier! en b"ie 
boeto colt 

Jutf 
bit 

balle 
langte n et / mane Ilja 

o1binarf1 ai that [to; tcr / haar na lit bcfc lange 
to btr (haaren colt gr(Ielt Ijebbe. 

Me toonen of Idautuiercn ban Kisvecimbels 
kamen met be meete o; gel, oben ten I name. I' hlban C tot C bier oaaven ; maar einige groote 
e teertliu1t ten gaan onber bitper tot G of F, 
gt1 jlt fommige groote Urgels, to begri, jpen bier 
oüaven en ten Qui°nr. 
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X V. 

Ordre en maniere om Klavecimbels en 
Klavekordiums to befnauen. 

D 'aac tog tnolbtn gemaaTtt b icbcrbanbc 
jhaaren J ato 1oobc /tt5ctle/ enlDitte; be 

Iioobe tuolben gemaaht bait roob Roper I bat 
albcttveehft of fachjl io / to tvo; bcn gebztti(tt 
tot be laag9c of D gipfle Baffen; be Cottle Imp 
Den gemaaktban geer 1toper/ tit brcfc fL ntuat 
ijarber aTO be roobe / en mo"ben op be 

I'trabes 

eimbelo tot be boigenbe Baf'en gtbinilit ; be 
Witte tnolben gemaalit ban fifer / en fon albert 
1 arbti / cis ooh f, n cn ýelbcr ban geleibt : flt toiben 

alte op I; leine houten roUctjco ges 
tuoitben / eilt op fjrt Numer . bcrbolgeno ban 
Nuttier z tot Numer 1s ; haar ban be cet fie be 

rof viol en fooberboigeti#/ foobatbettu 
Ve fte 

be fjlnlte ip. ?4 

1100 

Me tTabecimbeTO I bit am Ijaar acmgrnnarit 
gcluib meeft tot luft en bermaaheif, ftjcit luozs 
ben geb uf1it I bvoDen niet alleen met rooDt cri 
genie/ maar merit mettuitte fnaarenbefnaatb/ 
am bat be tnitte fun en helper ban gcluibt Oft 
maar be tlabeko um$ / bit mcefl tot oeffc= 
hinge in be frond 

tuioaben 
geblailtt / paar tools 

Den alleen roobe en geele ppaaren op gelegt / 
tuant bit roc(ien too riet I geljIt be tuitte / tit 
ftonnrn baarom beef Ianger bueren : at pro o 
fit lzo; bctl opbec in 4e : sa$ gelegt / bear be 
fnaarto lan A foil / rnbc roo beýcbeigeno I (be 
bat be rin e bobtn in be Difcant Uomtn ; g4" 
Il1t alb cr far aangemec fen tuolocn. 

Om ear lbs voets Klavecimbel to befaureni 

C i 3 iloobe DE 

AB q. 
(S TE 

HCsC No D EBEFsFG . 
SGABHCsCD 7 EB EFsFGsGA wittc 
13 HCsCD"EBE 9 FsFGsGABHC 10 
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I2!. 

Om een vijf vets Kiavecimbel tebe(cuueal 

C 
D 
E 
FG 
AB 
HCsC 
D. EBEFIFG 
sGABHCsCD 
EB'EFsFGsGA 
BHCsCDEBE 
FsFGsGABHC 

i 

s fl00be 
3 

Otell 
No. 6 

7 
8 
9 miete 
IO 
II 

Qm een vier voets Klavecimbel to befnutea: 

C 
D 
E 
FG* 
AB 
HCsC 
DEBEF. FG 
sGABHCsCDEB 
EFsFGsGABII 
CsCDEBET sFG 
: GABHC 

3 iýooaa 

6 4ktTc 
No. 7 

8 

lo Witte 
:: 

. I3 

ýt23" 

Om eeä Brie voets Klavecimlel to befauren 

C 
D 
E 
FG 
AB 
HCsC 
DEBEFIFGSGA 
BHCsCDEBEFiF 
GsGABHCsCDEB 
EFsFGSGABHC 

+3aaar 
s 6 

No. g ýccrr 

ýittr 
I2 

Qm een KlavecimbeItje van twee voeten en 
vier duitnen to beftnaren : 

D5 etoobe 
E6 
FGA 
BH CSC IýIo. 
D EHE F sF G 
sGABHCsCDEB "t Imitte EFsFGsGABHCsC it DEBEF: FG`GABHC 1, is 
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t-. + 

fifer bp Dient aangemetht tetuoiben I bat pct 
op etn blauguter of ttnee foo tffen nict aan en 
ttomt of em fttaare at ten Ott: grober of fijnber 
t$; gtlJt belnifrumenten banfommigetueltnat 
rbcr/ en ban j'ommige that f nbcr befnaarb 

ben ; inbien nocbtano be Haaren ho ;t en" 
rf n/ to 09f af opgetrol en ,f oo fnIienfertn 

of buipg gelnibr geeben / cnbc f oofe lang 
to ffýn firn /--boa ('iiUcufe ten rant to rntelachs 
tig gciuibt. gtebcn ; baarom fo be mibbelmatis 
gc maniere be befit; infge h fooberfcljfTt%ct 
oof niet beef of bet roobe o geele fhaaren fijnt; 
maar be roobe konnen %unt langer fn toon ftaan 
ate be geete : nbimmm grober fnaartn Ges 
getrt alp jau: i. fao kanmen. baar toe kopcn 

e Iocib atteüaltkerO btaatt/ foebi1talomen= 
e egeerbt / tube f cbuireu be builigjjeit baar 
at of / Ixet tucllte fier bequaam il am eenfgt 

RYattuieren onber fn! 't Pedal mebe to btjitaas 
ten/ tu f0 rccr goeat ban gefuibt. 
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Part 2. Chapter 5, page 104 Of Clavecimbels 

ClavecimbelsA8-1) are musical instruments which have 

a very agreeable tone and are therefore usually used for 

pleasure and entertainment. They are best suited to play 

all sorts of melodies and musical pieces. There are differ- 

ent kinds. In some the jacks stand roughly midway between 

(p. 105) the bridges. These are the most common and are 

called muselars. In some, the jacks stand near the bridge 

on the left-hand side and these are called spinetten. The 

little ones are called scherpen because they have a high 

and sharp sound. There are still other kinds which have 

the keyboards at one end and run to a point at the other 

end, and these are called SteertstukkenA8-2) They come in 

many sizes; some Steertstukken are 8 voeten long, some 

clavecimbels are 6 voeten long, some 5 voeten, some 4 voet- 

en, some 3 voeten and some yet smaller. The pleasantness 

of the sound depends upon the soundboard being of the cor- 

rect thinness and upon the bars under the soundboard being 

in the right places. The readiness of speech depends upon 

the strings being the correct distance from the jacks, and 

upon the jacks and tongues being well made. In order to 

have a good tone, both bridges must be positioned so that 

the upper octaves differ in length by half. But the lower 

octaves must not differ in length by half because the long 

strings, which are much thicker than the shorter cannot by 

nature by made to stand so high in tone. And the lowest 

octave, where copper strings are used, could in any case 

not stand so high in tone. Also, the clavecimbels would 
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have to be too long, in which all octaves doubled in 

1 ength. 

Therefore I shall now say the following about the 

length of the strings: (p. 106) 

A six-voet clavecimbel then requires the upper string 

that is the highest C(c3), should have a length of 7 

the second C from the top (c2) 14 

the third C (c') 28 duimen 

the fourth C (c) 45 

the fifth C (C) 59 
These lengths must be taken between the bridges, since what 

is beyond the bridge does not affect the sound. 

A five-voet clavecimbel requires 

that the upper C (c3) should have a length of 6f 

the second C (c2) 13 

the third C (c) 25 duim en 

the fourth C (c) 39 

the fifth C (C) 50 

A four-voet clavecimbel: 

the first or top C (c3) 5 

the second C (c2) 10 

the third C (c 1) 
18 duimen 

the fourth C (c) 31 

the fifth C (C) 41 

A three-voet clavecimbel: 

the first or top C (c3) 31 

the second C (c2) 7 

the third C (c 1) 
13 duimen 

the fourth C (c) 22 

the fifth C (C) 31J 
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p. 107 When all these octaves have been given the above 

lengths, then the other strings or notes located in be- 

tween will also have the correct lengths. For a small 

difference (in the string lengths) is not important, since 

one string can be pulled a little tighter than another. 

This can be done easily in the tuning. 

But I should also say that such clavecimbels as are 

called six-voet are not fully six voeten long, but are 

about a third of a voet shorter. 

Then similarly, the 5,4-, and 3-voet also have not 

the full length, but are normally a bit shorter, which is 

why I have also given the length of the strings. 

The notes or keyboards of clavecimbels compare with 

those of most organs, namely from C to C four octaves (i. e. 

from C to c3). But a few large harpsichords go lower to 

G or F (i. e. G1 of Fj) similar to some large organs, and 

encompass 4 octaves and a fifth. 

Chapter 15, page 119. Ways and Means to string Clavecimbels 

and Clavichords A8_3) 

For this three kinds of strings are made: red, yellow 

and white. The red are made from red copper, which is the 

weakest and softest, and are used for the lowest or deep- 

est basses. The yellow are made of yellow copper and these 

are a bit harder than the red ones, and are used on clav- 

ecimbels for the bass strings which follow. The white are 

made of iron and are the hardest and also have a clearer 

sound. They are all wound upon little wooden spools, each 

with its number, consecutively from number 1 to number 12 
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- of which the first is the thickest, carrying on to the 

twelfth which is the finest. 

(p. 120) Tia 
, olavecimbels which, because of their pleasant 

sound, are used mostly for enjoyment and entertainment, are 

strung not just with red and yellow, but mostly with white 

strings, since the white are clearer in tone. But the clav- 

ichords, which are mostly used for instruction in the art, 

have only red and yellow strings, since these do not rust 

as easily as the white and will therefore last much longer. 

The thickest are placed at the bottom in the bass where the 

strings are the longest, and continuing on, so that the 

finest come at the top in the descant as will-be shown 

here: 

To string a six-voet clavecimb el : 

C 

DE 

FG 

A Bb 

Bc c# 

: °a 

bb b 

eb1 e f1 

bbl bl c2 

f2 f#2 g2 

e# g 

c 

f#ý g1 

c#z d2 

9 
#2 

a2 

d1 

g#1 a1 
b2 2 ee 

bbl b2 c3 

No. 

1 
Red 

2 

3 

4+ Yellow 

5 

6 

7 

8 White 

9 

10 

I 
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(p. 121) To string a five-voet clavecimb el : 

C1 

D2 Red 

E3 

FG 4) 

A Bb 
115ý 

Yellow 

Bc c# 

d eb ef f# g 

g# a bb bc 

ebb eý 
1 

f#1 

bbd b c2 c#2 

6J 
No. 

7 
#1 

d1 8 

g1 g#1 a1 9 White 

d2 eb2 e2 in 

fz f#2 g2 9 
#2 

a2 bb2 bz c3 
J Lil 

To string a four-voet clavecimbel: 

C 

D 

E 

FG 

A Bb 

Bc c# 

d eb ef f# g 

g# a bb b c1 c1 d1 eb1 

e1 fl f g1 g#1 a1 bb1 b1 

c2 c#2 d2 e'2 e2 f2 f#2 g2 

9 
#2 

a2 bb2 b2 c3 

No. 

2 
3 Red 

4 

5 

6 Yellow 

7j 

8 

9 

10 White 

11 

12 
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(p. 122) To string a three-voet clavecimbel: 

C 

D 

E 

FG 

A Bb 

Bc c# 

d eb of f# g g# a 

bb b c1 c#1 d1 eb1 e1 f1 f 

g1 gel a1 bbl b1 c2 c#2 d2 eb2 

e2 f2 f#2 g2 9 
#2 

a2 bb2 b2 c3 

No .< 

3 
4+ Red 

5 

6 

7 Yellow 

8 

9 

10 
White 

11 

12 

To string a little clavecimbel of two vo et en and four 

duim en : 

c 4+ 

D5 Red 

E6 

FGA 7 
Yellow 

Bb Bcc No. 8 

d eb of f# g9 

g# a bb b c1 c dl eb1 10 White 

e1 f1 f#1 g1 g#1 a1 bbl c2 c#2 11 
d2 eb2 e2 f2 f#2 929 

#2 
a2 bb2 b2 c3 12 

(p. 124) Here it should be noted that it is not important 

within a note or two whether a string is a number too 

coarse or too fine. Likewise the instruments of some are 

strung a bit more heavily, and of others more finely. If, 

nonetheless, the strings are short and coarse and pulled 

tight, they will give a dull or dark sound. And if they 
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are long and fine, they will give a cranky and rattling 

sound. Therefore the middle way is the best. Similarly, 

it makes very little difference if red or yellow strings 

are used. But the red ones can stand lower in pitch than 

the yellow ones. Should one require thicker strings than 

No. 1, one can buy annealed potter's wire as thick as one 

needs, ensuring that the dirt has been removed. These are 

very well fitted to string the lowest notes in the Pedal 

(i. e. the lowest register), and they have a very good sound. 

Footnotes: 

A8-1) Klavecimbels - Hubbard translates this as harp- 
sichord. It is because the Flemish word clav- 
ecimbel or klavecimbel has a generic meaning - 
plucked keyboard instrument - that I have used it 
throughout this work. It is usually clear when 
Douwes means virginal and when he means harpsi- 
chord. Probably because Hubbard translated 
'harpsichord' here it has led some researchers, 
notably Edwin Ripin, to search for harpsichords 
specifically of the lengths listed by Douwes. 

A8-2) Steertstukken - tail pieces. Here it is clear 
that Douwes is speaking of harpsichords and not 
virginals. 

A8-3) The stringing lists of the clavichords have not 
been given since they are not relevant here. 
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Appendix 9- 'Harpsichord' from the Muzi, jkaal Kunst-woorden- 

book, Amsterdam, 1795, by Joos Verschuere 

Reynvaan. 

CEM: ! it 

CEMBALISTA, of ci3aAr tERZ" (ItaTiaansch. ) Een "" dis op 
dc Klavvccimbcl fpeelt; een KZavieri t. 

CEMBALO, of CIMIALO. (Italiaa=h. ) Eene Klaveciinbel; 
Cimbaal; ook eene"bel, of fchel, wazrvan de Klavecimbel 
in her Itaiiaansch haaren. naam fchijnt ontlcend to hebben; 
zijnde gern Cymbel met kiavieren, zo als de naam CZava 
e abed wel tens gcfchreven, door fommigen verkecrdlijk 
zoude binnen worden opgenomen; maar her is een foort 
van Iiggende Harp , weer fnaaren door Tangenten i aan' 
rakers of fpringgers geroerd worden : waarom dan ook de 
Engelfchen dir fpeeltuig betiempelen met den term van 
Harpfwhord ; hebbende de en denkeli jk . Guido dt«inur i 
die men voor den uitvinder der Klavecimbel to boek 
fielt, aanleidinge gegeven, cm de laande Harp in ebn 
liggende to "veranderen, en in plants van door de vin. 
gers aanteroeren, de fnaaren door Tangenten ter fpraak 
to brennen; men vindt verfcheidene "foorten van Klave. 
cimbels: als, ffaartfh kv , welken dc besten zijn, Werkar, 
ten, die het Klavier aan de rechterzijde hebben, en welken 
in de Bas een gerommel maakcn, dar " onaangena m is 4 
her been kwaiijk kan betet worden; cm dar de Tangenten 
in her neervaIlen de fnaar in twee deelen fcheidt, die zo 
grooc zijn, dar ze Legen elkander kennen geluid geeven : 

en tunt en, Spinetten, welken het Klavier Haar de lin 
zijndc; dcezendaaraan nies onderhevig: dan, deeze twee 
tucfte foorten, ranken meestal nit her gebruik: dc ceriien 
worden Staertftukken genaamd, om tint zij van. achtcr (pits, 
en als met ecu Haart toeloopende zijn; en de ttveeden 
Vierkanten, cm dat zij langwerpig vierkant van gedaante 
zijn: de Pier, Eanrrn hebben op iedere Toetr tannt Wo 
fnaar , daar dc Staartjiukken op federe Toeu drie finaaren 
hebben; - welken door Registers, waarin de Tangenten, in 
ecn rousterwerk faande, geregeerd worden: twee vandec- 
ze frazren. worden Unifon geficld; en dc derde, "welke het Odeaf en is, can OElaaf hooger dan de Uhifunr : men 
hccti er oolc van deczc foort, welken Brie Uaifoonen hebben 
en ecn Oümfjen, en des, vier Regirters : zo heeft men er 
ook welken maar cnkclijk b: fiaan uit twee Unrfoonen ; 
doch de meesten hebbcn drie Reginen. Men heeft Klaue. 
eimbels welken bellaan uit vier Waaven, van groot C tot 

c driegeitreept; van. vijf O aaven, van Cunha F, tot f 

d. icgcfreept; ja, welken men ook wel cons tot ä dric- 
gefreept hegint to brengen: ook, weikesi tusfchen deeze 
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its CEM. 

beiden inkomen ; van bi jzonderc hoogte en Iaagtb r tb: fi=, 
urige Scaanjlukken zijn agt voeten of meerdcr lang, fom- 
migen zes. voeten lang, fommigen vijf vocten, fommigei 
vier vocten , fommigcn drie voeten : ca fommigcn nog 
kleiner; in her begin der voorledenc ecuty had de beste 
Klavecimbcl maar vi f-en-veertig Toetjen; waarvan her on- 
derlle 0E14 beflond nit de agt letteren C, E, F, G, 
A, B- mol, B, en C.; die, tot verkortin; waren door 
elkandcr gevlochten; als C, F, D, G, E, A, B-mol: bet 
geen men nu een kort Klavier noemt; maar ccrtijds had 
her den naam van ccn Klavecimbel met de nicuwe ver- 
grooting, door dien men die in de voorgaande Ecuw maar 

ondcr tot F' en boven tot ä plagt to maaken : io als cok 
ecrtijds fnmmige Orgels waren vcrvaardigd; welken men 
naderhand ook als bovcn inrichtte met en zonder de B- 
mol : in dich tijd was men in de Trmupoftitis zo onervaarcn , 
dar men cm ecnig fpel cen Qlcart laager to kunnen Trans. 
eoneeren, daarvoor voorbcdacht cen bijzondertweede Klavier 
in dc Klavecimbcls maakte: hebbende men, tot die twce 
Klavieren echter maar tree rekenfnaaren , en nogthans 
vier Registers; naamlijk, een Umfort, en hetOQaafjen; zr; n- 
de torn de twee rcien haaren walke cigenlijk dc Un Jeo- 
; sen uitmaaken, nog niet ingevoerd, moetende her eerie 
Klavier font blijvcn , als her andere gebruiitt werd; 
iiaande her ondcrlle Rlsvisr een Qrýart lager date Kamel- of 
Opera Tom; en had cm hoog viji Toetfan to veel; zo als. 
ook bot bovcnfie Klavier dezelfde over+loed* cm laa bad 
kunnen hcbben ; maär in. de' plants vain de Harfen. uu het 
ondcriie Klavier, tot gebruik daaraan to hechten, lictmcn 
die nies allecnlijk zonder Toerjcn,. maar men maakte in 
derielver plaats ecn, houten blok, en daar nevens ccn kort 
Klavier; en zulks met groote moeitc; dcwijl de Torfen, 
door de gemelde verwarde letterer, kruisgcwijs over el- 
kander inoesten reiken; bet welk een blijk is, hoe onno- 
dig de vervulling van toonen in de Bar in dien tijd werd 
geacht : omtrent viiftig jaaren dasrna, heeft men echter dir 
begonnen to verbeteren, her welke diet zees wcinige moei- 
te gefchicdde, alzo men in her onderiic Klavier maar de 

Toetfen had to "verplaatfeii, her zij tot of en onder, 
aan her bovenlteKlavier, in plants vaukethoutGn blok, Zo 
veel Tietfeu als er plaats voör was, daar bijtevoegen: 
wurmede dan ihct Klavier, na dar die groot of klein 
waren, zo veel doenlijk , voltallig was: dir gedaan ziju. 

de, 
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P, M. tit 

ties msakte men, dat de derde. rei Tangenten. door eea 
kleine rcrlenging der Tan; cntcn. en door die op zckere maaje 
over66nkomf: ig het bovenfie Klavier, intefnijden , zo wet 
door het bovcnile als door bet onderlie Klavier, bewn; en 
wicrd; zijndchicrdoor van betcrgebru: k : als kunnende nu op 
het bovcnlie het Piano fpeelen , en op het önderfie het Forte: 
daama hceft men ondemomen , cen derde fhaar daarop to lig' 
gen : tvaardoor wel eons ccn nadccl begann werd, in plaats 
van ccn voordeel tc genieren; zijndc de kammen- op den 
zangboen zo *. jd vanEcn gelegd als her de fnaaren ! in. t> lijdcn kunnen, om den vercischten Loon to hcbben: 

ti`1 dat de bovcnfte is 6. t, duim, zo zal de daarbij ge. 

'voegde to men hem aati de linkerzijdc daar naast zet, 
door de fchuinsheid %-an de kam, 7duim lang zijn; het'vel- 
ke de maat is van dc naastgeiegcnc fnaar; die cen halve tooa 
iaager is dan waardoor zocianige Kla ecimbels veel be. 
hadeeld worden; als kunnende den vereischten toon n'et 
hhaalcn, en des zijn de fnaaren meerder onderhevig aan het 
brocken: dan, om dat voortekomen, moet men de n! euty 
bijgevoebde Ihaar niet verlangen, maar aan de andere zijde 

van de nude c le gen t en des nevens en daar aan heo- 
rende Unijon; waardoor die zullen verbe: erd; en op zijn' loon kunnen gebragt worden. De aanoenaambe: d van 't geluid 
befaatdaarin; dar dczangbodem behoorelijk dun is, en dar 
de fpalken onder den zangbodem op de rechte plaats Lg- 
gen : de vaardighcid van aanfpraak, bclisat daar'n;. dar de 
ihaaren bchoorelijk aan de Tangenten li_, cn; Hier a! td digt, 
bok daärvan niet to ver ati want to 3igt. aisdan moet trot 
kraajepennetjen dat in de Tangenten is re kort zi jn , en duet 
die op de fnaaren b! ijven bangen; to 12r, -� deer dc kracht 
der pen, door haare langte '"erliezen : vooral moeren de 
Tangenten en Tongctjens wvei gcmakt:! ijn : cm eon goeden 
toon to hebben, zo mocren de beide kammen zcdsnig ge- 
legd worden , dar de bovenfle Oäasven de helft in de langte 
' erfchillen; ryaar dc onderfte Oiiax n moeten niet dc helft 
langer zijn; oiu dat de lange fnaaren, die vecl dikker zijn 
dan de korten, paar ädvenant zo hoog niet kernen in toon 
Ilaan; en het alleronderlie Oüaaf, dat koperen fnaaren zi; n# 
Herben na zo hoog niet kan heran; ook zcuden de 11. 
i imbrlr al to lang moeten zijn; Indien alle de OQaowi de 

H 
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helft langer zoudcn zý jn : daaront zullen uni nog let vao de 
langte der fnrar: n zeg-, cn. 

Ein a, tyoar lilav-airnbcl bchoort dc bovcnfcc of hoogfic, 

c, lang to zijy, 7 duimcn; dc iwccde c van bovcn, 14 
duimen; dc dcrde a van bovcn, :3 duimcn; dc vicrde c 

an boven, 45 duimcn; dc vijfdc C an boven, of dc aI- 
lerondcrfle, 62 duimen ; daze langte moct begreepen 
worden, tusfchen dc kammcn; want wit buiten de kam 
is, dost tot dc todn nies. 

Ein zavaetr MavrcimbeI behoort de bo`vcnke of hooile c 

lang to zijn, 6i dolmen ; dc tweede et 13 duimen; de 
dcrdc 7, :S duimcn; dc tierde e, 43 duimen; en dc vijf- 
cIc C, 6o duimcn. 

en yijfrecu K1 verirrbrl behoort dc boventle of hoog- 

fe clang tezijn., 6 duimen; de ttvicede c, 12 duimen; 
dc derde c, 24 duimen; de vierde c, #o duimen, en de 
vijfde C, 58 duimcn. 

Ein viersoeu KL, vtcimbt; behoort da bovcnfe of hoog- 

1le c lang to zijn, g duimen; de ttseede c, zo duimen; 
de derde c, ig duimen; de vierde ei 3i duimen, en de 
vijfdc C, 41 duimen. 

Ein drievoar 112asaimbcl behoort de borentie of boogf e" 

jr. lang to zijn, 3, duimen; de tweede s, 7 "duhnen; de 
derde c, 13 duimen; dc vierdc E, 2 duimen, en de vijf- 
de C, 31 duimen. 

De jraaren voor het 0e4 je; worden naar rato van deezerr 
gcrekcnd; bij voorbeeld, voor cen vijfvoets Klavecimbcl,. 
als het middcn hier tusfchen zijnde, de bovenile of boog- 

ltc; c, 3i du! men; de'tweede c, 6; duimen ; de derde c, 
zz duimen; de vierde c, 23 dunen, en de vijfde C, 33 
ciuimen. 

Als alle daze 0; aavm cp zucke langten geflcld zijn, 
zo zullen dc andere ihaaren of toencn, hier tusfchen be" 
grecpen, haare behoorelijkc lan; tc ock hebben : want op" 
een weuuglc kosnt het niet . an, alzo de Cone fnaar we! 
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C E'M. tos 
hat Aijccr J: an opgetrokkcn worden dan de aridere , bet 
Welke in 't ficmnucn äoed to maak-cn is. 

D : ch dit diende in a in aanmcrking to ncemcn ; dat zul. ke Klavecimbcls, did zcsvrcts genazmd worden, niet ge. heel us voct vol uit Tana zijn; maar wel omtrcnt een der= 
de dccl van ccn voct korter: even zodani; is hot met dd 
vijr. vier- en drie. vvocts, welken ouk dc %tille langte niet 
hebbcn; maar zijn ordinair Seat korter: deKtavecimbck wet= 
ke -rootcr zijn dan dc zesrocrige hongcr loopen dan c 
dricgeulrccpt, en laa; er din groat C, kur . cn raar rato hier. 
van afgeleid en berckcrd umrden. 

Het gelufd der Basfcn bangt voorraamli jk of van de ruim- 
to die zij op de kam hebben: daarom motten dczelvcn Le- 
ver to ruim dan to raauw ge! egd worden; gclijk Leder 
kan be; rij cn, dat het gcen gedrenredigdc Prcportie zoude 
zijn; als men dc groote fnaaren gecn meer rwmte gave dan de kröne 

Net Klaverimbel words genoegzaam befpcc. d als. he Or- 
gel; zi. ndc dc Scaart, 7ukkn, fommigen voorzien van een e 
en fommi; c: i %an twee Kaivieren: men heeft echter ook Vier- 
kanten welken twee Kiavieren hebben; doch dit t: vredcifld" 
rier Is eigenlijk ten bijzonder; klein KiaveciinbeU m, ten 
Spine: jen, welke op bet vierkante Klavccimbei geplaatst 
wc: ct, daa n: aar ingericht zijnde; «"ordende deeze focrtcn ge- 
nocmd, de mocder met het kind. 

De Tcetfen der Klavieren aangeflagen iijnde, be%veegeti 
de Tangenten ] die dc fnaaren, door middet van " kraajepcn- 
netjens; welken hier vor de besten zijn, aanroercn; be- 
iiaandc de ondcritcn of laagf en uit kopcren , ende ovcn cn; 
tilt ijzeren fnaarcn; welkc fraaren op kammen liggerdee 
over den zangbodem van hct fpcelnrg ge: Fanren z: n, ctt 
door middel v-an ficlFcnncn, waaraan dc ; i; aarcan vast z: Jn; 
van onderen; wan kleine kuperen Feure' cyu vast gcmaa .t 
zijnde op hunnen toon gclie! d ora. n : 
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P. 111, Harpsichord 

CEMBALO or CIMBALO. (Italian) A clavecimbel; cymbals; 

also a bell or handbell, from which in Italian, the clave- 

cimbel would seem to have derived its name. It is not a 

cymbal with a keyboard, as it would seem from the way the 

name is written, or as it could mistakenly be taken to 

mean. But it is a kind of reclining harp, whose strings are 

set in motion by jacks, touchers or springers, which is why 

the English call this instrument with the term Harpsichord. 

Probably Guido Aretino, who is assumed to be the inventor 

of the clavecimbel, gave rise to the change in the position 

of the harp from vertical to horizontal, and instead of 

moving the sttings with the fingers, they were made to 

speak with jacks. There are several kinds of clavecimbels, 

such as staartstukkent; 
9-1) 

which are the best; vierkantenA9-2) 

which have the keyboard on the right-hand side and which 

produce a rumbling in the bass which is unpleasant and which 

cannot easily be prevented, since the jacks in descending 

divide the strings into two parts which are of such a length 

as to sound against one another. Spinett virginals, in 

which the keyboard is on the left-hand side, do not have 

this problem. The last two kinds are falling out of use. 

The first is called staartstukken because at the back it 

ends in a point, like a tail. The second is called vier- 

kant because of its oblong rectangular shape. The virginal 

has only one string to each key, whereas the harpsichord 

has three, which are controlled by registers in which the 

jacks stand in a grating. Two of these strings are tuned 
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in unison and the third, or octave, is one octave higher 

than the unison. There are some of this type which have 

three unisons with an octave, and therefore four registers. 

There are also those with two unisons and in fact most have 

three registers. There are clavecimbels which encompass 

four octaves, from great C to C3; five octaves from contra 

F1 to f3, which are even sometimes extended to a3. Also 

some in between these(p. 112) two, with special high and 

low notes. Some of the harpsichords are eight voeten long 

or more, some 6 voeten, some 5 voeten, some 4 voeten, some 

3 voeten, and some even smaller. At the beginning of the 

last century, the best clavecimbels had only 45 keys, in 

which the lowest octave consisted of the eight notes C, 

' E, F, G, A, Bb, B and c; 
9--I 

which were shortened by weaving 

into one another to C, F, D, G, E, A, Bb. This is now cal- 

led a short-octave, but at the time, it had the name 'a 

clavecimbel with the new enlargement' because, in the last 

century, they were made only down to F and up to a2, in 

the same way that organs were once made, which were some- 

times arranged as above both with and without B At this 

time people had so little experience in transposition that, 

in order to enable them to play a piece transposed a fourth 

lower, a special second keyboard was made for the clave- 

cimbel. The two keyboards had only two choirs of strings, 

and yet four registers. There were namely one unison and 

the octave, the double row of strings making the true 

unison not having yet been introduced. One of the keyboards 

had to remain mute when the other was being used. The 
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lower keyboard stood a fourth lower than the chamber or 

opera ip tch, and had five keys too many at the top. 

Similarly, the upper keyboard might have had the same super- 

fluity of notes at the bottom, but in place of the lower 

keyboard bass notes, which might have been used, not only 

was (the upper) left without keys, but in their place a 

wooden block was made, and beside this a short-octave. 

This was achieved with great difficulty since the keys, 

because of the previously mentioned entangled order, had 

to reach over one another cross-wise. This is evidence 

of how unnecessary it was felt that the bass notes should 

be filled out at that time. About fifty years later, how- 

ever, improvements began to be made, which happened with 

very little difficulty. All that had to be done was to re- 

arrange the keys of the lower keyboard, either to c3 or d3. 

And at the lower end of the upper keyboard, in place of 

the wooden block, as many keys were added as there was 

space for. As a result the keyboard, depending on how large 

or small it was, was as complete as practicable. This hav- 

ing been done (p. 113) the third row of jacks was length- 

ened slightly and cut according to the position of the 

topmost keyboard. This row of jacks could then be moved 

both by the top and by the bottom keyboard, being there- 

fore of much better use 
9) 

For then one could play 

piano on the upper keyboard and forte on the lower one. 

After this, an attempt was made to add a third string, 

which at first turned out to be a drawback instead of an 

advantage. For the bridges on the soundboard were placed 
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as far from one another as the strings could bear in order 

to produce the required note. Say that the top c3 was 61 

duimen, then the additional c3, if it were placed on the 

left side, would have to be 7 duimen long, because of the 

slope of the bridge. This is the measure of the next 

string, which is a semitone lower than c3. This is a ser- 

ious disadvantage for such harpsichords, since they could 

then not reach the required pitch, and the strings would 

be much more likely to break. In order to prevent this, 

the new added string must not be lengthened, but placed 

at the other side of the old c3, or near its own unison. 

Thereby it can be improved and brought up to pitch. The 

beauty of the sound depends upon the soundboard being 

properly thin, and the bars under the soundboard being in 

the right place. The readiness of speech depends upon the 

strings being properly placed relative to the jacks, not 

too close and not too far. For if too near, the crowquill 

of the jack must be too short and will remain hanging upon 

the strings; if too long, the quill loses its strength 

because of its length. And particularly, the jacks and 

tongues must be well made. In order to produce a good tone, 

both bridges must be so positioned that the upper octaves 

differ in length by one-half. But the lower octaves must 

not be longer by one-half, since the long strings, which 

are much thicker than the short ones, can inherently not 

be tuned so high. And the very lowest octave, which has 

copper strings, can in any case not stand so high. Anyway 

clavecimbels would have to be too long, if all octaves 

(p. 114) were to be longer by half. Therefore we should 
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now say something about the length of the strings. 

The top or highest c4 (sic) of an 8-voet clavecimbel 

should be 7 duimen long; the second c2 from the top 14 

duimen; the third c1 from the top 28 duimen; the fourth c 

from the top 45 duimen; the fifth C from the top, or the 

lowest 62 duimen. These lengths must be reckoned between 

the bridges since what is beyond the bridge has no effect 

on the pitch. 

In a 6-voet clavecimbel, the upper or highest c3 

should be 61 duimen; the second c2 13 duimen, the third c1 

25 duimen, the fourth c 43 duimen, and the fifth C 60 duimen. 

In a 5-voet clavecimb el, the upper or highest c3 

should be 6 duimen; the second c2 12 duimen; the third c 

24 duimen; the fourth c 40 duimen, and the fifth C 58 duimen. 

In a 4-voet clavecimbel, the upper or highest c3 

should be 5 duimen; the second c2 10 duimen; the third c1 

18 duimen; the fourth c 31 duimen and the fifth c 41 duimen. 

In a. 3-voet clavecimb el, the upper or highest c3 

should be 3- duimen; the second c2 7 duimen; the third c1 

13 duimen; the fourth c 22 duimen, and the fifth C 31 duimen. 

The strings of the octave are calculated in proportion 

to these measurements. For example taking a 5-voet clave- 

cimbel since it is of medium size, the upper or highest c3 

is 31 duimen, the second c2 61 duimen; the third cl 12 

duimen; the fourth c 23 duimen, and the fifth C 33 duimen. 

If all these octaves are given these lengths, the 

other strings or notes which lie in between will also have 

their proper length, for a slight difference does not matter, 
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since one string (p. 115) can be pulled up a bit tighter 

than another, which can be made good in the tuning. 

But one must also take into account, that such clave- 

cimbels are called 6-voet are not wholly 6 voet in length, 

but about a third of a vo et shorter. The same applies to 

the 5-, 4- and 3-vo et, which also do not all have the full 

length, but are ordinarily somewhat shorter. The clave- 

cim bels that are longer than the 6-voet run higher than 

c3 and lower than C, and can be calculated in proportion 

to the data given above. 

The sound of the basses depends mainly on the space 

which they have on the bridges. Therefore it is preferable 

that they be placed with more space than with less. Sim- 

ilarly everyone will understand why the space should be in 

direct proportion since large strings need more room than 

smaller ones. 

The clavecimbel is played in essentially the same 

way as the organ. There are harpsichords equipped with 

one, and some with two keyboards. There are however also 

virg inalswhich have two keyboards, but this second keyboard 

is in fact a special, small clavecimbel, a small spinett, 

which has been placed on the (large) virginal which has 

been constructed to accept it. Such types are called 

de moeder met het kind (the mother with the child). 

The keys of the keyboard are played and move the 

jacks which pluck the strings by means of crowquills, the 

best (material) for this purpose. The lower strings are 

made of copper (alloy) and the upper ones of iron. These 
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strings lie upon the bridges, and are stretched across the 

soundboard and held in place by means of small copper 

(alloy) pins and at the bottom by tuning pegs which can be 

moved for tuning. 

Footnotes 

A9-1) Staa. rt stukken - tail pieces. It is clear that 
Reynvaan, like Douwes and van Blankenburg, always 
uses staartstuk to mean harpsichord and never vir- 
ginal. I have therefore always translated it as 
harpsichord. 

A9-2) Vierkanten - rectangles. Likewise here Reynvaan 
always intends virginals. 

A9-3) Reynvaan omits the note D. But this seems to have 
been a simple omission since he included it in the 
short-octave which follows immediately in the same 
sentence 

A9-11) Reynvaan is clearly describing a dog-leg register 
in which, by being 'cut', the jacks could be oper- 
ated by either keyboard. 
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Appendix 10 - 'Of the Harpsichord' from Elesnenta. Musica., 

The Hague, 1739, by Quirinus van Blankenburg. 

Part 19 Chapter 28 

xq. ý Inleiding tot ware Gronden 

XXVI., HOOFDST UK. 

Van de CLAVICYMBEL. 

1. g -S.; IT SpLeeltuig is Been Cymbel met clavieren (zo als de naanm 
fchynt mee to brengen) maar een leggende Harp, welkers 
fnaren door Tangenten , dat 's to zeggen aanrakers, die 

. nmenin Vrankryk'fpringers noemc , worden : eroert. Dot iluk, dat 
fchuins en aan't end fmal is, word by ons e,, -, n i artltuk maar in Vrank- 
ryk Claveffin genoemt. 

... flet is van ditalleen dat wy hierzullen handelen. Van de vierkante 
nullen we maar in It verby gaan zeggen dat de gene welkers clavier 
naar de linkerzy ftaat regelmatig en befpeelbaär zyn, deze worden 
Spinetten , genoemt ; maar, aie 't klavier aan - de regterzy hebben, 
zyn in de regterhand goed, maar-knarren finde bas als jongevarkens; ; 
It geen * men niet kan beletten oin dat de tangent- in 't neervallen do, 
fnaar Jn twee deelen fcheid , die zo groot zyn dat ze, tegen: elkander. 
kunnen geluid geven. 

3. In It begin der voorlede eew had de'befte-. Clavicimbel maar 
. 

-toetfen .; waar van It onderhe o&aaf beftond uit de S letteren van 
Guido CDEFGABHc; die, tot verkorting waren door -elkan- 
deren gevlogten, als ,CFDGE-AB: 'c geen men nu een kort cla- 
vier noemt, maar ecrtyds had . het de naam van een clavicimbel met 
de niewe vergrooting, door dien men die in de voorgaande eew maar 
onder tot F en boven tot A plag to maken ; zo als ik in myn jeugd 
ook orgelen gezien heb. 

.. In die tyd was men in de Transpofitie zo onErvaren dat'men 
om eenig fpel een quart lager to konnen transponeren exp res een by- 
zonder tweede clavier in de clavicimbel maakte.. Het fchynt onge- 
looflyk , maar It bewys 't welk zeer aanmerkensweerdig is , zal 't 
zelve bewaarheiden., dat de-vermaarde Ruckerlren van 't begin der 
voorlede eew of tot meer als 3o jaren char na niet anders hebben ge- 
. maakt. als , Eerftelyk , tot die z clavieren maar 2 fnaren en nogtans 
+ regi(Iers (want men wift tuen nog van geen anifonen) waar van'. t 
eene clavier moft hour zyn als't andere gebruikt wierd - Ten anderen 

zo 
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- zo fond het onderfie clavier een quart lager als or-meltoon en had 
am hoog vyftoecfen to veel ; zo als ook het bovenl{e clavier de- 
zelfde overvloed am lang - had konnen hebben : maar in de pleats 
van. die fchoone bafTen uit liet onderfte clavier tot gebruik daar aan 
to hegten, zo liermen die nies alleen zonder toetffn niaar men niaak- 

_ te-ia derzelver plants een" house blok , en daar- nevens- een kort cla- 
vier ; en zulks met groote moeite , wyl de toetfen", door de laatft- 
gemelde verwarde letteren kruisgewys over, elkanderen moften rei- 
kea T 'r welk bewyfl hoe onnoodig de vervulling vaa tonen, in- de bas 
in 

. 
die tyd wierd geachr. 
5. Omtrent So garen daar na heeft begonnen doze twee fouten to 

. verbeteren -v 't welk, met zew weinig moeite gefchiede alzo men in 't 
onderiie lavier maar vyftoetfen had to verplaatfen am fin c to veran- 
deren ". en onder aaa-'r bovenfte clavier-een o6laaf niewe by to voe- 

. -gen .. 
hier Wiede was dan: de- clavicimbel onder en boven Ian-g clavier 

-van ; -tgctfen,. te- wetein. van vier o aven , ea" een b onder de laag-- 

. 
1le. c, boven-'rgetal. Vanrdeze. verandering konnen. wy, als-mea-by'r 
clavier van. voren eenplankje opent,, her bewys zieh , door 't niew 
hour äan_'r bovenfle en de verwarrin g. der"getallen, daar Rukkers de7 
`toetfen- mee had genomberr op-'c onderhe -clavier. 
- 6.. Daar naa heefrmen-ondernomen een derde fnaar daar op to leggen. 
Hier op valt N.. B; te- berigten dat men aan" d'een zy kan een four 
begann,. in. plaats van aan d'ander, zy een voordeel to genieren. Her 
ll. aar to weterr dar. Rukkers de kanmen op de zangbodem heeft zo wyd, 
van, een gelegt als't de faaren immers lyden konnea am den' vereif; ea 
Loon tehalen. SteIt na dat de bovenhe c van Rukkers iszeven d'halven 
duim, zo zal niewe c, zo men hem aan dc' linkerzy daar naaft z. et , door de fchuinsheid van de. kam 7- duim lang zyn : 't welk de maat is 
van de naaft&elege (haar die een halve toon lager is'. als c. Ik heb ver 
fcheide clavicimbelen gevonden die door deze verlenging benadeeld 
waren, een's deels door 't breken der fnaren, om dat her intirument 
niec wel zo hoog kin, itaan , en ander's deels door 'c zwaar gewigt 
der fnaren die de klankbodem to veel drukken , 't welk . aan 'c geluid 
nadeelig is, zo als men met de fourdines of 'c leggen van een weinig 
lood. op, de kam. kan. bewyzen. Darenboven kan 't ook zorntyds, ge" 
beuren dat de kam naar de bas toe zo laag" inzinkt dat de fiiaren aan 
'r o6ltaafie raken. Myn. advys is dar men iluckers maar niet tot 7 
duim snag verlengen , maar das men de nies. e. fcaar aan d'ander'. zy 

van 
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van de gemelde c znl byvoegen, nevcns zyn daar zan hoorende uni- 
foon. laic kan gefchiedeii zonder dat de klankbodem d: tar 

-door 
ia't 

, u: inite word gedrukt. Dan zal men daar toe in ieder regifzer nog een 
tangent inaken, die scan de bovenfte czal zyn, waar toe men-'c heele 
clavier een halve taon hooger zal verfchuiven , en tot de openftaande.. 
fnaar in de bas nog cen töets onder aan maken, die dan A zal zyn.. 
Hier door zal de clavieimbel beter van geluid worden en op zyn coon 
konnen ilaan, *en met de gemelde B, die d' S ife. toecs-cu zeer" nut, 
is , verrykt z. y , in de plaacs dat anders de vyfcigfte zoo veel als - 
onnut is. Dic gedaan zynde maakc men dat de derde tangent-door 
een kleine verlenging zo. wel . van 'c onderfte als van't bo. venite -clavier word bewogen, en dan is 't laatftgemelde niet meer. ftom , want ine. u- 
fpeelc met eene fnaar piano boven , en met-drie -inaren 

forte-onder. 
Maar het vierde regifter dat voor aan ftaat. is nies -alleen onrut maar 
. zelfs hinderlyk. 

j. Alle Staartftukken met twee claviereri. hebben tef enwoordig drie ; - 
fnar-en , waar door dark dit fpeeltuig - fchync: t'-eeiiemaal.. volrooid, te-.. 
zyn,:. Hier op zou men mogen vragenwat. ons, bewögenlieefc -dit zo. 

_' owftandig. te- befchryven ? Drie redeneu, waar van de mmhe gewig- 
rig genoeg is oni ons -daar toe to verpligten ; .s 

zyii 
.: 
liier d'oorzaak. ' 

van. _ 
De. eerfte is-, -dat de hooge prys. waar. toe die.. Clavicymbelen,. 

(die by't Leven van de maker voor 2o, en dekleine-ilaarcil ukken: voor:; 
in., -en de vierkante voor 6. ponden vlaams-=,. zyn verkocht-). tegen.. 
woordig tot zo "hoge prys.. "zyn_. -geklornmen dat4di' 

. zekere -onderne.: 
. mers heeft aangez-et om de menfchen:. to abiiferen' %ni aan: een klein: 

"-ftaarti'tuk, 't geen . 
maar een clavier, : twee regikers: en 4: rtoetfen had,: 

Twee clavieren methet volle getal en -vierregifers waar van 'e vierde 
(hier boxen gemelt onnut . is.; ce maken : 't'svelk men dan ncemt een 
clavicimbei van Rukkers met z clavieren :' maarhet tegerideel is waar, 
want het is als dan een geforceerd inhrumenc dat niiiTchien lieffelyk 
klinkt maar zekerlyk zacht van geluid is. Men kanze kennen aan de 
br eedce, welke moet zyn van co volllage toetfen en een biok aan ie- 
der end tufl'chen de zyplanken. De twee reden raakt de groöce. cla- 
vicimbelen , die zommige hebben ondernomen nog verder to ver- .. grooten : dir heb ik alcyd teer kwalyk zien uicvallen : want, als. 'men, '_ 
om op de kam een grooter geral van fnaren- to brengen , elke wydte 
met de pairer een klein haarcje vermindert , zo zal de clavicimbel 
door 't gewrigt der bygevoegde fnaren, de, kracht die by van Ruckers 

had, 
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1rad ontfangen , kwyt zyn : Het geluid der bafi'en bangt voornarnent- 

. "lyk of van de ruimte die zy op de kam hebben : daroni moeten de 
Clavicimbelmakers gewaarfchouwd zyn die liever to ruim als to naawv 

.. to waken. Die de oogea des verftands -wil opener kan terhond zieh 
dat her Been proporcie is, de groote fnaren geen meer ruimte to ge- 
ven als de kleine. 

S. Nu komea wy tot. - de derde. Reden , welke is een befchryring 
van. het groor voordeel dar men. door 't wel gebruiken van de boven- 
gernelde overtollige tangent kan genieten. `c Zal. iemand onverwagt 
voorkomen: als wy zullen zeggen dat wy daar by uitnemendheid zulke 
heerlyke en aangenaame uicwerkingen door konnen to weeg- brea- 

.. gen datze aan_ d'onkundige zo wet als aan de geleerde. her uiteriie ge- 
noegem zullen geven. ,',.. Al dat wy daar toe vaa. nooden hebben is dat ivy die vierde tan- 

enri.. die cot nog toe_. een verfchoveling. is geweek., order de drie an. - 
., 
ýere; 

de. "voornaamfe. bediening. geven... Pit. zal efchieden. door hem. 
nie : zy regrhec tc zetten" in de bas anderlialf "of duim. van de kam. 
nc i'aaronthoogzodigt daar_aan=alsdoenlykis. Wiliemanci wecenwa - 

twerking da=van zaL-zyn r.. die neme' een fchryfpen en toetfe eery 
:. f r" dicht. aan de. kam en verr daar van of ? clan zal. by hooren her 
r. eaderfcheid" tuf1cher een". fpinet en eta. rand geluid. Dit is eta zank .. die vaa°ouds bekend is: ' Maar dat men door t makea van zo een fpi- 

net in een clavicimbei-vari Rackers. met twee clavieren, kan meer als. 
een dozyn.: voorname veranderingen van ipel_ (zo als door. vele re - 

f gifters"ia. een arý e1 gefchied) voortbrengen dat. is tot onzen. 'tyd toe . 
onbekend. i eweel'k. 

io. Ik 
. 
heb deze voxid in 'r jaar i 708. in een clavicimbel van , 

joan- 
nes.. Ruckers met twee clavieren van 'c jaar i 6=5 werkilellig gewalkt 
en de-vier regi(ters genoemr Spinetta Unifonus, Cymbalum , 0l7ava, 
of orn Orgelsgewys to fpreken Trorpet, Bourdon, Pre, flanf, Ofiaaf , 
en am een toehoorder met to meer fnelbeid door onverwagte v eraii- 
deringcn to konnen verratfen hebben- wy de. regifters voor aan ge- 
brogr am die met eeii flag van de hand al fpelende to konnen verzet- 
ten: waar door wy bey de clavieren over en weer , en ook to gclvk 

" konnen gebruiken. 
,ii. Dit Inilrument 

. 
lieefc in die tyd zo veel gerucht gemaakt dat 

}vehHaeren , Mini(lers en Princen zelfs my hebben d'eer gedaan 
T van 
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van my daar op to kamen haaren, en, niet konnende begrypen hoe 
'c mogelyk'was dat een clavicimbel zo velerhande uitwerkingen kon- 
de voortbrengen , my' gevraagt of'er niet no eenig ander fpeeltuig 
heimel. yk in verborgen was? waar op ik dan de brug *(die de tangen- 
ten dekt) afaam en toonde dat alles eeavoudig alleen in die 4 re- 

ifters. beftond ;. daar men. des be erende , nog wel een Luit en- een }Iarp, 
van. eea niewe winding die de fnaren nies drukt, z-oude konnen 

byvoegen :- zonder to fpreken van een verbetering in 't geluid die wy 
aan- de bette clavicimbel , zonder aan de zangbodem to raken -nog. 
zouden. konnen to weeg brengen. 

i z. Om. van zo een IKunfclavicimbel de vrugt to genieten is een 
good Meeller in iiaat am opal die veranderingen en mengelingen van 
verfchillende geluiden fraye ftofen to does haaren:: Maar een leerling 
die niet anders kan fpelen als't geen hem 'voorgefchreven is, kan daar 
toe eenige itukjes laten maken ;, behalvea dat deze clavicimbel oak 
tot het gewoonlyk gebruik niet alleen bekwaam maar zelfs beter is. 
Maar ?, zal iemand zeggen , waar is "t Inftrument ,:, en waar. zyn de 
ftukjes ?. 't eerfte konnen. wy taller ure vertoonen en d'anderer al fpe--. 
lende waken ; Zo. dat hier alle zwarigheid is weggenomen: want de... 
leerling is terilond geholpen en kan ondertufl'en., -,. zo -hy-wel onder- 
lvezen word, diergelyke hoffen uit eige gedachten leeren. vbortbreii, - ". 
gen , 't Been hy. daar na- dan 

. ook zal konnen does op eea veel fchoon- 
der Infrumenc, en op. den Orgelzelt , waar in älle: bedenkelyke: ver-ý 
anderingen zyn to winden. 
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Part 2, Chapter 7, p. 174. 

I i. Voorts zo willen ivy den- leerling ook'vermanen dat by ,. orn 
een good oordeel van 'It geluid to krygen, zyn clavicimbel. alcyd net 
gciteId houde, en ook zelver leere stellen : 't welk het bette middel is 
om'c gehoor to oeffenen. Men moet gewaarfchoud zyn dat dit in- 
ftrumenc cen foort van een Termometer is, dat met kouw en warnte 
klirnt en daalt , zo dat iemand , die fyA van gehoor is, daar aan zal 
konnen zeggen of d'eene kamer warmer is 'als d'andere. Wyders zo. 
dalen de kopere fiiaren door de warnfite veel meer r-als d'yzere ; zo, .. dac , by verandering van weer de kopere on d'yzere malkander ont- 
loopen. 't `Naar to wenfchen dat zy eenpari mogten ryzen en da. - 1en. Hier toe zou veel helpers dat zy alle van koper waren ; maar. . wyl 

De Mufiec en de Bas-Continuo. 175 
wyl die om Iioo ; riet zo Melder als d'yzere klinken:, zo worden de 
clacici r: belen Belden hier toe gemaakt. Daar is onderfclieid in de 
maat der fnaren : de bovenf eC van yzer is 7, niaar de kopere zes- 
d'halven dui i; een oäaaf lager is de maat van d'yzere i. }. en van de 
kopere it dium. Diaar de derde Cis Been cweemaal 14. maar ontrent ec 
of z6 duirn : want hier moer de maat der yzere verminderen , om in 
'r begin van =t onderfe odazf koper en yzer naafi: nmalkander te kon- 
nen netten. De kleine vierkante clavicimbelen , die men 5 voet 
noemt , zyn tot de kopere befaaring bekwaam ; waar van. men de 
maat kan onderzoeken. Voorts, Naar de nmeerder of minder wydte 
tuffea de kammen, kan men de tharen fynder of grover verkiezen. 
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P. 142, Of the Clavecimbe1 

1. This instrument is not a cymbal with keyboard (as the 

name seems more to imply), but a reclining harp, whose 

strings are set in motion by means of lacks, that is to say 

touchers, which are called springers 
A10-1 ) 

in France. The 

instrument which tapers and becomes narrow at the end, is 

called by us staartstuckp 
ý-2) but in France Clavessin. 1 

2. It is only of this that we shall deal here. Of the 

virginals we will say in passing only that the type whose 

keyboard stands toward the left is regular and playable. 

These are called Spinetten. But those which have the key- 

board on the right-hand side are good in the right hand, 

but grunt in the bass like young pigs. One cannot prevent 

this because the jack in falling divides the string in two 

parts which are of such a length that they can sound against 

each other. 

3. At the begining of the previous century the best clave- 

cimbels had only 45 keys of which the lowest octave con- 

sisted of the eight notes of Guido, CDEFGA Bb B c, 

which were shortened by weaving through one another thus: 

CDEFGAB This is now called a short-octave, although 

formerly it had the name of a clavecimbel with the new en- 

largement because in the preceding century they were made 

only down to F and up to a2 such as I have seen also on 

organs in my youth. ' 

4. At that time they were so inexperienced in transposing 

that, in order to be able to transpose a piece a fourth 

lower, they made expressly a special second keyboard in the 
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clavecimbel. This seems unbelievable, but the proof, which 

is very remarkable, will itself be confirmed since the re- 

nowned Ruckers from the beginning of the previous century 

until more than thirty years after made only instruments 

in which, firstly, there were, for the two keyboards, only 

two strings, but nevertheless four registers (for the unison 

was then unknown), whereby one keyboard had to be dumb when 

the other was played. Secondly, (p. 143) the lower keyboard 

stood a fourth lower than organ pitch and had at the top 

five keys too many so that as well the upper keyboard could 

have had the same overflow at the bottom. But instead of 

making the beautiful basses of the lower keyboard play, 

they left it not only without keys but they made in their 

place a wooden block and next to it a short-octave - and 

this with great difficulty since the keys, because of the 

recently mentioned entangled notes had to cross over one 

another. This proves how unnecessary it was to fill in the 

notes of the bass at that time. 

5. About fifty years later these two faults began to be 

corrected, which took place with very little difficulty 

since they only had to displace five keys in order to change 

f into c and to add a new octave at the bottom of the upper 

keyboard. Thereby the clavecimbel was given both anaveeiow 

a long keyboard of 50 keys, that is, four octaves and a bb(sic) 

below the lowest c above this total. We can see the proof 

of this alteration by removing a wooden batten from the front 

of the keyboard, for we can see the new wood on the upper 

(keyboard), and the confusion of the numbers where Ruckers 
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had numbered the keys on the lower keyboard. 

6. Later on they undertook to add a third string. N. B.: 

here it must be reported that one can make a mistake in- 

stead of enjoying an advantage. For it is known that 

Ruckers placed the bridges on the soundboard as far from 

one another as ever the strings could bear if they were to 

attain the required pitch. Supposing that Ruckers top c 

is 61 duimen long, the the new c which one has placed on 

its left side next to it will, because of the slant of the 

bridge, be seven duimen long, which is the measure of the 

nearby string a half tone lower than c. I have found var- 

ious harpsichords which have been harmed by this length- 

ersing, on the one hand through the breaking of strings 

because the instrument cannot well stand so high, and on 

the other hand through the heavy weight of the strings 

which press too hard on the soundboard, which is harmful 

to the tone, as one can prove with mutes or by laying some 

lead on the bridge. Added to the above it can sometimes 

happen that the bridge sinks in so low in the bass that the 

strings touch the octave. My advice is that one should not 

lengthen the Ruckers measure to seven duimen, but that one 

should add the new string on the other side (p. 144) of 

the above-mentioned c, near its own unison. This can be 

done without the least pressure on the soundboard. Then 

one should add a jack to each register, displace the whole 

keyboard a half-tone higher, and make a key for the string 

left open down in the bass which will then be A,. Thus the 

harpsichord will be improved in tone and can stay in tune 
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and is enriched by the above-mentioned Al which is very 

useful as a fifty-first key in the place where otherwise 

the fiftieth is as good as uselessA10-3) This being done, 

one arranges that, by- a little lengthening, the third jack 

is moved both by the lower and by the upper keyboard, and 

then the latter is no longer mute, since one can play on 

the upper Piano with one string, and on the lower forte 

with three strings. But the fourth register, which stands 

in front, is not only useless but even a hindrance. 

7. All harpsichords with two keyboards at present have 

three strings so that the instrument seems now to be com- 

plete. At this point one might have asked what moved us to 

describe it in such detail. There are three reasons of 

which the smallest is important enough to oblige us to do 

it. The first is that the clavecimbels (which were sold 

during the maker's lifetime for twenty, the small harpsi- 

chords for twelve and the virginals for six pounds Flemish) 

at present have reached so high a price that certain entre- 

preneurs have set out to abuse people by fitting to a small 

harpsichord - which had only one keyboard, two registers, 

and forty-five keys - two keyboards with the full number 

(of keys), and four registers of which the fourth, as was 

mentioned above, is useless. This one then calls a clave- 

cimb el by Ruckers with two keyboards. But the opposite is 

true, for it is then a forced instrument which perhaps 

sounds lovely but is certainly soft in tone. One can recog- 

nise them by their breadth which must be of fifty complete 

keys and a block at each end between the side-boards. The 
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second reason concerns the large clavecimbels which some 

have undertaken to enlarge still further. This I have 

always seen to succeed very poorly. * For if one, in order 

to place a greater number of strings on the bridge, reduces 

each space slightly with compasses, the clavecimbel will 

lose the power it had from the Ruckers (p. 145) because of 

the weight of the added strings. The tone of the basses 

depends particularly on the space which they have on the 

bridge. Therefore the clavecimbel makers should be care- 

ful to allow them-too much space rather than too little. 

Those who will open the eyes of their understanding can see 

forthwith that there is no proportion in giving the large 

strings no more room than small ones. 

8. Now we come to the third reason, which is a description 

of the great advantage one can enjoy from the good use of 

the above-mentioned superfluous jack. This will come as 

unexpected when we say that we can bring about by this 

exceptional method such wonderful and pleasant results as 

will give the ignorant as well as the learned the very 

greatest pleasure. 

9. All that is necessary for this is that we give the 

fourth jack, which up to 
, 
now has been an outcast, a more 

important function than the other three. This may be done 

by positioning it with its register one-and-a-half or two 

duimen from the bridge in the bass and as close to it as 

possible at the top. If someone wants to know what the 

result of this will be, let him take a writing pen and touch 

a string close, to the bridge and then far off, and then he 
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will hear the difference between a spinett and a round tone. 

This is a thing which was well known to us for years. But 

that one, by making such a spinett in a two manual Ruckers 

clavecimbel, could generate more than a dozen fine varia- 

tions of tone (such as happens by many registers in an 

organ) v this has been unknown until our time. 

10. In 1708 I made a two-manual harpsichord of Ioannes 

Ruckers of the year 1625 function according to this dis- 

covery, and named the four registers Spin etta, Uni sonus, 

Cymbalum, Octava, or to use the language of organs, Trom- 

pet, Bourdon: Prestant, Octaaf. And in order to be able to 

take the listener by surprise more quickly through un- 

expected changes, we brought the stops to the front in 

order to be able to move them with a stroke of the hand 

while playing, whereby we were able to use the keyboards 

alternately and also together. 

11. This instrument made such an impression at that time 

that many Nobles, Ministers, and even Princes did me the 

honour (p. 14+6) of coming to hear me play on it, and being 

unable to understand how it was that a clavecimbel could 

produce such a variety of effects, asked me whether or not 

there was another instrument secretly hidden inside it? 

Whereupon I removed the bar (which covers the jacks) and 

showed them that it simply all consisted of the four 

registers, and that one could as desired add a lute and a 

harp of new discovery which does not press the strings, 

without mentioning an improvement-in tone which we could 

incorporate into the best harpsichords without affecting 
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the soundboard. 

12. In order to enjoy the fruit of a refined clavecimbel 

such as this, a good master would be needed to bring out 

the beautiful effects of all the changes and combinations 

of different tones. But a student who can play only what 

has been required of him can have some pieces specially 

made for him considering that this clavecimbel is not only 

convenient for ordinary use, but even better for such 

pieces. But, should someone say, where is the instrument 

and where are the pieces? The first we can show him at 

any time, and the second we can make while playing. So 

that here all difficulty is removed, for the student is 

helped at once, and meanwhile, if he is well taught, he can 

learn to produce similar effects from his own ideas which 

he can then afterwards do also on a much more beautiful 

instrument and even on an organ on which all imaginable 

changes can be found. 

Part 2, Chapter 7, p. 174. 

11. Further, we will also warn the student that he, in 

order to acquire a good judgement of the sound, should 

always keep his harpsichord well tuned, and also should 

learn to tune it himself, which is the best means of train- 

ing his ear. One should be warned that this instrument is 

a kind of thermometer which rises and falls with the cold 

and warmth, so that someone who has a keen ear will be 

able to use it to tell if one room is warmer than another. 

Moreover, copper (alloy) strings drop much more through 

warmth than iron ones, so that when there is a change in 
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the weather the copper (alloy) and iron strings differ 

with one another. One would wish that they would rise and 

fall uniformly. Therefore it would greatly help if they 

were all of copper (alloy), but (p. 175) since they do not 

sound as clear as iron in the treble, clavecimbels are 

seldom made in this way. There is a difference in the 

string lengths; a top c of iron is seven duimen long, but 

of copper (alloy) five and one-half duimen; an octave lower, 

the length of the iron string is fourteen, of the copper 

(alloy) eleven duimen. But the third c is not two times 

fourteen, but about twenty-five or twenty-six duimen. For 

here the length of the iron strings must be reduced- in order 

to be able to place (strings of) copper (alloy) and iron 

next to one another at the beginning of the lowest octave. 

The little rectangular virginals, which are called 5-voet, 

are capable of being strung in copper (alloy) (strings), 

the lengths of which may be investigated. Furthezmore, 

according to the greater or lesser distance between the 

bridges one can choose finer or coarser strings. 

Footnotes 

A10-1) A jack is called a Springer in German, not in 

. 
French. 

A10-2) staartstuck - tail piece. As in Appendices 8 
and 9. 

A10-3) Seemingly van Blankenburg was unaware of the G1/B 
short-octavel 
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Appendix 11 - Contract between Joos and Goosen Karest 

Source: Antwerp City Archives, Notaris S. Hertogen s. 
(Zeger Hertoghen, senior )t Prot. 1534-1539, No. 
N2070, folio 10 recto and verso and folio 11 
recto. All-1 

t Ven eri s8f ebruari j 1538 

M(eeste)rAl1-2) Joos Karreest, instrumentmaker van cla. vi- 

simbalen ter eenre ende Goosen Karreest schildere, syn(en) 

broedere ter andere zyden alle ingeseten(en) der Stadt van 

Antwerpen, bekenden en(de) verlyden vut heuren vryen 

erghenen wille ende welwetensheyt ooc als zy seyden on- 

bedwonghen ende onverleydt zyn(de) van yemande met mal- 

canderen aengegaen to hebbene een contract van bestedingen 

oft e hueringhen, inder vueghen ende ma. ni eren hier naevol- 

gen(de). Te wetene als dat die voirn(oemde) Goossen hem 

besteedt heeft, ende bestelt by desen, by den voirnoemde 

m(eeste)ren Joose zynen broedere, denselven a. ennemen(de) 

ende aenveerdende om by hem to wercken, bynnen desselfs 

Meester Joos huyse ende nerghens el, tsy van instrumenten 

te schilderen, stofferen, oft e anderssins, van tghene des 

in zynder macht is, voor ende tot behoefve van den selves 

meesteren Joose zynen broedere ende nyet voor hemselven 

oft yemande anders wie dattet zij in gheenre manieren, 
end e 

ende om dwelcke werck also als voirss(eit) es to doene/te 

volbrenghene die voersseit meester Joos, gehouden ende ver- 

bonden sal wesen, tot zynen coste ende laste to ghevene 

ende to betalene Goossen synen broedere, alle de stoffe 

van verwe end gout, die by totten selven wercke oirboren 

ende besighen sal. Ma. er die gereeschap van wapenen ende 
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andere instrument en, daer by mede wercken sal, die moet by 

Goossen salve becostighen met oock syn nootürft ende mont- 

coste ende dit al sonder cost oft last meester Joos syns 

broeders. Ende dit den tijt ende termyn van drie iaeren 

lanck geduerende ende malcanderen eenpaerlyck vervolgende, 

innegegaen zynde to Liechtmesse lestleden ende alsoe 

eynden sal, to liechtmesse alsmer scriven sal anno) d(omin)ö 

XVe veertich stilo braban(tie). Ende welck werck by den 

vo ern o emd en Go oss en g eda en ende vo lb ra cht sal wo rdd en , 

duerende dose drie iaeren, Tewetene van groot vastela. vont 

of tot paesschen toe altyt des smorghens to wercke to 

comene soe vroech alst dach es ende des avonts metier 

keerssen to blyven wercken totten acht uren toe ende van 

. paesschen of tot half oixt toe altyt des smorgens to sense 

. uren ende des avonts soe langhe alst dach es, end van half 

oixt af tot groot vastelavont toe, sal by des smorghens to 

wercke cornen to seven uren oft e eer indient dach es, ende 

blyven des avonts werckende tot acht urea toe wetter 

keerssen, Item in den winter sal by wercken des sno evens 

tot nae de half ure van elftien. Ende in den sourer tot nae 

den elfüe uren, ende altijts wynter ende zomer wedero(m)me 

voor die clocke een uren opt werck to syne als voirsseit 

es. Want Indien hyt also e nyet en volbrachte ende voleynde, 

ende by duerende dose drie iaren eenige uren daghen weken 

ma enden ofte meer tijts versuemde, ende tselve toequa. (me) 

door si ect e versuemeni sse n egligenti I oft e ona c sa. emheyt 

die on soude hem Meester Joos syn brooder nyet dorven be- 

talen ende nochtans soude by Goossen die versuemde ofte 
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geabsenteerde uren daghen weken ma enden ofte meer tyts, 

die by versuemt oft e geabsenteert soude hebben altijt den 

selven Meesteren Joosen moeten naedienen ten eynde vanden 

voirsseit drie jaeren, sonder eenich tegenseggen oft ver- 

drach. Ende voer alle welcken dienst van wercke als 

voirsseit es by Goossen, gedaen to wordene soe wel vanden 

voirsseit drie jaeren, als moegelycken vanden naetyt die by 

naedienen ende wercken sal Meester Joos zyn broeder hem 

gheven sal, ende dwelck by by dosen gelooft ende hem ver- 

bindt tselve alsoe to doene. Ierst alle werckdaghen als 

by wercken sal in maten als voirsseit es elcx sdaechs 

sesse st(uyver)s op syns selfs cost ende hem alle weken to 

betalene teynde wercke teynde ghelt. Ende boven dyen in 

vergeldinghe van dosen verbonde ende gestadighen dienst 

van wercke, die Goossen, synen broedere Meesteren Joosen 

doen sal, ooc den selven synen broedere to willen voorderen 

ende helpers, soe sal dieselve meester Joos, duerende dese 

drie jaeren synen broederen Go essen leeren syne conste van 

clavicimbalen to stellene, accoustreren, ende daer op 

speien, soe vale als in hem is ende de salve Goossen nae 

syn verstant begrypen ende aennemen sal moeghen ende nyet 

voirdere, ende dit al sonder desselfs Goossens cost oft 

last, oft daer voere tot eeniger tijt aen zyn verdient loon 

oft anderssins yet to moeghen corten oft afslaen. Allot 

welcke die voirsseit partyen gelooft hebben ende geloven by 

desen malcanderen ende elck deep den anderen wel ende 

getrouwelick to volbringhene, tachtervolgene ende to vol- 

dome ende daer tegens nyet to convene seggen oft doene, 
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by hen selven oft yemande anders van huerent weghen in 

eeniger manieren. Ende dat opts peine van XII lb. gr(oot) en 

vleems eens to verbuerene by den ghenen die dit contract, 

van b est edinghen over al nyet volbrengen ende voldoen en 

sal. Ende dieselve peine temployerene ende bekeerne deen 

"d er end e el van dyen tot b eho efv e vanden key (s erlyck en 

ma(jesteyt) ende dander twee derdendeelen tot profyte van- 

den ghenen die dit co(n)tract over al van weerden houden 

sal. Ende welcke peine verbuert zynde betaelt oft quytge- 

schonden zynde oft nyet die voirsseit p(ar)tyen schuldich 

sull(en) zyn malcande(ren) alletghene des voirss(eit) es 

to voldoene, finder verbintenisse van hueren p(er)soonen 

ende goeden tegenwoirdich endetoecomende ende verthidenisse 

van allen exc epti en ende behulpen van rechte ende feyte 

daer zy ende elck van hen, hen eenichsins contrarie dosen 

mede oft teghen souden moeghen behulpen. Ende besundere 

den Rechte seggende etc. Alle dintk sonder argeliste. In 

kennissen der waerheyt soe hebben partyen begheert ende 

geconsenteert deen den anderen, hier a. f gemaect to wordene 

twee openbaere instrumenten van eenen teneure waeraf zy 

elck die een des anders met heuren eyghenen ha. nden onder- 

teekent hebben. Aldus gedaen Tantwerpen ten huyse mijns 

notaris genaemt het Root Cruys etc. 9 p(rese)nt Nicla. es do 

Voocht lywatier ende Niclaes Van Gheldere coopman beyde 

ingesetenen der voirsseit stadt getuyghen derer toe geroepen 

ende gebeden / etc. / S. Hertoghen' 
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Contract between Joos and Goosen Karest 

Friday, February 891.538A'1-3) 

Master Joos Karest builder of clavecimbels on the one 

(side) and Goosen Karest, painter, his brother on the other 

side, both residents of the city of Antwerp, have admitted 

and declared out of their own free will and knowledge, also, 

as they said, being unrestrained and untempted by anyone, 

to have concluded with one another a contract of employment 

or wages in the way and manner that follows. Namely that 

the forenamed Goosen has undertaken and arranged herewith 

with the forenamed master Joos his brother and admits and 

accepts to work with him within the same master Joos' 

house and nowhere else, either at painting or finishing 
h 4) 

instruments, or else at whatever is within his ability, 

for and to the requirements of the same master Joos his 

brother, and not for himself nor for anyone else whoever 

it may be, in any way. And in order to do and fulfil the 

work as described above, the said master Joos shall be 

bound and covenanted, at his outlay and burden, to give and 

to pay to Goosen his brother all materials of paint and 

gold that for the same work he will require and utilize. 

But the tools and other instruments that he will use in 

his work, these Goosen himself must pay for, as well as 

his livelihood and food and this all without outlay or 

burden of master Joos his brother. And this for a period 

and a term of three years following each other consec- 

utively having started at last Candlemas All-5) 
and so 
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ending at Candlemas as one shall write anno fifteen hun- 

dred and forty in the style of Brabant. And such work by 

the said Goosen shall be done and fulfilled during these 

three years: namely from Shrove Tuesday to Easter, always 

coming to work in the morning as soon as there is daylight, 

and in the evening remaining to work with candles until 

eight o'clock, and from Easter until mid-August always in 

the morning at six o'clock and in the evening as long as 

there is daylight, and from mid-August until Shrove Tues- 

day he shall come to work in the morning at seven o'clock 

or earlier if there is daylight, and remain working in the 

evening until eight o'clock with candles. In the winter 

shall work at noon until 
after hal er until aft/andleven 

he past eleven 

-always, winter and summer, being back within one hour's 

time to work as described above. For if he does not fulfil 

and achieve it thus and if during these three years he 

loses any hours, days, 'weeks, months, or more time, whether 

it occurs from sickness, laziness, negligence or inattention, 

this master Joos his brother would not dare pay him for, and 

nevertheless would he Goosen always have ' to repay to the 

same Master Joos the lost or absented hours, weeks, months, 

or more time that he would have lost or have been absent, 

at the end of the said three years without any objection or 

entreaty. And for all the service of work as described 

above to be done by Loosen either during the said three 

years or possibly in the additional time that he will serve 

and work, mast er Joos his brother shall give him and such 

with this he promises and binds himself to do. First all 

f 
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workdays that he will work in the way described above, for 

each day six stuyvers from his own wealth and to be paid to 

him weekly "work done, payment given". And besides this 

remuneration of this covenanted and continuous service of 

work that Goosen shalldo for his brother master Joos, also 

the latter, willing to promote his brother and to help him, 

so shall the same master Joos during these three years, 

teach his brother Goosen his art of building clavecimbels, 

of voicing and of playing them, as much as he can, and as 

the same Goosen, according to his intelligence, will be 

able to understand and accept, and no more, and this all 

without the same Goosen's outlay or burden, or without for 

this at any time being entitled to retain or diminish any- 

thing from his earned wages or anything else. All of which 

the said parties have promised and promise herewith mutually 

and each to the other well and truly to fulfil, to pursue 

and to complete; and against this to say or do nothing, 

either by themselves or anyone else in their name in any 

way. And that a penalty of E12 Flemish will be charged at 

once to the one who will not entirely fulfil and satisfy 

this contract of employment; and the same penalty to be 

employed and distributed one-third of it in favour of the 

Royal Purse, and the other two-thirds to the benefit of 

the one who will abide by this contract in everything. And 

which charged penalty being paid or discharged or not, the 

said parties will remain indebted to each other to fulfil 

all that which is described above under engagement of their 

own selves and of their goods present and future, and not- 
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withstanding all exceptions and legal or factual means of 

which each of them could make good or bad usage in any way 

contradicting this (contract). And particularly the word 

of the law saying, etcA11-6) The whole without treachery. 

In knowledge of the truth, the parties have demanded and 

admitted to each other that two public instruments with the 

same contents should be made of this (contract, of which 

both have signed with their own hand the one of the other. 

So done at Antwerp at the house of my notary called the 

Red Cross, etc. Present Niclaes de Voocht, draper, and 

Niclaes van Gheldere, merchant, both residents of the said 

city called and bidden as witnesses thereto, etc. 

S. Hertoghen 

Footnotes 

A11-1) I would like to thank Dr. van Roey, Dr. N. Meets 
and Mrs. I. van Varenbergh for their generous help 
with the transcription and translation of this 
document. 

A11-2) Abbreviations in the text are filled out in the 
transcription, and shown in parentheses only the 
first time that they occur. 

A11-3) During this period the New Year began at Easter and 
not on January 1, so this would now be reckoned as 
Friday, February 8,1539. 

All-4) stofferen - literally to upholster. It seems likely 
that finishing is what is intended here. 

A11-5) Candlemas - February 2. By modern reckoning the 
contract would be binding from Feb. 2,1539 to Feb. 
2,1542- 

All-6) The consequences and meaning of this incomplete 
statement would presumably have been understood by 
the signatories to the document, and also by other 
notaries. 
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Appendix 12 - Regulations of the Guild of St. Luke pertain- 

ing to the clavecimbel builders. 

Source: L6on de Burbure, 
.' 

Recherches sur Jos fact eurs de 
clavecins et les 'luthiers d'Anvers' , Bulletins de 
l'Acad'emie royale do Belgique, 2me serie, XV, No. 
2 (1873) 1-32. 

p, 10 . Wy J Cx V l1rensuELe, rik Jere, h ere an ltoudrie"a, etc., s hnuietIt 

filer stallt van Antwerlw"n, ende marsgrave slants van llveu, ende wy 
Iwmgrmº esteren, schepeuen ende raide dervoorschreveue stadt van. lutwer- 

pen, dkw"u to tvelene ende eertiliceren voor de gerechte wacrbel't, alzuo 
M'"' Jan Can7t, Marten ltlnuºmesteyu, Jacop Theeuwes, Acibmcht Vail 
\�"n-u, llaus d'orp letalere. Christolrel lllonºmeste? n, Ghoosen garest, 
J; seu p lelbnwhtc, Marten Van der fliest, ende Lodewyek Thecuvres 
ITtu'enw s? '. all". clavisi, nh lmakers. resiºIerende hinnen deli r sladi, 
rruQr*I lde liclcu nns, by supplicatien, to kenueil gegoveu haddeu hoe dat 

.y iiulanºrC hadd. ,i 1'ergadert geweest endegecommuui ert melleu Jcllett ,' 
I; i"rw"un"ºn' º"uºh' getneyiw, s oudcrs sau Sinte Lucas guide alliier, entlO 
tiw"vº"le HIM 1º'n . i"lvu'i, ä'ehanllhil ende geslolen (tat sy supplianten alh; tmrn 
govillich rude beriet scu to enuutene In der coorschreven gulden, sm, verse 

311"u 1ie",, wril, ii" ghunnen etude titelalen dp nabe: chrecen IWiueten ende 

arlieulen die av oude, Oinge bier oplºNgeracmt hadºlen, len eynde slat onder 
heu wide heulen nacomers int makcn van clal"i. imluiru code dierwel ekn 
l. INY"I insU"Imlcuten online rude Iwilicie gehuallcu sonde mu; en warden. 
gelrck ouder andere amhaclºten ende nahen deer stallt; no warst (ah-) 

iºN', dal dr vMºrgenoetnde deken, gezworeue ende gemeyne ouders van 
der roorsclneven gulden, aeumerckeude slat tic vaºrcclºre1r11N pnincten 
ende arliculen st4Mlen lot ordiuaucieu rude rerleenimpts an otl% voorge- 
aw"nul. 'Ile ti r. eydcu %I spilautmu hier oppe eglu"cussius on dorslen acn- 
nemen, lit der gulden le not fhngene rude to eryene slºu. Ier vnurgaewie 
l. 1, usAld ends. ordiuancieu ran on`, midis w elcken d, ' 'IvN supplianten ? Nie 
nit-( hell de toorwwdc dekent, gezt%on"ne rulhy gemctnc onllcrs rau der 

vonrsl"hrevrt gulden ran Sinle Lucas cemirachtl"li. k in aln" wdnxºel rude 
revercucie waren biddende ende Iw'gheereude, dat outs (op al ooge ende 
regard tn"luunde) lieliecen wilde, tut voorderingu' rede vI. rmlr"rderiuge 
raa der zl"her uuldeu" iul gene (IN 1Mlrl hn"vPU ware tr cnuw"utrn"uN, 
elni. ""1:. l Iiitetni., dell renllºINII": IIIIN: u end' heu t re1111: ucomine :f to 1; 111111111.111" 

12 clwlý" Ic cerlw neue die n. 11 &'sereveu pliiuclcu eutie aviieulcu, rude darr alt' 
to (im-ii Rebheer acle In heut 'ou licker forum. 

Welcke clwºrgaeudc nviuesle hielten puuctmi hier naer ;; ediert oler. icn 
111"WIlde, MN! IU"I1IN"11 \N) ge111"gell 1%e%ende lullet site Iljaulell IN'rlll 1"I'11', 

e' u. idcrentle. . ek dc "rrlll" %Kºiucteu trllrlycken to wezt"ue, lien clwu"- 

el"hreven su q'IianIeu tie sclce puincl. 'n ende articuleut gelpinl, bl aes su- 
dºrt cu4lº" tl"rhti ul, ithlulucu, acrllnlrlru etude tcrll"rnco by fiesen. 

1. Iu den iersleu, dal dc cMºtschreven truwuaratst. 'u geluºutIl"11 w Iº n 
wesen -. lit zanke, van stunden "ruc, to cometic in pie vonrseyde bailie Valk 
Siutr Lucas, ende elck le doeut den hchonriieken relit, ende twK"k to 
IN"lairulº" lit- rechten tiaerl.. e . ladet, '. 

item. dat tie zelve nemouslrluleu, mills deren, als rr)nu"l"rtcl"M emir 
guldrbrortle n lall den v.. o sl"ydeu gulden, binnen fieser stallt ende erb Iue t 
delirh"º"r, try curie muck . den hlyveti, thN"Mle Lucre volnw"luevev 
ne. "rim, s tau clavisimlrll. "n ende iiil"rgeI eke ýpltidinalrunu nice it luakeull 
taue Ic cercagw"nc, gels L zy le loten gr . Iogeu hebIN"u, sonder ecoigllu 
loveve daermume to mlleten oft derven Inakenl". 

: º. Item, d:,: "11' 7. tIve t" 1"nºMlstl"aol. "n, cu. le olxk tb Inne die wer lien 

ai. 1-Iali"iu11N"Ilu: lkers in de %Iww ei, r. ven publ. I%uus l'u ('11411" gecril 

w"Iro V. w.. h u. w"Iº"11 mns. "n ;; Nhl' e tt n emir ; fehl ureben alle alsuicke prhi- 
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p, 13 1e iru 1"ndc vO hrlicu' aI, dc it-ho. Aulde It (I brl"fl 1'lult" 11311134 -1., ercrvpt`u 

-al Hi'ig ný ill alder lieg wn cutiv wauis rea al. danalerlr ryeIIiee, tres 1'ude 
a111/1cI1r esIcri art tli. 'r il-rut noru t. Ii1N"ae. 113VOIAnClide dell U11011211001 
ende pmcilrgieu Baer of no ende b) lwrn w eLeude. 

1. i1'cl vi"r-aaemle slat tairlane Iwer dc t'1ºulscIirc en rculuu%trailtetº 

als cl: Iriýi ni hualrls in de c(pulscbrcc, 'u girlie 1a11 Sintl" Luca. s ouLfall'g'c11 

isnrlu 1,1"cr) t ende 11 luu;; eu tvorllcu. be Pu 11eb1e ierst t"utlr tlxlr at mlater 
haul 111)M1"III: Ie* t 1.11'11. %11111: 11'1.111' II: IIN'N'lll'1'1'1'll lolw%e'1'11111! llat leu litlr be 

rut M114411 tau (it'll nalk. l"111rten %werd, eruiee Ie1s, die heut doer tue bat 
nmeteu to ervit alle d tuaierialets virile gereetsdlaplt"u dacl"la" dienende 

IMNII` IH"IIINII, 1111e, llal% ll" \11.1euIe veil kicrr'Jllle on geluu "etecimisililllakk. 
laueL r? Ir aiN"teu till darr umlrl"ut. lift Ian;: rr indicu Ile uildt", %%l"1 1"ndh 
%%erclciieL gewrtmrllt up hareu - erlr"hteu alretk rude tunte, user den 
1ºeyal: b iau dru ti`erele oel lu%dentic tulle IK'6uorlicLen gepellt ende 
p">uat"ri. 

5. Item, dt. tairsvIurtl"n prIN"f gt'olaett synde. bill. .. 41 well die lutn: teu 
bretlgeu op to c; u1N: ºe tau der tuurseldeu guldru, aldaer lie cuorselmet"cu 
tcaerdLerwlv'stel's desttte. ter prescntieu can lieu dekens ende gemorlroe 

an der elver gulden ende tan irree oft drye vrye 
-4"h-It visitereu ende wvaeldereu, wide up buuueu ceult t"elvit"t'Irn oft (lie 

P. 14 u. "Iwo4; eltile! Ilen voorschrevette articule van der proeveu genlal"ct endu 
wd, l: u"u i.. oft uýkrl; ende oft de ebene die ze gemaect sal hebben aldau 
daerlnlil. " b0stowl ie pas-irren ºwtnue als clavislmbulemakrm in de vlKlr- 

w"yde dulde . nitfallgell code ;; rmt le wurdene oft nycl , vender eeuige 
amldatie. 

li. h eut, iuge . tlle de NIwir. eydl" ptoc i" vooonll gepameell, Lou! . al tie 
A%aC rdw"l1lk4 IVre, ten htt .e \'an den welcken die gcinaeet sal wezen 
ende the de materialen end. ' ger, Le ºall daertar gelevert zal hebben, 

darbe Iiebl, elº elide behuudcu v'uor zsu leveringe mule tuoeyte, auudcr 
do-ii voerlmau the ee Krnºaect tat bebbeu your syneu arbeyl yet to uluelcu 

till dertoeu i; rtene''ft letalen. 
7. Elide ingv alle net ii, sal de wercktnau die to hewwaerdere ntueteu 

uvºuen, elide dell nwºr, ryden weerdeermrrster zyne geleverde ulatct"ialen 
rurale grtYrtachaj n tln"ichlen elide betalen, alzue LH"hourrn sal. 

S. Item, dat men alle jars by den deLens elide grzworeue vau der vour- 
schreveu dulden van Slate Lucas, unten clavisimbalen, akers sal kieset, 

rude ortlotmen"u twee waerdeeruteesters nut, elide betau daertue 

ttesende, dewelcke kelsouden sal tzullrn) vvezen de voorseyde prueve lt, 
to isitrrene rude heu verklaren daerall' to doene, in vuegheu ende malen sue 

p ý, r hier vole %erllaclt stall, elide dat op tell eedt dien sy daertoe gedacn M"len 
hehlen. 

9. heat, dat t w, rlanr uycluaut biuucu deser atadt noch vr)hcyt der- 

srlver en sal mogru du en de iii cringe van rlavisimbalen oft diergeh"cktt 

sINY Iin, teumrntcu le usakeui" mule vu Orts to vercaºIN ne, by en zy i("ral 

unifaisgeu eta e evey't in de vour, chreten guide van Singe Lucas. hebbeu ie 
IM"l u lt tie rvchlvu tlaerlue slacude eutin vuldueu the pruete als vorn, lyl tt 
Iwuc rude verlieurte, sue wie bevouden sal wurden contrlriv van dem-11 

ged-imi le be"bliene, telckeimiale van , cssc carulus gulkruen, to bekeerenc 
ill tIºycu. to, Wrttoc dlMU detderthrt d"tir ali den lt, ere, tweede der stallt 
rude I. Irrdi" den výýursrýýh"n gulden. 

10. IWill . flat 1 ick vrý chaiibiusiialeulakere tan dei. t Stallt gchaldl"a 
etude schuldich s11 wexcu op alle apeeliusU"umruteu by hem gems. ct, It. 
slellene syn eyseu inlrck, teevken oft wapene, ende dat ter openbaerster 
plartaru, your rude aleer by die v'ulu"ts sat ualoru tercoopen code distri- 
bueren, up le Ilene van twee carulus guldeue * cells, Ic verbeurene van 
elrkeu iustruuiente drrelck be cuntraric van dosen vercocht sonde bebten, 
end.! lc bekeereu ill drycu als lore. 

Itchtludelick uns 1"nde rF. en nactimmcrs in o licien alty is hier inne le 

p. 16 num{ru Ilw"vssegrn, alTurmrn, iulerpn"leren. tuw"rdcn"n, minderen rn. Ic 
terandrmu sulk abt uns rule hen by grien dunckru sal gera ten eullº" nie. 
Isºirlyck le wesen maroder fraulde oft argelist. Ende des toirenndcu brblºru 
%vy schontet ende wy burgrmn"stcrco, scbcpenru rude raidt vlww;;. den 
. A-gel Wit Takeo van glen yours. %I, ult tan . lutwerlw"n art, slew iii term, d, w"n 
ham; ru, fill tell acblrulttiutichsten darb can tnecrie, Jill j%un. Ilirren 
vyillicn hnnudert rast, ' zet'cncrflich. na sits van llrabant. 

Vtt 4 '.. u: l. ir. Ns. + 
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Translation of the Guild of St. Luke regulations for the 

clavecimbel builders. 

We, Jan van Immerseele, knight, Lord of Boudries, 

etc, sheriff of the City of Antwerp, and margrave of the 

land of Ryen, and we, burgermasters, aldermen and councillors 

of the abovementioned City of Antwerp, make known and cer- 

tify as the strict truth, that Masters Joos Carest , Marten 

Blommest eyn, Jacop Theeuwes, Aelbrecht Van Neeren, Hans the 

organ maker, Christoffel Blommesteyn, Ghoosen Carest, Jacop 

Aelbrechts, Mart en Van der Biest and Lodewyck Theeuwes, all 

clavecimbel makers, resident within this City, have unan- 

imously made known to us by petition that they recently met 

and communicated with the deans, jurors and elders of the 

Guild of St. Luke of this place, and having discussed and 

agreed with the same, that they, the petitioners were all 

willing and prepared to enter the said Guild, if they were 

to be granted and permitted the following points and articles 

which they had jointly drawn, up and which are set out be- 

low, so that, among them and their successors in the making 

of clavecimbels and similar musical instruments, there 

should be order and policy, such as exist among the other 

trades and guilds of this City. This being so, the fore- 

mentioned deans, jurors and elders of the said Guild, 

realizing that the said points and articles had a bearing 

upon the ordinances and franchises of us forementioned, 

dare not co-opt the forementioned petitioners freely into 

their guild without the previous consent and ordinances on 

our part; as a result of which the same petitioners and 
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along with them the forementioned deans, jurors and elders 

of the said Guild of St. Luke, unanimously and in all hum- 

ility and reverence, prayed and desired 'of us that we, 

taking everything into account should, to the advancement 

and gain of the said Guild, consent to the abovementioned 

course, and in so doing agree to the wishes of the petition- 

ers and those to come after them, and grant them and their 

successors the following points and articles, and to embody 

these in the proper form. 

'Having considered the above petition and the points 

it puts forward, and being inclined to grant the petitioners' 

desire, and considering also that the same points seem rea- 

sonable, we have granted, agreed and conferred the follow- 

ing: 

ý1 In the first place, that the abovementioned petition- 

ers shall be bound. to appear together immediately before the 

said Guild of St. Luise, and each to swear a suitable oath 

and also to pay the usual fees. I 

(2) Furthermore, that the same petitioners, as free 

masters and guild brothers of the said Guild, within this 

City and its Liberties, shall remain free and unhindered to 

carry out their abovementioned trade of making and selling 

clavecimbels and similar musical instruments, as was their 

wont before, without having to make a test piece. 

(3) Furthermore, that these same petitioners and also 

their successors as clavecimbel makers shall be freely re- 

ceived into the said Guild, shall enjoy and use all such 

privileges and liberties as the said Guild now enjoys and 
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later may obtain, in all ways and manners as the other 

masters and brothers of the Guild are wont top and shall 

enjoy, in conformity with the ordinances and privileges 

now existing and at a later date to be promulgated. 

(4) It is to be understood that in future, after the 
_ 

said petitioners have been freely admitted as clavecimbel 

makers into the said Guild of St. Luke, only such may be 

admitted as have made by hand and completed the following 

test piece, and that at the house of one of the aftermen- 

tioned assesors, who will have to provide him with all the 

necessary materials and tools, vis. a virginal or a harp- 

sichord, five feet long or thereabouts, or longer should he 

so desire, well and truly wrought, in the correct shape and 

proportions, and in accordance with its nature being sound 

in tone and properly quilled and strung. 

(5) Furthermore, the above prescribed test piece having 

been completed, it will have to be brought to the chamber 

of the said Guild, where the prescribed assessors, in the 

presence of the deans and jurors of the said Guild and of 

two or three free clavecimbel makers, shall inspect and 

test the same, and declare upon oath whether or not the 

test piece has been made in accordance with the prescribed 

articles, and declare truthfully and without deceit whether 

he who made it should be accepted as a free clavecimbel 

maker in the said Guild. 

(6) Furthermore, should the abovementioned test piece be 

passed, then the assessor, in whose house it has been made 

and who has provided the required materials and tools, shall 
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have and retain the same (clavecimbel) for his materials 

and trouble, without having to give or to pay anything to 

the workman who made it for his labour. 

(7) And should (the test piece) not (be passed), the 

workman who made it shall have to remove it and pay for and 

make good the materials and tools the assessor has provided. 

(8) Furthermore, that every year the deans and jurors of 

the said Guild of St. Luke shall, from among' the clave- 

cimbel makers, choose and ordain two suitable and able asses- 

sors, who shall be bound to examine test pieces and testify 

upon them in a way conforming to the manner above laid down 

and upon the oath which they shall have sworn to that end. 

(9) Furthermore, that in future no one within this City 

and its Liberties shall be entitled to carry on the trade 

of making clavecimbels or similar musical instruments and 

afterwards sell them, unless he be first freely admitted 

into the said Guild of St. Luke, having paid the usual fees 

and performed the prescribed test, upon pain of fine and 

forfeit, and any who will be found to have contravened 
s 11 

this ordinance, for each occasion 
/ 

be fined the sum of 

six Guilders Carolus, to be divided in three parts, one 

third to the sovereign, one third to the City, and one 

third to the abovementioned Guild. 

(10) Furthermore, that each free clavecimbel maker of 

this City shall be bound and liable to plage in each mus- 

ical instrument made by him his own mark, signature or 

(coat of) arms, and that in the most obvious place, before 

he sells it or distributes it, upon pain of a fine of two 
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Guilders Carolus, to be levied for each instrument he should 

have sold contrary to this ordinance, and (the fine) to be 

paid in three parts as aforesaid. 

'We reserve the right to ourselves and our successors, 

in office at any time, to add to, delete from, interpret, 

increase, diminish. or change any point in this ordinance as 

may be deemed fit and suitable without fraud or ulterior 

motive. In good faith have we, sheriff and we, burger- 

masters, jurors and councillors forementioned, appended 

the seal of business of the forenamed City of Antwerp to 

this writ, on the 28th day of March, in the year of Our 

Lord 1557, in the style of Brabant. ' 

(signed) Van Assiliers 
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Appendix 13 - Extract from the Encyclopedi e 

Source: Diderot, D. and d'Alembert, J. le R., 'Clavecin' , 
Enc clo 6di e ou dictionaire rai sonn ee des arts, 
sciences et m6tiers, Vol. 8 (Lausanne; Berne 
1781,80-82) 231-234. 

p. 232 'Les meilleurs clavecins qu'on ait eus jusqu'ici 

pour le beau son de 1'harmonie, sont ceux des trois Ruckers 

(Hans, Jean & Andre) ainsi que ceux de Jean Couchet, quip 

tous etablis A Anvers dans le siecle passe, ont fait une 

immense quantite de clavecins, dont il yaa Paris un 

tres grand nombre d'originaux, & reconnus pour tels par 

de vrais connoisseurs. 11 s' est trouve de notre temps 

des facteurs qui ont copie & contrefait les clavecins 

des Ruckers a sly meprendre pour l' ext Sri eur, mais la 

qualite du son a toujours dbcouvert la supercherie. Ce- 

pendant ces incomparables clavecins des trois Ruckers & 

de Couchet, tels qu'ils sont sortis des mains do ces 

maitres, deviennent absolument inutiles aujourd'hui; car 

c es grands artistes, qui ont entendu superi eurement bi en 

la partie do 1'harmoni e, ont tres-mal reussi dans la 

partie du clavier. Outre cola tous c es clavecins Fla. ma. nds 

sont si petits que l es pieces ou sonates qu' on fait au- 

jourd'hui ne peuvent point y etre execut6es: c' est pour- 

quoi on les met ä grand ravalement, en leur donnant 

soixante et une touches au lieu do cinquante qu'ils 

avoient autrefois. D'ailleurs, a. u lieu do cent cordes 

(car la plupart de ces cla. vecins des Ruckers Wont , 
et6 

N 

faits qu'ä deux cordes par touche) on les charge de cent 

quatre-vingt-trois cordes, en y ajoutant un grand unisson, 
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moyennant lequel 1 'harmoni e devient encore plus mäle et 

plus ma j estueuse. 

Crest dans cot art d'agrandir les clavecins des 

Ruckers, quo feu Blanchet a reussi incomparablement bi en. 

Il faut pour cot effet les couper du cite des dessus & du 

cöt e des basses; ensuite 6largir, &m me allonger tout le 

corps du clavecin; enfin a jout er du sapin vi eux, sonore, 

& le plus Egal qu'on puisse trouver, ä la table de l'har- 

moni e, pour lui donner la nouvelle largeur & longueur. 

Le grand sommier se fait tout ä neuf daps ces sorts 

(P. 233) de clavecins, qui, tout biers consider6, ne con- 

servent de leur premier ^etre que la table & environ deux 

pieds & demi de leurs eclisses du cote droit. Les parties 

accessoires, comme claviers, saut ereaux, regi styes, se 

sont ä present avec beaucoup plus do justesse & de pro- 

cision que les maitres Flamands ne les ont faites dans le 

siecle passe. Un clavecin des Ruckers ou de Couchet, 

artistement coupe & elargi avec des sautereaux, registres 

& claviers de Blanchet, devient aujourd'hui un instrument 

tres-preci eux. 

Le prix ordinaire des clavecins ornes d'un simple 

vernis propre, sortant des mains du facteur, & fait par 

un artiste de Paris, va au j ourd' hui ä cinq ou six cons 

livres: les meilleurs- se paient sept cons livres, macs ce 

West quo lorsque 1'harmoni e est si moelleuse qu' elle 

approche de la bonte do cello des clavecins Flamands 

nous dont/venons de parler. 

S 
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'Harpsichord' from the Encyclopedi e 

p. 232 'The best harpsichords that have been made up to 

now for the beauty of their tone are those of the three 

Ruckers (Hans, loannes and Azxreas) as well as those of 

Ioannes Couchet, who, all working in Antwerp in the pre- 

vious century, made an immense quantity of harpsichords, 

of which a very large number of originals are found in 

Paris, and recognized as such by true connoisseurs. 

One finds makers in our time who have copied and counter- 

feited the harpsichords of the Ruckers. The exterior 

can be misleading, but the tone quality always exposes 

the fraud. Nevertheless the* incomparable harpsichords 

of the three Ruckers and of Couchet, as they have come 

from the hands of these masters, are absolutely useless 

today, since these great artists, who understood the tonal 

part superbly well, have succeeded very badly from the 

point of view of the keyboard. Besides this all these 

Flemish harpsichords are so small that the pieces or 

sonatas which are written today cannot be played on them. 

This is why they undergo a grand naval ement , by giving 

them sixty-one keys in place of the fifty which they 

used to have. Moreover, in place of the 100 strings 

(because most of the harpsichords of the Ruckers were 

made with only two strings per key) they have been given 

183 strings by adding a grand unisson, by which means 

the tone becomes even more manly and majestic. 

It is in the art of enlarging the harpsichords of 

Ruckers that the late Blanchet has succeeded incomparably 
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well. In order to achieve this he had to cut them on the 

treble side and on the bass side, to enlarge and even 

lengthen the whole case of the harpsichord, and finally 

to add some old sonorous fir 
13-1 

the most even-grained 

that it is possible to find, to the soundboard to give it 

its new width and length. The wrestplank is completely 

re-made in these sort s (p. 233) of harpsichords, which, 

all things considered, retains from its original. state 

only the soundboard and about two and one-half feet of 

the right case-side. The accessory parts, like the key- 

boards, jacks, registers, now are much more accurate and 

precise than they were made by the Flemish masters of 

the previous century. A harpsichord by the Ruckers or by 

Couchet, artistically cut and enlarged, with jacks, re- 

gisters and keyboards by Blanchet, has become today a 

very precious instrument. 

The usual price of harpsichords simply and appro- 

priately painted, coming from the hands of the maker, 

and made by an artist of Paris, would today be five to 

six hundred livres. For the best one pays seven hundred 

livres, but this only if the tone is so velvety that it 

approaches the beauty of the Flemish harpsichords about 

which we have just spoken. 

Footnotes 

A13-1 sa in = fir. It is unclear whether Diderot is 
using sapin to mean literally fir, or whether he 
is using the word in a more generic sense to mean 
softwood, ie fir, spruce or pine. The Ruckers and 
Couchets used :, pruce for their soundboards, but 
many French makers used fir (abies alba). . The 
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woods are notoriously difficult to distinguish 
except microscopically. Perhaps some French makers 
did add fir to the already existing spruce sound- 
board wood in the ravalement process. 
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Appendix 14 - The preparation of bone for keyboards. 

Sources Dom Bedos de Celles, L'art du facteur dtor es, Vol. 
2, Chapter 3 (Paris 1766-1778) 249-250. 

700. Touts ces operations etant 
ffaites , on mettra le. placagc fur le defius du 

levant du panneau. Cc placage fe fait en os, ou en ebene noire. Le placage en 

fo FACTEUR D'ORGUES, II. Partie, Chap. III. 
os eft preferable pour les Claviers des Orgues ; parce que rette matiere etant 

plus dure, elle refille plus long-temps. Les os fe tirent"des jambes des bceufs. 
On feie ces os ,& on cn fait des lames de la largeur des Touches. On les vend 

Paris routes faires a trois Pols la piece ; mais Bans les Provinces , fi ron n'a pas 
la commodite de les faire venir de Paris, on eft oblige de les faire foi: meme ; 
on les ebauchera a la fcie & aver la rape. Avant de les finir, on les blanchira de 
la maniere fuivante. 

Toi. On mettra dans un poelon, un morceau gros comme le poing de chaux 
vive , que ron difl'oudra aver un peu d'eau. La chaux etant itcinte & reduite 
en pate, on y jettera ä peu pres deux pintes ou trois ou quatre livres d'eau. On 
y ajoutera un peu d'aluri broye. Tout cela etant bien male , on y jettera les 

os. On mettra le poelon fur le feu, & lorfqu'il aura bouilli tout au plus deux ou 
trois minutes, on ocera le poelon du feu. L'eau ayant perdu un peu de fa grande 
"chaleur, on ötera doucernent toure 1'ecume. On laili'era refroidir entierement 
le tout, & on otera les os, qu on lavera aver reau fraiche. On les laifT'era lecher 

" bien doucement ä fair qui ne foie pas chaud. Si on les faifoit lecher trop Are , 

A" ou au foleil, its fendroient. Il faut remarquer que fi l'on faifoic bouillir les os 
plus long-temps que je n'ai dit ci-defus, Hs fe briileroient ou re calcineroient, 
& on gateroit tour. 
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The preparation of bone for keyboards 

700. All these operations having been done, one puts the 

plates on the upper surface of the front of the (key)board. 

These plates are made from bone, or of black ebony. Plates 

of bone are preferable for the keyboards of organs, because 

this material is harder and lasts much longer. The bone 

used is from the legs of beef. The bone is sawn up, and 

one makes the strips the size of the keys. They are sold 

in Paris ready made at three sols each; but in the provinces 

if one is not able to get them from Paris, one is obliged 

to make them oneself. They are roughed out with the saw 

and with a file. Before they are finished, one whitens 

them in the following way. 

701. One puts into a large pot, a piece the size of the 

fist of quick lime, which one dissolves with a little 

water. The lime having become inactive, and reduced to a 

paste, one adds little by little almost two pints or three 

or four pounds of water. One adds to this a little ground 

alum. All this having been well mixed, one adds the bones. 

The pot is set on the fire and when it has boiled at the 

most two or three minutes, one removes the pot from the 

fire. The water having lost a little of its great heat, 

one gently removes all of the scum. It is allowed to cool 

entirely, and one removes the bones which one washes with 

fresh water. One lets them dry very slowly in air that is 

not too warm. If they are allowed to dry too quickly or 

in the sun, they will crack. It must be said that if one 
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lets the bones boil longer than what I have said above, 

they will burn or calcify, and one has then spoiled the 

lot. 
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Appendix 15 - Ruckers instruments sold in Paris sales 

during the 18th century. 

Source: Eugene de Bricqueville, Les ventes dlinstruments de 
musique au XVIIIe siecle, Paris (1908) 7-16 

(p. 7) Une epinette de Ruckers en forme de table longue, 

8 mars (1764). 

Grande epinette de Ruckers (Andre) et une autre 

plus petit que (p. 8) l'on peut appliquer sur la premiere 

pour former deux claviers, 300 liv. , 24 juillet, 1771 . 

Un clavecin de Rukers avec des peintures de Rubens, 

3 juillet 1752. 

Un clavecin de Rukers, orne de peintures des 

Gobelins, sur un fond dore et de charnieres aussi dorees 

d'or moulu, 10 aoüt 1752. 

Trbs beau clavecin de vrai laque, ä ravallement, 

de Rukers, en tr8s bon etat, 24 aoüt 1752. 

Clavecins de Rukers, 13,17,20 juillet 1752. 

Clavecin de Rukers a ravallement en vieux laque, 

21 mai 1753. 

Un clavecin de Jean Rukers. Le pied et la. caisse 

sont entierement dores, et le dedans est orne de peintures 

dans le genre de Wateau, 13 aoüt 1753" 

Un excellent clavecin do A. Rukers. Il est extreme- 

went anci en at an bon etat , 12 novembre 1753- 

Clavecin de Rukers, dont le pied est do marquet eri e. 

Il a 6tö fait par Boule, le pere, avec des ornements dores 

d'or moulu et de belles peintures, 1753" 

(p. 9ý Un clavecin d'Antoine Rukers ä deux claviers at ä 
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grand ravallement. Il est bi en peint et bi en conditionne. 

Le prix est 50 louts 3 octobre 1751& 

Un clavecin de Rukers verni ä neuf, 7 octobre, 1754. 

Un beau clavecin de Rukers dont les claviers son de 

Blanchet. Il est ä grand ravallement. La table est do 

1588. Le parnasse est peint au dedans par un bon ma1tre. 

Le pied est sculptg et dor6,17 avril 1755- 

Un clavecin de Rukers peint par Oudry, 26 mars 1755" 

Un clavecIn de Rukers verni par Martin; deux autres 

vernis par le mlame et faits par Rukers sont en vente, 5 

novembre, 20 novembre, 15 avril 1755- 

Clavecin de Couchet 25 louis, 24 fevrier 1755" 

Tr4s beau clavecin de Rukers peint par Watteau, 11 

mars 1756. 

(p. 10) Clavecin de Jean Rukers paint par Rubens, 3 mai 

1756. 

Un petit clavecin excellent de 3 pieds f do long, 

ä2 claviers, fait par H. Rukers en 1620. I1 est propre a 

porter A la campagne ou a placer dans un cabinet. Le prix 

. est de 150 livres, 27 aoüt 1759" 

Trils beau clavecin d'Andre Rukers sur un pied de 

marqueterie de Boule extrtnement riche. Les peintures 

sont de Patel, 18 octobre 1759. 

Un clavecin de Rukers verni par Martin. Prix: 300 

livres, 31 dec embre 1759. 

(p. 11) Un excellent clavecin de '7 pieds 3 pouces de long, 

fait par Andre Rukers en 1601, paint en noir et or aver 

des ornements dans le gout de la (p. 12) Chine. Le dedans 
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reprdsente des bacchanales peintes par Coypel. Les conn- 

aisseurs l'estiment 3,000 livres. On le donnera pour 

2000.29 d6cembre 1760. 

Clavecin de Rukers, 400 livres, 4 mars 1761. 

Clavecin d'Andre Rukers, fond noir 4 filets d'or 

et pieds dorfis, 350 livres, 15 juillet 1762. 

Clavecin de J. Rukers, verni par Martin. Au juste 

1,800 livres. 5 septembre 1763- 

(P. 13) Excellent clavecin de Rukers Andr6, de 1608; grand 

rav. at claviers de Blanchet, orne de trbs belles peintures 

an dehors at an dedans, avec pieds sculpt 6s at dor6s, 2,400 

livres, 23 mai 1765. 

Clavecin de Rukers, 25 louts, 1780. 

Trbs bon clavecin do Rukers, 600 livres, 19 octobre 

1780. 

Clavecin d'Andr6 Rukers, carr6, a deux cordes 

(due, h. de Lorges), 28 mai 1767. 

Un excellent clavecin, chef-d'oeuvre de Rukers, 

renfermant une 6pinette richement ornee et decor6e dun 

tableau de Wateau, repr6sentant un concert df animaux, 30 

d6cembre 1767. 

1 clavecin de Rukers, 30 louts, 27 avril " 
(1775) 

. 

Clavecin do Rukers avec pied d' ebbne dor6,1 er 

mars 1766. 

Excellent clavecin de Rukers ä deux cSt 6s, formant 

un carr6 long et 4 claviers joliment paint, 1000 livres, 

2 mai (1768). 

Clavecin do Rukers, 400 livres, 10 mars (1768). 
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(p. 14) Clavecin de Rukers ä 600 livres. 

Clavecin de Jean Couchet, d'Anvers, ayant 5 tons de 

plus quo les clay. a grands rav. at dont toutes les cordes 

basses sont on argent doro, 1,000 livres. Il en a cofit e 

3,000.10 septembre 1772. 

Clavecin de Rukers dont les claviers sont de Blanchet 

et peint en aventurine, 15 fevrier 1773. 

Tres beau clavecin de Rukers dore en plein at 

paint en mignatures avec tableau dedans, 24 juin (1773). 

Clavecin de Rukers, 30 louis, 24 juin (1773). 

Clavecin ä grand rav. fait en 1612 par Rukers, 

sup6rieurement point par Van der Meulen, orn6 de bronzes. 

I1 a 6t6 mis en Etat par le siour Pascal Taskin, artiste 

c'6l6bre. Il conti ent 4 registres, dont un est le jeu de 

buffle invents par ce facteur. It est compos6 de six 

mouvements quo l' on change avec le genou sans retirer los 

mains de dessus le clavier; ce qui donne le piano, le forte, 

et le crescendo de la manibre la plus nette et la plus 

sensible. Prix: 260 louis comptant, , chez le sieur do la 

Chevardi bre, mattre do musique, rue du Roule, 23 janv. 

1777. 
(p. 15) Excellent clavecin do Rukers avec une epinette sur 

la m me tabl e, 12 mai (1777). 

Clavecin de Rukers d'un genre nouveau faisant la 

f1fite, le haut-bois et la voix humaine. Le tout par un 

flamand nouvellement arrive 4 Paris. Qhez le sieur Gobrmans, 

marchand de clavecins et de harpers, rue de Limoges, 5 fev- 

ri er, 1778. 
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Clavecin d'Andrg Rukers fait en 1606 avec une bonne 

epinette du meine auteur qui y tient; peintures de Watteau 

et superbes dorures. Le pied dore en plein, prix, -1-00 louis. 

Il en a cofite plus de 4,000, il ya deux ans. Il ii'y a 

aucune reparation a faire. S'adresser Hotel de Novioa, 

rue de la Planche, 20 d'ecembre 1778. 

Clavecin d'Andre Rukers (1630), 4,000 livres, ler 

janvier 1778. 

Clavecin d'Andrg Rukers a 25 louis, 1 er janvi er 

1778. 

Clavecin d'Andre Rukers a 1,000 Louis, en a coüte 

2,000,12 novembre (1778). 

Clavecin do Rukers verni par Martin, 24 octobre 

(1779). 

Clavecin de Rukers, fond en or, avec des figures 

d'Audran, 24 novembre (1779)- 

(p. 16) Clavecin de Couchet refait a neuf et mis 4 grand 

rav. par P. Tasking avec des peintures prtci euses et m6can- 

iques au pied pour varier le j eu de 10 a 12 mani ores (d6c es 

de M. Demarville, receveur gengral des finances, rue du 

Senti er). 

Clavier(sic) do Rukers a grand rav. avec 4 regisires, 

jeu de buffles et m6caanique pour les crescendo et les dim- 

inuendo chez le sieur Schneller, facteur de clavecin, 

Marche des Enfants Rouges, 10 janv. 

Excellent clavecin do Rukers a Brands rav. avec 

claviers de Blanchet, nouvellement paint en vert a filets 

d'or, 1,500 livres chez M. le Normart d'Etiol es, rue du 

Sentier, 14 juin. 
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Ancien clavecin de Rukers, 50 louis, 19 novembre. 

Ruckers instruments sold in Paris sales during the 18th 

century 
A 

entury. 
15-1 

(p. 7) A virginal by Ruckers, in the form of a long table. 

Large virginal by Andreas Ruckers, and another 

smaller one which (p. 8) can be placed on the first to give 

two keyboards, 300 livres, 24 July, 1771. 

A harpsichord by Ruckers with paintings by Rubens, 

3 July, 1752. 

A harpsichord by Ruckers, decorated with paintings 

by the Gobelins, on a gilt ground and with hinges also of 

gilt ormolu, 10 August, 1752. 

Very beautiful harpsichord in true lacquer a ray- 

alement, in a very good state, 24 August, 1752. 

Harpsichords by Ruckers, 13,17,20 July 1752. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers ä ravalement in old lacquer, 

21 May, 1753. 

A harpsichord by Ioannes Ruckers. The stand and 

the case are completely gilt, and the inside is decorated 

with paintings in the style of Watteau, 13 August, 1753" 

An excellent harpsichord by A(ndreas) ' Ruckers. It 

is very old and in a good state, 12 November, 1753. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers with a marquetry stand. It 

has been made by Boule the father, with gilt ormolu orna- 

ments and with beautiful paintings, 1753- 

(P. 9) A harpsichord by Antoine A15-3) Ruckers with two 
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keyboards and ä grand ravalement. It is well painted and 

A 15 ) 
in a good condition. The price is 50 louis. 3 Oct- 

ob er, 1754. 

A harpsichord by Ruckers newly painted, 7 October, 

1754. 

A beautiful harpsichord by Ruckers. with keyboards 

by Blanchet. It is a grand ravalement. The soundboard is 

from 1588. Parnassus is painted on the inside by a good 

master. The stand is carved and gilt. 17 April, 1755" 

A harpsichord by Ruckers painted by Oudry, 26 March, 

1755- 

A harpsichord by Ruckers decorated by Martin; 
l5-5) 

two others also decorated by him and made by Ruckers are 

also on sale, 5 November, 20 November, 15 April, 1755" 

Harpsichord by Couchet, 25 louis, 24 February, 1755" 

Very beautiful harpsichord by Ruckers, painted by 

Watt eau, 11 March, 1756. 

(p. 10) Harpsichord by loannes Ruckers, painted by Rubens, 

3 May, 1756. 

An excellent small harpsichord 3k feet long with 

two keyboards, made by H. Ruckers in 1620A15 
6) 

It is 

ideal for carrying into the country, or for storing in a 

closet. The price is 150 livres. 27 August, 1759. 

Very beautiful harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers on 

an extremely rich stand of Boule marquetry. The paintings 

are by Patel. 18 October, 1759" 

A harpsichord by Ruckers decorated by Martin. 

Price: 300 livres. 31 December, 1759. 
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(p. 1 1) An excellent harpsichord 7 feet 3 inches long made 

painted black and gold by Andreas Ruckers in 1601; 15-7ý 

with decorations in the Chinese taste. A Bacchanalia is 

painted on the interior by Coypel. Those knowledgeable 

have valued it at 3,000 livres. It is being offered for 

2000.29 December., 1760. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers, 400 livres, 4 March, 1761. 

Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers, painted black with 

gold bands, and a gilt stand. 350 livres. 15 July, 1762. 

Harpsichord by Ioannes Ruckers, decorated by Mar- 
a 

tin. Exactly 1,800 livres. 5 September, 1763. 

(p. 13) Excellent harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers of 1608; 

grand ravalement and keyboards by Blanchet. Decorated with 

very fine paintings inside and out, with a carved and gilt 

stand. 2,400 livres. 23 May, 1765. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers, 25 louis, 1780. 

Very good harpsichord by Ruckers, 600 livres. 19 

October, 1780. 

Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers, rectangular, with 

two (choirs of) strings (Duchess of Lorges), 28 May, 1767. 

An excellent harpsichord, a masterpiece of Ruckers, 

containing a virginal richly ornamented, and decorated with 

ä scene by Watteau representing a concert of animals. 30 

December, 1767- 

One harpsichord by Ruckers, 30 louis, 27 April, 

(1775). 

Harpsichord by Ruckers with a stand of gilt ebony. 

1 March, 1766. 
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Excellent double-ended harpsichord by Ruckers, 

rectangular in shape with 4 keyboards, nicely painted. 

1,000 livres. 2 May, (1768). 

Harpsichord by Ruckers, 400 Livres. 10 March, 

(1768). 

(p. 14) Harpsichord by Ruckers at 600 livres. 

Harpsichord by Ioannes Couchet of Antwerp, having 

5 notes more than the keyboards ä grand ravalementA15-8) 

and with all of its bass strings in gilt silver, 1000 

livres. It has been valued at 3,000.10 September, 1772. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers with keyboards by Blanchet, 

and painted in aventurine 
15-9) 15 February, 1773. 

Very fine harpsichord by Ruckers, completely gilt 

and painted in miniatures with a scene inside, 24 June, 

(1773) . 
Harpsichord by Ruckers, 30 louts, 24 June, (1773)" 

Harpsichord ä grand ravalennent made in 1612 by 

Ruckers, superbly painted by van der Meulen, decorated with 

bronzes. It has been put- in order by the celebrated artist 

Pascal Taskin. It contains 4 registers, of which one is a 

peau de buffle invented by this maker. It comprises 6 

movements which one changes with the knees without the need 

to lift the hands from the keys, to give a piano, a forte 

and a crescendo in the cleanest, most sensitive manner. 
15-10) 

Price: 260 louis in cash, from M. de la Chevardiere, music 

master, rue du Roule. 23 January, 1777. 

(p. 15) Excellent harpsichord by Ruckers with a virginal 

in the same soundboard, 12 May, (1777). 
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Harpsichord by Ruckers of a new type producing (the 

effect of) the flute, the oboe and the vox humana. All by 

a Fleming newly arrived in Paris. From M. Goermans, harp- 

sichord and harp merchant, rue de Limoges. 5 February, 

1778. 
Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers made in 1606 with 

a fine virginal by the same maker which it contains; 

paintings by Watteau and superb gilding. The stand is com- 

pletely gilt, price, 100 louis. It has been valued at 

4,000 two years ago. There are no repairs necessary. 

Inquiries at the Hotel de Novioa, rue de la Planche, 20 

December, 1778. 

Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers (1630), 4,000 

livres. 1 January, 1778. 

1 Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers at 25 louts. 

January, 1778. 

Harpsichord by Andreas Ruckers at 1,000 louisA1S-11ý 

valued at 2,000.12 November, (1778). 

Harpsichord by Ruckers decorated by Martin. 24 

October, (1779) 
. 

Harpsichord by Ruckers, decorated in gold with 

figures by Audran. 24 November, (1779). 

(p. 16) Harpsichord by Couchet, newly remade and given a 

grand ravalement compass by P. Taskin, with precious paint- 

ings'and a foot mechanism to change the registration in 

from 10 to 12 ways (death of M. Demarville, receiver gen- 

oral of finances, rue du Sentier). 

Harpsichord by Ruckers 4 grand ravalement with 4 

registers, a peau do buff 1e, and a mechanism which produces 
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a crescendo and diminuendo. From M. Schneller, harpsichord 

maker, Marche des Enfants Rouges. 10 January. 

Excellent harpsichord by Ruckers 4 grand ravalement 

with keyboards by Blanchet, newly painted in green with 

gold bands, 1,500 livres from M. le Normant d'Etoiles, rue 

du Senti er. 14 June. 

Old harpsichord by Ruckers, 50 louis, 19 November. 

Footnotes 

A15-1) Only the instruments by or attributed to Ruckers 
are listed here. 

A15-2) A ravalement - t. at is, with a compass greater tha5 
4 octaves C to c. A five-octave compass, F1 to f, 
is called h grand ravalement. 

A15-3) Presumably Andreas is meant here since no Antoine 
(Antoon in Flemish) is known among the members of 
the Ruckers clavecimbel builders. 

A15-4) One louis = 20 livres. 

A15-5) Vernis martin -a type of rich furniture decoration 
in which the object is gilt over its whole surface 
and then flowers, animals, grotesques, strapwork, 
etc. are painted onto the gilt background. 

A15-6) No double-manual harpsichord by the Ruckers exists 
which is 31 pieds (= 1137 mm) in length and it 
seems likely that this is a fake. This seems to 
be confirmed by the date, 1620. Hans Ruckers could 
not have made this instrument since he died in 1598. 
And since Ioannes Rucker never used the HR rose 
after 1616, it seems likely that this harpsichord 
was given an HR rose, and dated 1620 by some dis- 
reputable person who did not realize this fact. 

A15-7) This instrument was also probably a fake. Its 
length (7 pieds, 3 pouces = 2355 mm) is about 10 
cm longer than the average Ruckers double. Also 
we know that Andreas Ruckers was working with his 
brother Ioannes as late as 1604 (see catalogue 
entry for 1604 HR) when they used an HR rose. 
Therefore an instrument dated 1601, and bearing an 
Andreas signature and Andreas rose is immediately 
liable to suspicion. 
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A15-8) Literally, with 5 notes more than an F1 to f3 com- 
pass - perhaps C to f? Or was this perhaps one 
of the large exfended-compass harpsichords of 
Ioseph Ioannes Couchet? 

A15-9) aventurine -a kind of lacquer decoration where the 
paint is strewn with flakes of gold. 

A15-10) This seems to be a contemporary description of the 
11612 IR' 5-octave double-manual harpsichord, rebuilt 

by Taskin in 1774 (Brussels Museum of Musical Instru- 
ments, No- 3848, Boalch No. 17) It has paintings 
by van der Meulen applied to its case, and seems 
once to have been equipped with a genouillere. 

A15-11) 1,000 louis = 20,000 livresl This is the highest 
price asked for a harpsichord, or for any other 
type of instrument, in these lists. 
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Appendix 16 - Gerbier-Windebank correspondence concerning 

a Ruckers harpsichord. 

Source: W. No öl Sainsbury, Original Unpublished Papers 
Illustrative of the Life of Sir Peter Paul Rubens, 
London (1859) 208-210. 

CCIII. B. GEltli1Elt TO SEC. Slit F. I INDEIIANK. 

ßru c1s, �an. 3O1ß37-8. 
ItXGU2 UuPKOfAML2 

The Virginall' I d10 pitch upon is an excellent peece, made by 

PAPERS RELATING TO RUBENS. 209 

Johannes Rickarts att Antwerp. Its a dobbel staert stick as 
called, bath toure registers, the place to play on att the iide. 
The Virginal was made for the latte Infante, bath a faire picture on 
the inne side of the Covering, representing the Infantas parke, and 
on the opening, att the part were played, a picture of Rubens, 
representing Cupid and Psiche, " the partie asks £30 starling. 
Those Virginals we have noe pictures cost £15 : -Y' hon' will have 
time enuf to consider on the sum, cause I can keepe the Virginal 
long enuf att my house. 

I take my leave & rest 
Yo' hon", &c., 

B. GEnBIEB. 

CCIV. SIR F. WINDEBANK TO B. OEBBIS1. 
ÄI1: )rutntinster, February 2,1637-8. 

IN a 1-re a part yo" are pleased to give me a testimony of yo' care 
of my privat little businesse concerning the Virginall, for we4 I 
retourne y my most affectionat thankes. 

If the Instrument, for sounde & goodnesse, be right, I do not 
much respect the accessories of ornament or paintings, & ther" 
fore if yo can inecte w"' a very good one plaine & wvout these 
curiosities, I sholil rather make choice of such a one. But I will 
Advise w' y' good frendle d: my tie Mr. Norgaat, whose shill in these 
businesses is excellent, .- then I will take the liberty to Acquaint 
y' w" my further desires. Presenting my trice love to yo, & 
making it my suite to y' to use nie its freely, as by yo' many 
civilities you have obliged me to be (S') 

Y' most faithful true servant 
r nAN. WINDEDANK. 

On the 2nd of March Sec. Sir F. Windebank writes to B. 
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210 rArZBs RELATING TO RUBENS. 

Gerbier to send the Virginall mentioned in his former letter, if as - 
good for use and music as he represented it to be for show, and 
he will give satisfaction for it whensoever he shall appoint. 

CCV. SCC. Silt F. WIN1º1: 11.1NK TO 13. GLRBIEIL (Extract. ) 

lrestminster, ruly 20,1633. 

The Virginall. we" y-u" sent Luc, is com safe, and I wish it were 
as usefull as I know yo` intended it. But the workman, that 
made it, was much uiistºtl. cit in it, and it wantes 6 or 7 Keyes, so 
that it is utterly utiserv iceable. If either he could alter it, or 
wolle change it for auuffier that may have more Keyes, it were 
well : but its it is, our iuusirk is iuarr d. Neverthelesse, I am 
exceetlinglye lxduºulºling to y" for it and do acknowledge as many 
tiLaukes to be due to ye. as if it had Lone the most exquisit peece 
in the worlde. In that quality I besceche yo" (S) comaunde 

Yo' most faithfull and obliged 
true frende to serve yo', 

I' RAN. WINDEBANK. 

CCVI. B. GERBIER TO SEC. SIR F. 11INDEBANIL (E. ctraet. ) 

Brume ls 
July 23 
ýu 7,163& Rim Ho, RO1AsLZ: y 

I have y' honors letter to me of July, to which I have no 
more to say but that I must take patience, the Virginall proves 
not according expectation ; Iff y' honor causeth the same sent to 
me agayne well conditioned and a just measure of the'keyes 
desired annother Virginall to be; I will cause this to be sould as 
itt can, and annother made forthw" by Mr. ßickaerts, the same 
anal the best master here, who saith this Virginall cannot be 
altered, and none elce mule here on saille. 

I [umbly bike my leave and rest yo' hon , &e., z ' 
B. GLttnIzi . 

On 8 Au gust, 1Gat+, See. Whitlebank writes to' Gerbier from 
Baines 1Ii11. " For the Virginual I desire yo" not to trouble 
y'self, seeing the fault was niyne that did not give better instruc. 
tiou. " 
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Appendix 17 - Correspondance between G. F. Duarte and Con- 

stantijn Huyghens. 

p. CXC I1. 

Myn Heere, UE acngenamcn vanden 27 febr. hebbe ontfanghen 
tot antwoorde sal seggen rakendo hot discours van do groote clave- 
ainglen met een volle clavier tot do octave van G sot re ut onder. UE 

gelieft to weten als dat den nove van Joannis Rukarts tinier z, by name 
Couchet denwelkea by desen synen oom sesthienjaren gevrocht heeft 

ende -bevonden hebbe veel atudieuser van geest darr myno instruction 

veel toegedaen hebben met ondersoekinglicn waer naer synen vorschre- 
ven oom noot naer en trachte want de snelle handelinghen van toucheren 

moeten dat ondersoeken om de groote Instrumenten to doen luystren 

om prontelyken to obedieren wacr door do subtylheden ende delicates- 

sen entdeckt werden soo om do mate van do lengde van do pennen 
' clawir ende teniento als soeticheyt van do Armonie, dicto ende lengdo 

van enaren dwelck to lange_soudo wallen to verhaelen. Duyterste grooto 

P. CXCI van do lengdo vando grooto clavesingels syn 8~voet wat min oft nicer; 
den thoon Coriata nºct 3 registers; dat syn dry diferento snaren to weten 
2 snaren van unison endo con in octave die alle dry ook . to semen 
connen gespelt worden als medo elke snare besonder met dq pctave, 
ende sonder octave gelykerwys dordinarisso clavesingelen die" UB inen- 
tioneert, maer liccft bctcr armonio door dien als dan do stilstacnde sdare 
die niet en spelt liner evenwel van selfa moveert mackende, alty is: een' 
soete stille armonio doort voigaendo gelugt van hacrschelyke dwelck nict 
en geschiet als alle dry do snaren stiffens gespeelt worden. Do 2 snaren 
unison is deen wat scherper als dander luydende, dwelk ook eon aen- 
genaem soeticheyt causeert door dien deene cen groot stroybrect lnngcr 
als dander is, de deucht vande Instrumenten gcshiet ook dat do snaren 
luier (sic) dunder endo langer als dick to Wesen, goo datmen met doze 3 

snaeren -op vyf a ties divcrscho manicren spelen mach, ende seer narr 
so sacht in toucheren mocten syn als een cleyne clavesingel wacrin noch 
daldermeesto consto consisteert dat weynighe meesters weten, ' dit is soo 
ve(el) als acngact do grdoto Instrumenten vando welke tot heden too 
maer vier gemackt on syn geweest de Teste de beste werdeh vercocht 
omtrent 300 ende deer narr 20 a 30 gull mm,. soo dat men diergelyke 

expresselyk soude mocten doen maekeh. Nu wat aengaet de cleyne steert- 
stukxkens van unison oft met cen octave dat is elck naer syn schont- 
heyt (? ) syn gemeynclyk eenen thoon hooger ende is myne inv entie 
eertyts goweest over eenighe jaren dienende in cleyne camers voor 
Couranten Alemandcn ende Sarabanden to apelen. Soo UE goo hier in 
als in eeniöhe andre dinghen my ; elieft to comanderen sal altyts thoonen 
dat ick ben, Myn ][core, 

In Antwerpen ºleºº ä weert UE ootmoediöhen Dinier 
1048. G. F. DUARTE. 
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p. CXCII 

x. 

4en Jfyn Ileere 

. ilyu Heere C. HUYGE\S 
Heere van Sulichom 

In SchravennIfage. 

3tyn ltccro, UE. seer acngcnacmcn van den ' 27aß der voörloden 
macnt aprilis hebbo ontfanghen, ende UE. intentio wel verstaon, desi- 

rercndo eca steert stuck in unison met cen volle clavier, gelyck dat van 
3tevrouwo Swan, maer Tando lcnghde gelyck dosen Str. Couchot aldaer 
non eencn genocmpt Pater gesonden heeft, waer over aon ditto Couchet 

gesproken hebbo door dien dickwils tot sünen huyso gacn, golyck hij' 

van gel jken tot mynent compt. Nu wat acngaet do solve twee thoonen 
leeger soudo "moeten luyden dan die van 31evrouwo Swan, dat can qualyck 
wesen ende gaps geen nzodo noch bequaem tot cenich concert van voisen, 
macr wel Tandem naturclyckcn thoon van dit " lant datmen heet Cho- 

rista, ende dat is just Genen thoon lee-or als die van Movrouwo Swan, 
dienende voor gemeyn stemmen, ende die van- dita 3tevrowe voor ex- 
traordr goedo stemmen die hooch singhen, ende om Allemanden en 
Courranten to spclen. Van dien selven thoon hebbo ick tot myn gebruyck 
vier oft v jf, wtgenomen myn clavesingel van 't orgel die Chorista van- 
den rechten thoon is, ende coo sal die voor UE. mosten luyden, ende 
meet oyck wat langer Wesen als die van Pater, hebbondo oyck corts 
bevonden dat wy sicke morste snaer vande trice, die scherp luyt door 

p.. CXCIII 

do tweeds tanient bchoort gespelt to worden ende dander snaer die prat 

meer meehelt met do voorsto tanient, want het geeft con antler lier- 

monie, door dien dit carts 'met cen Clavesingel geprobeert hebbe. Gelleft t 

" de brugge vande clavesingel van Pater op to heffen, ende tselve to con- 
sidereren met cenen stork to raeken, U. E. sal datelycko mijne meyninge 
'erstaen , diergelycko dinghen als mode meer andere subty lliedcn t to 
lanck to schrUven en hebben noyt by andere meesters ondersoealit ge- 
weeat, door dien de solve wt oorsacko van seer snello handeling i gee colt 
worden aendo welcke de gemeyno Instrumenten qualyck willen obedic- 
ren. UE. gelieft my volens syn geliefto altyts liberlycken to comman- 
deren sonder ccrcmonien ende sal my altüts bereyt vinden to wesen 
Uyn Heere 

UE. ootmoedighen dinner 
In Antwerpen den 3 mayý 1648. G. F. DuRTE. 
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.t 
XI. 

Myn Heer, Ick hebbo ontfanghen UE. seer aenaenamen vanden 13 
deser wacr mode my syt bedankende van de fraieheden die myn Heere 
UE.. sone by on. s al hier soude gehoort hebben dewelke niet en syn 
conforme IIE. grooto meriten en obligatie die ick hebbe om UE. to dienen. 

L De Claresingel sal dose wecke gedaen Wesen in unisono vanden leeösten 

ordinarisen thoon Chorista diemen mackt met eon vollen clavier beneden 
tot de octai-e van of fa ut too ende boxen tot de cadentie van de la sol 
re, niet twyfelende oft : al UE. behaghen het deesel van binnen wit 
als " mode den bodem ender do snaren en van voren boven hot clan it 

om alles to laten schilderen naer UE. geliefte, den rant vdnt toeel stuck 

P. CXCIV 

ronsom vergalt als mode do Brugge sal deso woke gedacn syn. Verhope 

aldaer by UE. noch sal. connen Wesen voor syn vertreck nacr Ulevo 
. al- 

wcaer UE. myne ootmocdigho groctenisso sal gelioven to doen non Mevrou 
de Princesse van Oranien Toor do core die ick Tan Haere Hoochoyt ont- 
fanghcn hebbe ende sal altyts blyven Myn Heero 

UE. ootmoedighen dinaer 
In Antwerpen den 19's juilio 1648. G. F. DUARTE. 

P. D. Het is my seer aengcnacm to verstaen do Eero sal hebben 
UE. desen comer noch hier to sien, dwelk grootelyckx sal oxtimeren. 

XII. 

Myn Heere, Desen sal alleenelyck dienen om aan U. E. to lacten 

«eten als dat de clavesingel nu gemaeckt is, seer soot ende liefelyck 
van harmonie wort van alle dc licfhcbbcrs seer geprescn. Mr. Couchet 
heeft syn wttersto debvoir daer inne gednen, principalyck hot clauwier 
seer soet voo_r twee grooto snacren. Hy zal het U. E. ' morghen oft over- 
morghen seynden. Seyt het solve niet minder geven en can als dertich 

pont Vlems. By is van acht coot, Ick hadde hem geseyt van 28 1 VI. 
dan men sal hem moeten contenteren. U. E. adv is- vanden ontfanck, als 
syn gevoelen over 't solve sal goren vernemen; blyvende altyt Myn Heer 
In duhcerpen den 30 july UE ootmoedigen dinaer 

1648. . G. F. DUARTE. 

Source: W. J. A. Jonckbloet and J. P. N. ; Land, Musigue et mus- 
iciens au XVIIe si L%cle, Leiden (1882) CXC-CXCIV. 
(Pagination followed here. ) 

J. A. Worp, De Briefwisseli .L 
1915) 
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Correspondence between G. F. Duarte and Constantijn Huyghens. 

(p 
, cxc) Inc. 

Sir, I have received your honourts pleasant (communication) 

of the 27th of February, to which I should like to reply 

concerning the discourse of the large clavecimbelsA17-1 

with one full keyboard from G sol re ut (Gj ). Your honour 

will be pleased to know that the nephew of the late Joannis 

Rukarts, one Couchet by name, who worked with his uncle 

for sixteen years and whom I have found to be of a much more 

studious spirit, which my instruction has greatly helped, 

with investigations unheeded by the abovementioned uncle, 

such as rapid playing of the keys. One should investigate 

even the large instruments to make than obey promptly so 

that the subtleties and delicacies are discovered, and as 

well as these the length of the quills, keyboards and jacks 

as well as the sweetness of the tone, the thickness and 

length of the strings, all of which would take too long to 

explain. The extreme length (p. CXCI) of the large clave- 

cimbels is 8 voet more or less, the pitch Chorista, with 3 

registers - that is three different strings of which 2 

strings are at unison and one at the octave and all three 

of which can be played together or each string separately, 

with or without the octave, like the ordinary clavecimbels 

that your honour mentions. But they have a better tone be- 

cause the unused string which is not played moves of its 

own accord, producing such a sweet quiet tone through the 

principal sound, which does not occur when all three 

strings are played together. The second unison string is 
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then somewhat sharper in sound than the other, which also 

causes a pleasant sweetness because of its being a large 

strawbreadth longer than the other. The virtue of the 

instruments arises also from the strings being slacker, 

thinner and longer rather than being thick, so that with 

these 3 strings one may play in five or six different ways, 

and yet these may be so soft in touch as a small clavecim- 

bel, wherein lies the greatest art which very few masters 

know. So much concerning the large instruments, of which 

so far four have been made, the last being the best. They 

were sold for about 300 gulden and afterwards, 20 or 30, less, 

so that one should have them made expressly. Now concern- 

ing the small harpsichords with unison or with an octave, 

each of which has its own beauty. They are usually one , 

tone higher, and are of my invention of some years ago. 

They are used in small chambers for playing, courants, 
,, 

allemands and sarabandes. If your honour should desire to 

command of me in this or in any other things,, I' will prove 

that I am, Sir, your honour's humble servant, 
_ 

In Antwerp, the 5th of May -., G. F. Duarte. 
1648 

(p" cxcii) X. 
Sir, I have received your honour's very pleasant (communi- 

cation) of the 27th of the previous month of April, and I 

have understood well your honour's desire for a harpsichord 

with a unison and a full keyboard, like that of Mrs. Swan, 

but of a length of that which Mr. Couchet has sent to a 

certain Pater, by name, and about which I have often 
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spoken with the same Couchet by often calling at his house, 

as he likewise often comes to mine. Now as regards the 

same sounding two tones lower than that of Mrs. Swan, this 

can hardly be and it is neither the fashion, nor is it fit 

for any concert of voices. But there is the natural pitch 

of this land which one calls Chorista, and this is just 

one tone lower than that of Mrs. Swan, serving for normal 

voices, while that of the same lady serving for extraor- 

dinarily good voices singing very high, and to. play 

allemandes and courantes. At this same pitch I have,. tried 

four or five as well as my own clavecimbel like -an organ at 

Chorista, which is of the correct pitch. And that is how 

your honour's must bet and it must also be somewhat, longer 

than that of Pater. I have also recently discovered that 

each of the first strings of the two (unisons), which -, 

sounds sharp (p. CXCIII) should be played by. the : second .: 

jack, and the other string which is somewhat more inclined-. 

by the front jack, which gives a quite different, quality, 

which we have only recently tried out with a harpsichord. 

Lift the jackrail of Pater's harpsichord, and consider for 

yourself when a note is plucked and your. honour, shall 

clearly understand my meaning, such things and, others more 

subtle taking too long to write out, and having not been 

studied by other masters. This must be by. reason of : very 

rapid playing to which the ordinary instruments will hardly 

respond. Your honour may always freely command me, without 

ceremony, and you will always find me ready to be, Sir, 

to Antwerp, the 3rd of May Your honour's humble servant 

1648 G. F. Duarte. 
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XI. 

Sir, I have received your honour's very pleasant (communi- 

cation) of the 13th in which you express your thanks for 

the favours your honour's son is supposed to have heard 

here from us, which anyway does not conform to your honour's 

great merits and the obligation that I have to serve your 

hounour. The clavecimbel will be ready this week with a 

unison and of the lowest ordinary Chorista pitch which 

one makes, a full keyboard extending down to of fa ut (Fl) 

and up to the cadence of la sol re (d3). I don't doubt 

that your honour will be pleased with the lid which is left 

white inside, as is the part under the strings, and the 

front above the keys, which all can be painted according 

to your honour's wishes. The 'yellow border piece (p. CXCIV) 

all around and the jackrail will be gilt this week. I 

hope that I shall be able to get to your honour's before 

your departure for Cleves, where I would ask your honour to 

deliver my humble greetings to My Lady the Princess of 

Orange, for the honour which I received from Her Majesty. 

And I will always remain, Sir, 

In Antwerp the 19th of July Your honour's humble servant 

1648 G. F. Duarte. 

P. S. It is a great pleasure to me to understand that I 

will have the distinction to see your honour here this 

summer, which I should greatly esteem. 

XII. 

Sir, This shall serve only to let your honour knc., f that 
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the clavecimbel is now made, has a very sweet and lovely 

harmony, and has been much praised by all the music lovers. 

Mr. Couchet has put his utmost ability into it, principally 

in the keyboards which are very delicate for two large 

strings. It should be sent to your honour tomorrow or the 

day after. It cannot be given for less than 30 pounds 
woudhave Flemish. It's length is 8 vo et .I said 28 pounds 

Flemish, but one must keep him satisfied. Your honour's 

acknowledgement of receipt, as well as your opinions about 

it will be eagerly received. I remain as always, Sir, 

In Antwerp the 30th of July Your honour's humble servant 

1648 G. F. Duarte. 

Footnotes 

A17-1) clavesinglen - from the remaining part of the corr- 
espondence it is clear that a harpsichord is meant 
here. 
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Appendix 18 - Correspondence from Ioannes Couchet to Con- 

stantiin Huyghens. 

Source: J. A. Worp, Do Briefwisselin van Constants n 
Huygens, Part , The Hague k1915) 489. 

Edwin M. Ripin, 'Antwerp harpsichord-building: 
the current state of research', Colloquium. 
Restauratieproblemen van Antwerpse klavecimbel 
Antwerp (1971) 12-23. 

489 . 

4851. J. COUCHET 1). (L. B. ) 

Discreten Menheer, - my onbekent, soo laete UE weten, als dat ick UE 
dees claversingel gemaeckt hebbe naer UE orden, to weten een unison den 

reghten toon ende het clauwier tot effaut (? ), de octaef leeger is niet menheer 
Duartens sin oock soo doen maecken. T is d'eerate, die ick soo geniaeckt hebbe; 
U 'E magh wel pe(jsen, at betaelden UE 100 pattekons, dat UE niet een 
stuUver to veel sout betaelen van kunst wegen ende resonantie, die bet heeft, 
soo sal UE believen to sorgen, die se sal stellen, welck ick verstaen h' Pater 2) 
UE vrindt is, die just nu tot Brussel is, ende heeft se noch niet gehoort; 
verwaght hem alle daegen we lerom tot m(jnen hu(jse, dat als bU so sal stellen 
alt(jt op den rechten toon stelt, waervan UE een flu(jtien, s(jnde cm gisolreut (? ) 
daer op 'te stellen, soo sal UE alt(jt de resonautie volcomen hooren, want staet 
so to leegh oft to hoogh, soo corompeert de resonantie ende niet coreckt, dan 

en spreckt als se gemaeckt woort; dit doende sal m(j eer geschieden ran nmin 
werck; niet Bens en twijfel oft se sal UE to vollen contenteren, waurvan een 
letter sullen antwort verwacbten, ende UE belieft of t alles oock naer UE 

sin is gemaeckt. Voorts soo d ocasie noch eens quam, cm voor een arider lief- 
hebber noch een to moeten maeken, sou hem raedeu, cm deselve Sorte met een 
octaefken to laeten maeken, dat sou mUnen Bin sUn; die gaen anelder ende 
scherper dan den unison, is suet ende liefelijek van clanck, dan sou UE eens 
de defferentie Mooren. Heb een met een octaef ken gemaeckt als dose is van 
clauwier, maer is een Loon hooger, ende met een octaefken niet unison is in 
Antwerpen noch; menheer Duart is noot weke (? ) b(jnaer oft gaet dien lief- 
hebber besoeken cm sUn claversingel to hooren, ende cost hq se wt i Un banden 

crijgen, hij sou niet lanck mode toeven; moet voor heul nu soo een grien uiaekeu. 
Hiermede van herten seer gegroegt ende godt bevolen 2). 
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Correspondence from Ioannes Couchet to Constantijn Huyghens. 

Considerate Sir, whom I have not met, this is to let your 

honour know that I have made your honour this clavecimbel 

according to your honour's order, that is with a unison at 

the proper pitch and a keyboard to of fa ut (F1) 
. The 

lower octave has also been made according to Mr. Duarte's 

wish. This is the first that I have made in this way. 

Your honour should be aware that if your honour had paid 

100 Pattekons, your honour would not have paid a stijver 

too much as regards the skill placed in it and the reso- 

nance it has. Your honour should take care over the per- 

son who will tune it, whom I understand to be Mr. Pater 

your honour's 'friend and who is just now in Brussels and 

has not yet heard it. I expect him back to my-house any 

day now. (Tell him) that he should always tune it to the 

correct pitch, wherefore your honour has a little flute, 

to which the gi sol re ut (probably g) should be tuned. 

In this way your honour will always hear the resonance 

perfectly, because if it stands too low or too high, then 

the resonance is impaired and is not correct, as it was 

intended. If this is done honour will result from my 

work. I don't have any doubt that your honour will not be 

completely satisfied with it, of which I await a letter 

giving your reply, and your honour's pleasure and also 
(to know) if everything is according to your honour's 

wish. Moreover, if the occasion should ever arise again, 

that I should have to make another for a music lover, I 
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would advise him to have the same type made with an octave; 

that would be my wish. This goes quicker and sharper than 

the unison, it is sweet and lovely in sound, then your honour 

would hear the difference. I have made one with the octave, 

and the same keyboard (compass) but a tone higher, and with 

an octave instead of a unison. It is still in Antwerp; Mr. 

Duarte goes almost every week to visit the music lover and 

to hear his clavecimbel. And if he could get it out of 

his hands, he would not linger about long. I now have to 

make one for him. 

Herewith, (I send) hearty greetings and command you 

to God. 

Your servant 

Jan Couchet, clavecimbel maker. 



Condensed Cata1oEve of Authentic Ruckers Instruments 

Hans puckers 
1361 MR Double mu$. virg. 

13s3 HR L-voe: spin. virg. 

1591a hR Po1Sg. 6-v. sp. vg. 

(1591)b hR Double mus. virg. 

1394 1R Sing. harps. & virg. 

Ioannee stuckere 

15911, HR CLSld virginal 

1596 iR 6-voet spin. vir6. 

1599 ER Double harpsichord 
(c1600) MR Double spin. virg. 

16041 M 5-voet mug. vir6. 

1610 P"R Double =us. virg. 

1611 ER 6-voet mug. virg. 

1612a HR Double harpsichord 

1612b Ißt Double harpsichord 

(1614) 1 6-voet mug. virs. 

1616 1 Large double burps. 

v. d. IR Siag. harps. & virg. 

(1612) üB Double harpsichord 

1617 IR Double harpsichord 

1618a IR Child virginal 

1618b IA Double harpsichord 

16180 IF Double harpsichord 

1619 ßi Doub. harps. & virg. 

1620 IR 6-voet mus. virg. 

1622 MR 6"voet mus. virg. 

1623 IR Double mus. virg. 

1624 SR Double harpsichord 

1627" ZR Single harpsichord 

1627b l8 Double harpsichord 

1627c IR Large double harps. 

1628a ZR Mother mus. virg. 

1628b IR large double harps. 

1629 IR 4: -voes spin. virg. 

1632 IR Double harpsichord 

1636 IR 6-vogt mus. virg. 

1637a ßi Single harpsichord 

1637b IR Double harpsichord 

1636" IR 6-voet =us. irg. 

1638b IR Double harpsichord 

1639 IR Siagl" harpsichord 

16404 IR 3-voet mus. s-irg. 
1640b lt Double harpsichord 

1642, IR 3-voes -us. virg. 
1642b IR Double harpsichord 

Ioa"res Couehee 

1643 IC Single harpsichord 
1646 IC Double harpsichord 

1650a IC 6-voet mug. Mrg. 
(e1650)b IC Double harpsichord 

1652 IC Doubts harpsichord 

Her. Museum, N. Y. 

F. Never, Paris 

Gruuthuuss, Bruges 

Yale Univ. 

Schi. RCpeaick 

Cincinnati Mug. 

Paris Conserv. 

Htadslhaus 

Milan 

Brussels Museum 

Brussels Museum 

Vleeshnis 

Fenton House 

Ami ens 
Bruisels Museum 

Tirouet, Faris 

Berlin 

Paris Coaserv. 
A. Johnson, L. A. 
Paris Conserv. 

Schl. Cappenberj 

Lund, Sweden 

Brussels Museum 

Boston 

Met. Museum, K. Y. 

Stuttgart 

Colmar, Prance 

Berlin 

Viii . bon 
Private, Switzer. 

Brussels Museum 

Versailles 
Brussels Museum 

Neuchatel 

Harvard 

Edinburgh 
Rome 
Brussels Museum 

Edinburgh 

V. & A., London 

Gemeentsmusetm, 

Manet er 

Stockholm 

B. Gough, T. Y. 

Ediaburgh 
Brussels museum 
Vleeshuis 

Met. Museum. T. T. 
Private. France 

Andreas Ruckert 

(1605) AR Single harpsichord 

1608 AR Double harpsichord 

1609 AR Single harpsichord 

(c1610)a AR 2j-vost virginal 
1610b AR 4}-volt mus. virg. 
1613a AR 4-volt spin. virg. 
1613b AR 4-voet spin. virg. 
1613e AR Child virginal 
1614 AR Double harpsichord 

1613 AR Double harpsichord 

1617 AR 6-voet spin. virg. 
1618 AR Single harpsichord 

1620a AR 4-vost spin. virg. 
1620b AR 6. yost mus. virg. 

1620c AR Double harpsichord 

1620d AR 6-vost mus. virg. 

1621 AR Double harpsichord 

1623 AR Double harpsichord 

1624 AR Single harpsichord 

(1626) AR Child virginal 
1627 AR Quint single harps. 

1628 AR Double harpsichord 

1632 AR 4-voet spin. virg. 

1633a AR 6-voet =us. virg. 

1633b AR Single harpsichord 

1634 AR Child virginal 

1633 AR Single harpsichord 

1636 AR Double harpsichord 

1637 AR Single harpsichord 

1639a AR Child virginal 

1639b AR Single harpsichord 

1640a AR Single harpsichord 

1640b AR Double harpsichord 

1643a AR 5-voet mus. virg. 

1643b AR Double harpsichord 

1644a AR Single harpsichord 

1644b AR Double mus. virg. 
1646a AR Single harpsichord 

1646b AR Iarge double harps. 

1648 AR Single harpsichord 
(1651)a AR Single harpsichord 

1631b AR Double harpsichord 

1654 AR Double harpsichord 

2080th Ioarnas Couehet 
33.4. IC Double harpsichord 

1671 IC Double harpsichord 

1679 IC Sia61e harpsichord 

1680 IC Double harpsichord 

Vleeshuis 

Edinburgh 

P. Williams 

Australia 

Boston 

Brussels : 274 

Brussels : 2928 

Cincinnati Mus. 

Elmhirst, Devon 

"lesshuis 

Munich 

Berlin 

Washington 

Brussels Museum 
Berlin 
labevri e, Gif 

St. Etienne 

Private, England 

Gruuthuuse, Bruges 

Sterckshof, Denrne 

Gs ssvtemua*I 

Pilkiagton, Port. 

Brussels Museum 

Brussels Museum 

Leipzig 

Paris Conserv. 

M. Thomas 
M. Thomas 

-Nuremberg 
Gemeent emus sum 

Gemeentemuseum 

Yale Univ. 

Namur, Belgium 

Gemeentemu9sum 

Germano, Boston 

S'1 eeshui s 

Leipzig 

P1eeshuis 

Paris Conserv. 

Copenhagen 

Traquair House 

V. & A., London 

Nur emb erg 

Stockholm 

K. Gilbert 

Vashinston 

Boston 
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